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Teaching Principle: Christian people come together in Christian community.

BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: Our lesson text tells us 
about the way the earliest 

Christians lived together. In the wake 
of Peter’s Pentecost sermon, people 
ask what they need to do. He tells 
them to repent and be baptized. 
About three thousand people 
respond to his message that day. In 
these earliest days of the church, 
worship, prayer, learning, sharing 
meals, and helping fellow members 
in need mark the community’s life. 

aSk: How does our church continue 
the practices described in our text? 
How is church life different now? 

Say: These daily practices helped 
form the early church into the 
community God wanted them to 
be. The life and teachings of Jesus 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 1 poster, “Present, Past, and 
Future Church” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Community—Acts 2:37-47 
• Pentecost Converts (2:37-41) 
• Life Together (2:42-45) 
• Day by Day (2:46-47)

(4)  Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the second teaching option, prepare 

copies of the handout “What Would You Sell?” 
(Kit, p. 1).

INTRODUCTION

Some aspects of being a Christian are personal 
and private. Following Christ involves individual 
Scripture study, private prayer, and other personal 
spiritual disciplines. At the same time, the communal 
and collective element of Christianity is vital. Indi-
vidual believers live out their faith in the company 
of others. The church community is the context for 
learning about the Christian life and for experiencing 
love, grace, and generosity. In community with each 
other, believers learn what it means to forgive and be 
forgiven, to offer and receive mercy, and to give and 
accept help. 

We sometimes refer to this Christian community as 
family. We are sisters and brothers in Christ. The 
apostle Paul teaches us to think of Christian commu-
nity as a human body with many parts. He calls the 
church the body of Christ. At Pentecost, the Holy 
Spirit creates a community of believers seeking to  
be faithful to what they sense God calling them to  
be and do.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Our lesson text follows the coming of the Holy  
Spirit at Pentecost and Peter’s subsequent sermon.  
It begins with people responding to Peter’s sermon 
by being baptized and joining the Christian commu-
nity (vv. 37-41). It ends by describing the believers’ 
life together. We sometimes call Pentecost the 
birthday of the church. Our lesson text moves from 
the exuberance of the birthday to the development 
of a community of faith that appears orderly and 
marked by distinctive characteristics. The work of 
the Holy Spirit and the proclamation inspired by it 
continue to be vital to the early church. At the same 

Community
Lesson Text: Acts 2:37-47 Background Text: Acts 2:14-47

A Verse to Remember—Acts 2:42
Other Lectionary Texts: Psalm 23; 1 Peter 2:19-25; John 10:1-10

May 3, 2020
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shaped them into the presence of 
Christ in the world. 

aSk: What activity of our church 
brings you into ongoing contact 
with Jesus?

Say: Today’s lesson text teaches us 
that community—our connection to 
one another through Christ—is the 
key to deepening our connection 
with Christ.

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Acts 2:37-41

Invite someone to read  
Acts 2:37.

Say: “They” are the “devout Jews 
from every nation under heaven” 
(2:5) who have come to Jerusalem 
for Passover. Peter addressed them 
after the Holy Spirit fell on the 
followers of Jesus. Let’s look at  
what Peter said.

Invite someone to read  
Acts 2:14-36.

aSk: What in Peter’s sermon would 
cause his listeners to be “cut to the 
heart”?

Say: Peter’s listeners ask what they 
should do.

Invite someone to read Acts 2:38.

aSk: What does Peter tell his 
listeners they need to do? What 
does it mean to “be baptized in the 
name of Jesus Christ” (v. 38)? What 
will result from their doing so? 

Invite someone to read Acts 2:39.

Say: In his sermon, Peter talked 
about the role that some Jewish 
people played in Jesus’ crucifixion. 
We must take care not to think 
or talk about this in a way that 

time, the results of that work are recognizable in the 
daily life of those who have welcomed Peter’s message. 

The community in Acts 2 learns, fellowships, eats, and 
prays together. They watch with awe as the apostles do 
signs and wonders. They are eager to be together and 
to praise God at every opportunity. Their concern for 
one another moves them to share their resources freely 
with one another. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—PENTECOST CONVERTS

Acts 2:37-41
(37) Now when they heard this, they were cut to 
the heart and said to Peter and to the other apos-
tles, “Brothers, what should we do?” (38) Peter 
said to them, “Repent, and be baptized every 
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ so that 
your sins may be forgiven; and you will receive 
the gift of the Holy Spirit. (39) For the promise 
is for you, for your children, and for all who 
are far away, everyone whom the Lord our God 
calls to him.” (40) And he testified with many 
other arguments and exhorted them, saying, 
“Save yourselves from this corrupt generation.”  
(41) So those who welcomed his message were 
baptized, and that day about three thousand 
persons were added.

2:37  The crowd has just heard Peter’s Pentecost 
sermon. He closed his sermon by saying, “Therefore 
let the entire house of Israel know with certainty that 
God has made him both Lord and Messiah, this Jesus 
whom you crucified” (2:36). Troubled by Peter’s words, 
they want to know what they can do. Their question 
reflects a desire to make things right. 
We should note that the people pose their question 
to Peter, who denied Christ three times. If God has 
restored Peter to a central role in the birthing of the 
church at Pentecost, then God can also restore those 
in the crowd who bear some responsibility for Jesus’ 
crucifixion. We should also note that Peter says the 
handing over of Jesus to be crucified was part of  
God’s plan (2:22-23).

2:38  Peter responds by inviting the crowd to repent 
and be baptized. As familiar as those words may be  
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contributes to anti-Semitism. Peter 
also emphasized that this was part 
of God’s plan (see 2:23). Still, those 
first-century Jews who played a role 
in the crucifixion are responsible for 
what they did. 

aSk: How does what Peter said  
in his sermon make his words in  
verse 39 more powerful? What  
does this verse affirm about God’s 
grace and mercy?

Invite someone to read Acts 2:40.

Say and aSk: People living in any 
time probably think their generation 
is corrupt. What do we mean when 
we say that? 

Say: When Peter refers to his and 
his listeners’ generation as corrupt, 
he may mean that they aren’t 
living in relationship with God. 
The people he addresses have the 
opportunity to trust in Christ and 
thus establish a renewed relation-
ship with God. 

Invite someone to read Acts 2:41.

Say: The apostles and those with 
them numbered about 120 people 
after Jesus’ crucifixion, resurrection, 
and ascension (1:15). Now three 
thousand people are added to the 
fellowship at one time! This demon-
strates the power of Spirit-inspired 
preaching about Jesus.

Say and aSk: Our lesson text  
presents this influx of people as  
a positive development. But what 
difficulties might have resulted 
from such a large group of believers 
being added at one time? What 
would a similar influx of new 
people mean to our church? How 
would we handle it?

to us, we should avoid the temptation to reduce them 
to a formula for conversion. Peter is not inviting the 
crowd to mentally assent to what he is offering them. 
He invites them to a new way of being human in the 
world. Repentance implies a transformation so deep 
and thorough that the result is something that looks 
and sounds altogether new. 

2:39  Peter’s explanation of the promise echoes the 
expansiveness of John 3:16. The promise is open to 
those hearing the message and to their children. It  
is open to those who are far away and to those God 
calls. God’s love drives the promise in every case. 

While Peter is speaking to a mainly Jewish crowd, his 
description hints at a promise that is more likely to 
include than exclude. He is yet to have his vision of 
food coming down from heaven and his encounter 
with Cornelius (Acts 10), but the welcoming tone of 
his words points to a heart that is open to Gentiles  
as well as to Jews.

2:40  The members of each generation probably think 
of their own generation as corrupt. Peter may think of 
the corruption of his generation in terms of a turning 
away from God. Israel’s history was marked by periods 
of turning away from God followed by repentance and 
turning to God. God was always ready to forgive and 
renew the covenant with Israel. Peter’s words indicate 
that God hasn’t changed. Even after the crucifixion of 
Jesus, God is still ready to forgive and save.

2:41  There were about 120 people in the group of 
believers that gathered to replace Judas Iscariot (1:15). 
At Pentecost, three thousand people are added to that 
number. In a short amount of time, the church moves 
from being a minuscule segment of the population of 
Jerusalem to being a small but noticeable part of the 
community.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—LIFE TOGETHER

Acts 2:42-45
(42) They devoted themselves to the apostles’ 
teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread 
and the prayers. (43) Awe came upon everyone, 
because many wonders and signs were being 
done by the apostles. (44) All who believed were 
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Acts 2:42-45
Invite someone to read  
Acts 2:42-43.

Say: The early church deals with 
the sudden influx of new people by 
engaging in the spiritual practices 
of teaching, prayer, fellowship, and 
eating. These are no doubt the 
practices that the church would 
engage in no matter how many 
people are involved. 

aSk: Why is each of these practices 
important? How would each one 
contribute to the believers’ progress 
in following Jesus and in their rela-
tionships with each other?

aSk: Why do you think God 
empowers the apostles to do  
“many wonders and signs” (v. 43), 
as Jesus had done? What does this 
signify about the role and mission  
of the apostles?

Invite someone to read  
Acts 2:44-45.

Divide the class into groups. 
Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. 

Say: As the community of believers 
engages in spiritual practices that 
draw them closer to Jesus and to 
each other, they grow in caring for 
each other. They demonstrate this 
care in radical yet practical ways. 
We might wonder how we can 
engage in similar actions, espe-
cially when our social context is so 
different from that of first-century 
Jerusalem.

Ask the groups to discuss ways in 
which today’s church can follow 
the example of the early church. 
What practices and actions can we 
adopt to better care for each other 
and especially for those in need? 

together and had all things in common; (45) they 
would sell their possessions and goods and dis-
tribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. 

2:42  In the beginning, the practices of the church 
are simple and focused. New converts and longtime 
followers of Jesus learn together, eat together, pray 
together, and fellowship together. These practices 
form and build the church even as they express what  
it means to be the church. 

The apostles tell the stories of Jesus and recount  
their experiences with him and each other. At the  
same time, believers witness the work of the Holy 
Spirit and have their own experiences with the living 
God. The Spirit shapes them and they help shape  
each other into the body of Christ. 

“Fellowship” translates the Greek word koinonia, 
which is deeper than what we might normally think 
of as fellowship. It is about more than playing church 
league softball or having game night in the fellowship 
hall. It implies a connectedness that goes beyond occa-
sional or even regular interaction. 

These early believers weave their lives together with 
each teaching session, each broken loaf of bread, 
and each prayer. They are truly becoming the body 
of Christ, each part learning to work well with the 
others. 

One of the results of this deep fellowship is the 
mutual experience of a need that one member has  
so that the whole group acts together to meet it.  
The teaching, praying, and breaking of bread don’t 
occur in isolation but rather are practiced together. 
In this way, the Jesus story gets infused not only 
into individual believers but also into the church’s 
common life.

2:43  The apostles carry Jesus’ legacy of signs and 
wonders. These acts appropriately impress those who 
witness them. 

The apostles are no longer hiding in an upper 
room. After witnessing the betrayal, arrest, torture, 
and execution of Jesus, they experience a rebirth of 
courage, conviction, and passion. This no doubt 
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How can we organize to practice 
compassion? Invite the groups to 
share their ideas with the class.

diScuSS: Why do we sometimes 
fail to follow the early church’s 
example? What gets in the way of 
doing so? What would we gain by 
making a more concerted effort to 
organize to practice compassion?

Act 2:46-47
Ask someone to read  
Acts 2:46-47.

aSk: What are some other ways the 
early Christians spent their time? 
What were some of the results of 
their way of life?

Say: While the church’s witness 
positively affected people, “the 
Lord added to their number those 
who were being saved.” Salvation  
is ultimately the Lord’s work.

diScuSS: What does our witness 
contribute to the Lord’s saving 
work?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
aSk: How does being a 
church member help you 

experience community? How  
does that experience deepen your 
connection with God, with others  
in our community, and with others 
in our world?  

Say: Members of the church in Acts 
practiced their faith in proximity 
to one another. The experience of 
community contributed to their 
spiritual growth and was also the 
outcome of that growth. 

begins with their experience of the resurrected Jesus 
and continues with the coming of the Holy Spirit 
into their lives. The apostles’ embrace of their call to 
continue Jesus’ ministry in the face of ongoing threats 
to their safety and freedom may be the greatest of 
their signs and wonders. 

2:44-45  Loving relationships characterize the church 
in Acts. This includes all aspects of human living and 
interaction. As the church worships, prays, and learns 
together, believers experience a deep connection. As 
they practice their faith together, they grow in their 
concern and care for one another. They contribute to 
each other’s day-to-day well-being.

The description of the believers’ life together indicates 
the impact that the apostles’ teachings are having 
on the church. Perhaps they have heard the apostles 
repeat Jesus’ words, “Where your treasure is, there 
your heart will be also” (Lk 12:34). 

Members of the early church practice radical steward-
ship of their personal resources. In doing so, they bear 
witness to how their experience of Jesus and his teach-
ings has reordered their priorities. They have given 
their lives over to Jesus and to the body of Christ, and 
thus make their treasure available to anyone who has 
a need. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—DAY BY DAY

Acts 2:46-47
(46) Day by day, as they spent much time 
together in the temple, they broke bread at home 
and ate their food with glad and generous hearts,  
(47) praising God and having the goodwill of all 
the people. And day by day the Lord added to 
their number those who were being saved.

2:46  Worshiping together in the temple and eating 
together in their homes establishes a rhythm to life in 
the early church that deepens the believers’ intimate 
connection with each another and with God. 

While these meals may not include the observance 
of a sacrament or ordinance, they nonetheless spiri-
tually affect the participants (Wall, 72). To be invited 
to share a meal at someone’s table is special. To 
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diScuSS: What are some concrete 
ways we can follow the example 
of the church as described in our 
lesson text to nurture the church’s 
life in community? 

As class members generate ideas, 
write them on a whiteboard or 
flipchart. Lead the class to pray for 
wisdom to follow God’s direction 
in constantly growing as a Christian 
community.

CLOSING PRAYER
Dear God, thank you for this 
community of people who 

seek daily to follow Christ. Help us 
live in ways that teach each other 
about your love as we share life 
together. Help us be evidence of 
your presence and your love in our 
world. Amen.

References
J. Bradley Chance, Acts, Smyth & 
Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon, GA: 
Smyth & Helwys, 2007).

Henri Nouwen, The Way of the Heart: 
Connecting with God through Prayer, 
Wisdom, and Silence (New York: 
Ballantine, 1981).

Robert W. Wall, “Acts,” The New 
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 10 (Nashville, 
TN: Abingdon, 1995).

be welcomed repeatedly into the homes of those 
who make up the church gives everyone a sense of 
belonging and inclusion. This sort of hospitality gives 
new disciples daily experience with what the apostles 
are trying to teach them about Jesus and the kingdom 
of God. How could they not be glad and generous 
after such an experience?

2:47  An abundance of praise for God makes sense in 
such an atmosphere. But what does it mean for the 
community of believers to have “the goodwill of all 
the people”? This means that people in Jerusalem felt 
positively toward the believers because of their way of 
life. “All the people” is an idealized statement, since 
the unfolding narrative of Acts reveals that there are 
some powerful people who have anything but good-
will for the church and its leaders. The statement is 
about people in general. Perhaps the apostles have 
shared many of Jesus’ words with the believers, such  
as “Do to others as you would have them do to you” 
(Lk 6:31).

The Lord adds to the church each day those who  
are being saved from this “corrupt generation” (see  
v. 40). The contrast between the life that believers 
share with one another and the life practiced in the 
broader culture is evident from the description given 
in the preceding verses. Choosing to become a part  
of that kind of koinonia doesn’t just mean rejecting 
prior ways of thinking about God. It also means 
setting aside the prevailing social, economic, and 
political wisdom. Being a part of the church in Acts 
means embracing a radically different set of values 
from those of the prevailing culture. 
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Practicing Prayer

Say: The early church prayed regularly. 
Our lesson text doesn’t describe what their 
prayer life looked like, but the history of 
the early church reveals that prayer 

continued to be an important part of their lives 
together. Henri Nouwen sums up what prayer 
looked like for the monastic figures we call the 
Desert Fathers just three hundred or so years  
after Pentecost: 

Abba Macarius was asked “How should one pray?” 
The old man said, “There is no need at all to make 
long discourses ; it is enough to stretch out one’s 
hand and say, ‘Lord, as you will, and you know, 
have mercy.’ And if the conflict grows fiercer say: 
‘Lord, Help.’” God knows very well what we need 
and shows us mercy (Nouwen, 80).

Write the two prayers of Abba Macarius on a 
whiteboard or flipchart (in bold text above).

aSk: What do you think about his prayers?

Invite class members to sit comfortably for a few 
minutes and pray one of Abba Macarius’s prayers. 
Ask them to repeat the prayer silently. Invite 
volunteers to share what the experience was like. 

diScuSS: How could we make the practice of 
prayer more central to our church’s life together?

What Would You Sell?
Say: The church in Acts made a practice of selling 
personal possessions to meet the needs of other 
church members.

Distribute the handout “What Would You Sell?” 

Say: Think of items you own that you would 
be willing to sell to meet the needs of a church 
member. List them on the handout. Then think of 
items you would not be willing to sell. List them 
on the handout.

aSk: How might our life together as a Christian 
community be different if we practice sharing in 
this way? 

diScuSS: How can we apply the principle behind 
this practice of the early church to our community 
life in general? Why is it important that we do so? 
What are some hurdles in doing so?

The Christian Flock
Divide the class into two groups. Ask one group 
to discuss Psalm 23 and the other to discuss John 
10:1-10 (these are two of the lectionary’s other 
readings for today). Ask them to discuss this  
question: “How does this passage picture divine 
care and human need?”

Ask each group to report by reading their  
passage aloud and by sharing their answers to  
the question.

Say and aSk: Both passages picture people as 
sheep. How are people like sheep? How are  
we different from sheep? 

Say: One way we are different from sheep is that 
we can help take care of each other. In this way, 
we share in the shepherd’s work.

diScuSS: How would God want us to care for  
each other? What steps can we take to show  
this kind of care both within and outside our  
faith community?

CONCLUSION

The church in Acts is a gathering of people who are convinced that God is doing something 
new in the world and in their lives. Their conviction is evident in their commitment to the 
daily spiritual practices of worship, prayer, study, and fellowship. The believers’ practice of 
sharing their resources to meet the needs of those in their community indicates the extent 
to which their new life in Christ and in the Spirit has transformed them. The coming of 
the Holy Spirit leads to many great things happening in and through the early church. The 
creation, maintenance, and growth of fellowship is one of those great things.



Teaching Principle: We should be faithful to Jesus in all circumstances.

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 1 poster, “Present, Past, and 
Future Church” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Faithfulness—Acts 7:55–8:8 
• Stephen’s Death (7:55-60) 
• Saul Ravages the Church (Acts 8:1-3) 
• Philip in Samaria (Acts 8:4-8)

(4)  Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6) If using the second teaching option, prepare 
copies of the handout “Signs of God’s Faithfulness” 
(Kit, p. 2).
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INTRODUCTION

Our practice of faithfulness shapes the kind of family 
members, church members, employees, neighbors, 
or teammates we are. Faithfulness is about keeping 
promises and being true to our word. It is about 
showing up when we say we will and forgiving others 
if they don’t show up when they say they will. 

In the Old Testament, we encounter God’s faithful-
ness as God repeatedly yearns to be Israel’s God and 
for Israel to be God’s people. In the New Testament, 
we encounter God’s faithfulness in the life, death, 
and resurrection of Jesus as God reaches out to all 
humanity. God’s faithfulness is rooted in God’s love. 
There is no doubt about God’s faithfulness to us.  
But how faithful are we to God?

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Today’s story takes place amid a time of immense 
strain for the early church. Stephen, one of the  
seven chosen to assist the original disciples of Jesus 
(see Acts 6:1-6), gave a bold speech and was then 
arrested. He was stoned to death for his words. After 
his death, believers were persecuted. People like Saul 
arrested and imprisoned the new Christians. With 
such a dangerous mission, we might think followers 
of Jesus would fall silent to stay safe. But that is not 
the case. Philip, another of the seven, shared the 
gospel in Samaria and baptized an Ethiopian eunuch 
(see Acts 8). Though Jesus’ followers were scattered, 
Philip and others carried the good news of Jesus  
with them. 

Christians in many places are still harshly persecuted. 
We need to recognize that the United States isn’t one 
of those places. Religious diversity is expanding, and 
those in the dominant majority religion are losing 

BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: In today’s passage, we 
encounter faithfulness in the 

face of severe persecution. Those 
who have chosen to follow the way 
of Christ are under attack. Stephen 
will lose his life. Members of the 
church will be taken from their 
homes and imprisoned. Philip will  
be forced to flee to Samaria. In each 
instance, we will encounter faithful-
ness on the part of Christ’s followers. 
Their faithfulness demonstrates their 
deep devotion to the Christ they 
have encountered through the apos-
tles’ teachings and the presence of 
the Holy Spirit. 

Divide the class into pairs. Ask them 
to tell each other where they expect 
and encounter faithfulness in their 
relationships. 

May 10, 2020

Faithfulness
Lesson Text: Acts 7:55–8:8 Background Text: Acts 6:8–8:40

A Verse to Remember—Acts 7:60
Other Lectionary Texts: Psalm 31:1-5, 15-16; 1 Peter 2:2-10; John 14:1-14
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aSk: How have you been faithful 
to others? How have others been 
faithful to you? 

Say and aSk: Our lesson text illus-
trates what faithfulness looked like 
in the early church. Who are some 
examples of faithfulness in our 
church?

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Acts 7:55-60

Invite someone to read  
Acts 7:55-56.

Say: We first meet Stephen when 
he is one of the seven Hellenist 
(Greek-speaking Jewish) Christians 
selected to be a servant-leader in 
the Jerusalem church. As our lesson 
text opens, Stephen is in a crowd 
of people who are angry with him. 
He has just delivered a sermon that 
concludes with an indictment of 
his listeners for their faithlessness 
to God, including their role in the 
killing of Jesus (v. 52b). In the midst 
of this tense and dangerous situa-
tion, Stephen speaks of the heavens 
opening and the Son of Man 
standing at the right hand of God. 

aSk: What do you think enables 
Stephen to bear witness to Jesus in 
such dangerous circumstances?

Say: Stephen’s experience with 
God has much in common with 
that of the people in the crowd, 
but his experience of Christ goes 
beyond their experience. They hear 
Stephen’s sermon as a distortion 
of their story. This angers them so 
much that they are ready to kill 
Stephen.

aSk: Has your experience of Christ 
ever caused you to encounter resis-
tance or anger? What was this like? 
How did you respond?

their privileged positions in some cases, but this is not 
persecution. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—STEPHEN’S DEATH

Acts 7:55-60
(55) But filled with the Holy Spirit, he gazed 
into heaven and saw the glory of God and Jesus 
standing at the right hand of God. (56) “Look,” 
he said, “I see the heavens opened and the 
Son of Man standing at the right hand of God!”  
(57) But they covered their ears, and with a loud 
shout all rushed together against him. (58) Then 
they dragged him out of the city and began to 
stone him; and the witnesses laid their coats at 
the feet of a young man named Saul. (59) While 
they were stoning Stephen, he prayed, “Lord 
Jesus, receive my spirit.” (60) Then he knelt 
down and cried out in a loud voice, “Lord, do 
not hold this sin against them.” When he had 
said this, he died.

We first meet Stephen when he is chosen along with 
six other Greek-speaking Jews (Hellenists) to be 
servant-ministers in the church (6:1-6). We read that 
he is “full of grace and power” and that he “did great 
wonders and signs among the people” (v. 8). His 
preaching leads to his being brought before the  
Sanhedrin (the Jewish ruling council). There, he 
delivers a sermon that recounts Israel’s history  
(7:2-47). But when he declares that “the Most High 
does not dwell in houses made with human hands” 
(v. 48) and accuses his listeners of “opposing the 
Holy Spirit” (v. 51), persecuting the prophets (v. 52a), 
killing the Messiah (v. 52b), and not keeping the law 
(v. 53), they turn on him (v. 54).

7:55-56  Stephen then has a vision of “the glory of 
God and Jesus standing at the right hand of God” in 
heaven (v. 55). He calls Jesus “the Son of Man” (v. 56). 
This is the only place in the New Testament where 
someone other than Jesus refers to him with this 
designation (Chance, 121). 

Stephen is able to see this vision because he is 
filled with the Holy Spirit (v. 55a). His Spirit-filled 
words and actions contrast sharply with those of 

Faithfulness  •  11
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Say: For Stephen, faithfulness 
means speaking the truth of his 
experience with Christ to those 
who have arrested him (7:2-53). 
He does this with some idea of the 
consequences that might await him. 
Yet he speaks boldly, without regard 
for his own safety. 

aSk: What will faithfulness to Jesus 
look like in our general context? 
What about in your specific 
context? How might it look different 
in the various contexts of our lives?

diScuSS: What does faithfulness to 
Jesus require of us? How often do 
we rise to that challenge?

Invite someone to read  
Acts 7:57-58.

Say: Stephen paid for his faithful-
ness with his life.

aSk: How does our faithfulness 
require us to give up our lives? 
What does it cause us to sacrifice? 

Invite someone to read Acts 7:59.

Say: Jesus entrusted his spirit to God 
as he was dying. Stephen commits 
his spirit to Jesus as he is dying. 
In doing so, they both reflect the 
words of Psalm 31. 

Invite someone to read Psalm 
31:1-5, 15-16 (the lectionary’s 
psalm for today).

Say: Faithfulness to God is rooted  
in trust in God. Stephen is able  
to remain faithful to God in  
extreme circumstances because  
he trusts God. 

Invite someone to read Acts 7:60.

the religious leaders. They become a mob, unable to 
control their passion for vengeance. Stephen carries on 
the prophetic task of speaking for God, and the mob’s 
behavior confirms the truthfulness of his words. They 
are another example of Israel rebelling against God. 
What is about to happen has happened before. 

Luke underscores the validity of Stephen’s prophetic 
witness. He is not only filled with the Spirit but also 
sees the glory of God. Stephen started his sermon  
by recounting God’s glory appearing to Abraham  
(7:2; Wall, 131). Now, Stephen’s life will end as he  
sees God’s glory. Luke makes it clear that Stephen,  
not the mob, is doing God’s work. 

7:57-58  Luke describes the actions of a mob that  
won’t listen to reason. Determined to kill Stephen, 
they dramatically close off the possibility of receiving 
any further information that might change their 
minds or deter them from their course of action. 
Stephen’s heavenly vision turns their rage deadly. 
They cannot abide the thought of someone like him 
describing an encounter with God. 

They remove Stephen from the city and lay their 
cloaks at the feet of Saul. According to some inter-
preters, this was the appropriate procedure for 
executing someone charged with blasphemy. But no 
formal charge has been made against Stephen. Luke 
depicts a mob acting out of blind rage rather than 
legitimate officials carrying out a formal verdict. 
In this way, he suggests that Israel should look to 
Stephen and his fellow believers for leadership rather 
than to a Sanhedrin that has descended into the chaos 
of mob action (Chance, 122).  

Saul’s presence in the story of Stephen’s death 
illustrates his commitment to ridding the world of 
Christians. He is not content merely to harass or 
antagonize them. He wants to eliminate the entire 
Christian movement, and he is willing to use deadly 
force to achieve his aim.   

7:59-60  Stephen dies in a way that reflects the example 
of Christ. He prays for Jesus to receive his spirit and he 
asks forgiveness for his killers. With these two verses 
alone, Luke makes Stephen a central figure in the life 
of the early church. In fact, if we had no other words 
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Say: Stephen also follows Jesus’ 
example of asking God to forgive 
his killers.

diScuSS: How can we develop the 
kind of trust in God that will enable 
us to live and die in faith and to 
practice extreme forgiveness?

Acts 8:1-3
Invite someone to read  
Acts 8:1-3.

Say: Intense persecution of the 
Jerusalem church follows Stephen’s 
death. Many flee the city. Some are 
imprisoned. The apostles remain in 
Jerusalem. Saul, who witnessed and 
approved of Stephen’s death, is a 
leader of the persecution. 

aSk: Why do you think Luke high-
lights Saul’s role in the persecution 
of the church? What eventually 
happens to Saul? What does this 
teach us about God’s grace? About 
the ways God works to fulfill God’s 
purpose of salvation?

Acts 8:4-8
Invite someone to read  
Acts 8:4.

Say: Sometimes events occur that 
are beyond our control. This is true 
of good and bad events. Sometimes 
a negative event can lead to a posi-
tive outcome. That doesn’t make 
the negative event good, but it does 
reveal how God can bring good out 
of bad. 

aSk: Have you ever had such an 
experience in your life?

Invite volunteers to share as they 
feel comfortable doing so.

from or about Stephen, we would still know that he 
was a devoted follower of the way of Christ even unto 
death. His life, and especially his dying, epitomize 
faithfulness. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—SAUL RAVAGES  
THE CHURCH

Acts 8:1-3
(1) And Saul approved of their killing him. That 
day a severe persecution began against the 
church in Jerusalem, and all except the apos-
tles were scattered throughout the countryside 
of Judea and Samaria. (2) Devout men buried 
Stephen and made loud lamentation over him. 
(3) But Saul was ravaging the church by entering 
house after house; dragging off both men and 
women, he committed them to prison. 

8:1  Saul isn’t just an observer of Stephen’s killing. 
He approves of it. By taking note of Saul’s role and 
attitude in Stephen’s death, Luke illustrates the 
spiritual and psychological journey Saul undergoes 
from his participation in the killing of Stephen to his 
encounter with Christ on the Damascus Road. Saul’s 
hatred of the church is real. He isn’t just displeased 
with the emergence of this new religious movement—
he is outraged by it. 

Stephen’s stoning instigates a broader persecution 
of the Jerusalem church. Most believers scatter to the 
countryside, but the apostles remain in Jerusalem to 
lead the church there.

8:2  “Devout men” bury Stephen. They are anony-
mous. Are they believers in Jesus? Are they Jews who 
don’t agree with the mob’s actions? The selection of 
the seven Hellenist (Greek-speaking Jewish) servant 
ministers was prompted by a dispute between Helle-
nist Christians and Hebrew (Aramaic-speaking Jewish) 
Christians over the care of widows. Since Stephen was 
a Hellenist Christian, perhaps that group is currently 
being persecuted the most. If so, then the men who 
bury Stephen could be Aramaic-speaking members  
of the church (Wall, 131).
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Say: Stephen has been killed, 
some believers have been jailed, 
and others are fleeing for their 
safety. Even as they flee, they don’t 
go into hiding. They tell the story 
of Jesus as they are scattered from 
place to place. 

aSk: How is this response to  
persecution different from the 
response of Jesus’ followers after  
his crucifixion? 

Invite someone to read Acts 8:5-8.

Say: Philip is one of those who 
flees Jerusalem. Like Stephen, he 
is one of the seven Hellenist Chris-
tian servant-ministers. He goes to 
Samaria. There, he preaches and 
ministers to the Samaritans, which 
brings great joy to them.

diScuSS: What does Philip teach us 
about faithfulness to Jesus in trying 
circumstances? How can we put 
these lessons to use in our lives? 
How can we bear witness to the 
grace and love of Jesus in the ways 
we respond to challenging events?

Say: The examples of Stephen, 
Philip, and other believers in the 
early church should inspire us to 
pursue faithfulness in all the circum-
stances of our lives.

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say and aSk: God demon-
strated faithfulness to us in 

sending Jesus to bring God’s love 
and grace to us. How do we 
demonstrate faithfulness to God?

Say: When Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., spoke to a meeting of Clergy and 
Laity Concerned about Vietnam, he 
quoted a statement from that group 
at the beginning of his address. He 

8:3  Luke describes a terrifying scene of Saul attacking 
the church by going to the homes of members. He 
takes men and women from their homes by force and 
imprisons them. We again see that Saul opposes the 
church with every means at his disposal.

This man who will eventually be instrumental in the 
spread of Christianity from Jerusalem to Rome wants 
to end it in its infancy. It is helpful to pause and 
consider just how radical the transformation of Saul 
will be. The persecutor will become the persecuted. 
The one who wants to end Christianity will be the 
reason it begins in many places.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—PHILIP IN SAMARIA

Acts 8:4-8
(4) Now those who were scattered went from 
place to place, proclaiming the word. (5) Philip 
went down to the city of Samaria and proclaimed 
the Messiah to them. (6) The crowds with one 
accord listened eagerly to what was said by 
Philip, hearing and seeing the signs that he did, 
(7) for unclean spirits, crying with loud shrieks, 
came out of many who were possessed; and 
many others who were paralyzed or lame were 
cured. (8) So there was great joy in that city.

8:4  Persecution is making it necessary for believers to 
flee Jerusalem to protect themselves. But they aren’t 
going quietly. Instead, they are going faithfully, living 
and telling the good news along the way. Like a child 
plucking a dandelion from the ground to blow the 
fuzzy seeds into the air, the persecutors in Jerusalem 
inadvertently scatter the seeds of the very movement 
they are trying to crush. 

While Stephen’s words and attitude at his death model 
those of Jesus on the cross, the response of the early 
church to Stephen’s death contrasts with the response 
of Jesus’ followers after his crucifixion. Out of fear, 
Jesus’ followers went into hiding. The early church has 
its own reason to be afraid. They run, but they don’t 
hide or remain silent.  

8:5  Longstanding enmity existed between Jews and 
Samaritans. But Jesus told his disciples, “You will 
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said, “A time comes when silence 
is betrayal” (Washington, 231). He 
proceeded to speak about why 
people of faith needed to express 
moral concern about the war in 
Vietnam. 

diScuSS: How can silence demon-
strate lack of faithfulness to God? 
How would the stories in our lesson 
text have been different if believers 
had remained silent? Where in our 
community do we need faithfulness 
to Christ that refuses to be silent? In 
the world?

CLOSING PRAYER
Holy God, thank you for all 
the ways that you are 

faithful to us. Thank you for past 
and present examples of faithfulness 
in the church. Grant us wisdom and 
courage as we seek to be faithful to 
you. May our faithfulness bear 
witness to your grace and mercy. 
Amen.
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be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and 
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (1:8b). The 
persecution of Jewish Christians in Jerusalem leads 
to the good news being shared with Samaritans. It 
happens through Philip, who is also one of the seven 
Hellenist Christians appointed as servant minis-
ters. Philip’s ministry in Samaria demonstrates that 
Christ can heal even deeply held and long-nourished 
animosities.

8:6-7  Philip’s audience wants to hear what he has 
to say. He does signs and preaches the good news of 
Christ. The paralyzed are cured and unclean spirits 
are cast out. Philip’s preaching produces tangible 
results. While the healings and exorcisms are signifi-
cant, the most important blessing is that God brings 
a messenger to Samaria to proclaim the good news. 
The Samaritans are included in God’s gift of salvation 
through Jesus. 

8:8  Philip’s sharing of the good news through 
preaching and healing permeates the city. We can 
imagine individuals experiencing joy over their 
healing. We can also imagine the Samaritans as a 
group experiencing joy in knowing that God accepts 
and loves them. Individuals are set free from unclean 
spirits, and the Samaritans as a nation are set free 
from the superiority others have held over them.  
They hear Philip say that they are fully accepted in 
Christ. In this is joy indeed.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Forgiveness

Invite someone to read Luke 23:34.

Say: Jesus asked his Father to forgive those who 
crucified him. We might know we ought to prac-
tice such forgiveness, but we might also think 
Jesus had a power to forgive that exceeds our 
capabilities. After all, he was the Son of God  
and the Messiah.

Invite someone to read Acts 7:60.

Say: Stephen wasn’t the Son of God or the 
Messiah. He was a follower of Jesus, just as we 
are followers of Jesus. Stephen shows us that by 
the grace and Spirit of God, we can follow Jesus’ 
example of practicing radical forgiveness. 

aSk: Why is forgiveness central to the Christian 
life? 

Say: Jesus teaches us about forgiveness.

Divide the class into three groups. Assign each 
group one of the following passages: Matthew 
5:23-24; 6:14-15; 18:21-22. Ask them to discuss 
how Christian faithfulness includes practicing 
forgiveness. Invite each group to report.

diScuSS: How does the expectation that we 
practice forgiveness make faithfulness more chal-
lenging? Can it make faithfulness more liberating? 
If so, how? 

Signs
Invite someone to read Acts 8:4-8.

Say: There was great joy in Samaria as a result of 
the signs God provided through Philip’s ministry. 

aSk: What kinds of signs did the Samaritans expe-
rience? Why would such signs bring joy to them?

Distribute the handout “Signs of God’s Faithful-
ness.” Invite class members to describe or draw 
times when a sign strengthened their faith or 
otherwise encouraged or uplifted them.

Say: Your signs don’t need to be like those 
described in our lesson text. They just need to 
be instances when reminders of God’s presence, 
love, and grace strengthened you, encouraged 
you, or brought joy to you. 

Invite class members to share the signs they 
described or drew as they are comfortable  
doing so.

diScuSS: How does being reminded of God’s pres-
ence, love, and grace enhance our faithfulness?

CONCLUSION

Stephen, Philip, and other people in the early church are faithful because of their encoun-
ters with Jesus Christ. Their experiences with Jesus in the teaching of the apostles and in the 
presence of the Holy Spirit enable them to be faithful. Stephen is faithful to the point of 
giving his life. He proclaims the good news of Jesus with his last breath. Some of the Jeru-
salem church members abandon their homes and become refugees rather than renounce 
their faith. Others are taken from their homes and imprisoned because of their faith. 
Philip flees for safety, but fear does not silence him. His evacuation creates an opportunity 
for the people of Samaria to experience the power and wonder of the good news of Jesus 
Christ. This is what faithfulness to Jesus looks like. How can we follow the earliest believers’ 
example of faithfulness?
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: Paul is in Athens waiting 
for Silas and Timothy. While 

he waits, he converses with Jews, 
with Gentiles who worship God 
(“devout persons,” v. 17), with Epicu-
reans, and with Stoics. His words 
about God, and particularly about 
Jesus’ resurrection, seem new and 
interesting to some of the Athenians 
and like babbling to others. Our 
lesson text tells of Paul’s public testi-
mony before the Areopagus, a group 
that deals with religion in Athens.

aSk: How important is it that we 
proclaim the good news of Jesus 
Christ in our day and time? 

Say: Our context is much different 
from first-century Athens. The setting 
where we bear witness to our faith 
is very different from the one where 
Paul bore witness to his faith. Our 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 1 poster, “Present, Past, and 
Future Church” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Proclamation—Acts 17:19-32 
• Proclaiming the Unknown God (17:19-23) 
• The God who Made the World (17:24-28) 
• Connecting and Reconnecting (17:29-32)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the first teaching option, prepare copies 

of the handout “American Idols” (Kit, p. 3).

May 17, 2020

INTRODUCTION

Many of us fear speaking in front of people. We 
might also find it awkward or uncomfortable to talk 
to others about faith. As Paul proclaims the gospel in 
our lesson text, he shares out of his personal experi-
ence, which includes a deep knowledge of the Hebrew 
Bible and the Jewish religion. 

Effective proclamation requires authenticity. Too 
often, if we agree with a speaker’s message, we regard 
it as sound proclamation. But Christian proclama-
tion must be authentic. It must be real. The best 
sermon we can deliver is a testimony to our experi-
ence of God’s love, grace, and mercy. We should keep 
learning, but our proclamation is best when we share 
our experience of God because we want others to 
experience God too. 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Our lesson text finds Paul in Athens, where he 
encounters learned philosophers. He debates with 
Stoics and Epicureans. These thinkers approached 
life with a rational perspective. The Epicureans 
understood life to be a random series of chance 
encounters. Their primary goal was avoiding pain 
and misfortune. They didn’t believe there was a god 
who could make any difference in such matters, so 
they thought it was pointless to offer sacrifices to 
idols. Stoics endeavored to live in harmony with the 
universe through reason and rational thought. They 
believed in a god who was in all things but wasn’t 
a unique being separate from the observable world 
(Wall, 244).

Paul’s words sound strange to his Athenian audience. 
They respond with objections and questions, but the 
encounter seems to be civil. Luke (the writer of Acts) 

Teaching Principle: We should proclaim the good news of Jesus in the context where we  
find ourselves.

Proclamation
Lesson Text: Acts 17:19-32 Background Text: Acts 17:15-34

A Verse to Remember—Acts 17:23
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Psalm 66:8-20; 1 Peter 3:13-22; John 14:15-21
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experience with Jesus is different 
from Paul’s. But we proclaim the 
same good news about Jesus.

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Acts 17:19-23

Invite someone to read  
Acts 17:19-21.

Say: Paul is invited to address the 
council called the Areopagus. They 
want to hear more about the reli-
gious ideas Paul has been sharing. 

aSk: How would you feel if a group 
of interested listeners invited you to 
talk about your understanding and 
experience of God? 

Say: The Athenians are constantly 
excited by the next new thing. 

aSk: Do you see this phenomenon 
in our culture? If so, what form 
does it take? How can such excite-
ment be positive? How can it be 
negative? 

aSk: Has a new experience or 
idea ever helped you deepen your 
understanding of and relationship 
with God? If so, how?

Invite someone to read  
Acts 17:22-23.

Say: Paul’s opening words indicate 
that he has paid attention to the 
culture and values of the people  
of Athens. 

aSk: Why is it important that we 
understand the culture and values 
of the people around us? Why 
should Christians try to gain such 
understanding?

Say: Paul mentions an altar he 
saw that was inscribed with the 
phrase, “To an unknown God.” He 
begins with something familiar to 

tells us that the Athenians like nothing better than 
hearing about the next new thing, and Paul certainly 
gives them something new in his proclamation of the 
gospel. When he finishes his speech, some reject his 
teaching, some accept it, and some express a desire  
to hear more. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—PROCLAIMING THE 
UNKNOWN GOD

Acts 17:19-23
(19) So they took him and brought him to the 
Areopagus and asked him, “May we know what 
this new teaching is that you are presenting? 
(20) It sounds rather strange to us, so we would 
like to know what it means.” (21) Now all the 
Athenians and the foreigners living there would 
spend their time in nothing but telling or hearing 
something new. (22) Then Paul stood in front of 
the Areopagus and said, “Athenians, I see how 
extremely religious you are in every way. (23) For 
as I went through the city and looked carefully at 
the objects of your worship, I found among them 
an altar with the inscription, ‘To an unknown 
god.’ What therefore you worship as unknown, 
this I proclaim to you.”

17:19  First-century Athens was home to many  
highly educated people. The Athenians were inquisi-
tive, thoughtful, and religious (Chance, 305). In our 
text, Paul is taken to the Areopagus to answer  
questions about his preaching. The Areopagus is 
a rock outcropping in the city of Athens. Its name 
means “hill of Ares,” who was the Greek god of war 
(Bruce, 331). “Areopagus” can also refer to a city 
council or assembly that hears public disputes  
(Wall, 245). In Acts 17, it may have both meanings,  
but the emphasis is on Paul’s appearance before  
the council.

The members of the Areopagus seem to want Paul  
to satisfy their curiosity rather than to examine him 
with an eye toward judgment or punishment. Some  
of the philosophers have suggested that Paul is a 
babbler (v. 18), a person who picks up others’ ideas 
and repeats them as one’s own. Others have said that 
he proclaims foreign divinities (v. 18), which may 
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his listeners. Concern for others is 
essential when we speak to them 
about God. Love of God and love 
of neighbor should motivate us 
when we share the gospel. 

aSk: What lesser motives might we 
have for talking about God? How 
can speaking with such motives 
damage our witness?

Acts 17:24-28 
Invite someone to read  
Acts 17:24-25.

Say: Paul begins his presentation 
about God’s identity by saying that 
God “made the world and every-
thing in it” and is “Lord of heaven 
and earth” (v. 24). 

aSk: How do our lifestyles show 
or not show that we honor God as 
creator by honoring God’s creation? 
What difference might the ways we 
treat creation make on the effec-
tiveness of our witness?

Say: Paul says that God neither 
lives in structures built by human 
hands nor needs anything from 
humans. God is always more than 
humans can comprehend. Paul 
wants the Athenians to know that 
God is too large to be depicted in 
a single plaque and too expansive 
to be possessed by an individual or 
a group. God is more than we can 
imagine or comprehend. 

aSk: How do people in our context 
try to make God less than God is? 
How do they try to fit God into a 
box so they can understand or even 
try to manipulate God? Do Chris-
tians ever try to do this? If so, how? 
Why?

mean that some think Paul’s teaching about Jesus  
and resurrection refers to two different gods  
(Chance, 306-307). In fact, since the name “Jesus” is 
masculine and the word “resurrection” is feminine, 
they may think Jesus is talking about a divine couple 
they’ve not heard of (Talbert, 152). At any rate, the 
Athenians give Paul an opportunity to explain his 
teaching in a civil setting. 

17:20-21  Paul’s message intrigues the Athenians 
because they have never heard anything like it. It 
seems strange to them. As constant learners, they 
enjoy hearing and talking about something new.  
We’re not told why they think his message is strange. 
Given their penchant for pursuing the next new idea, 
they may find it strange that Paul’s message makes a 
claim on their lives and calls them to commit to the 
God he proclaims. 

17:22-23  The presence of many idols in Athens 
disturbs Paul (see v. 16). But he addresses the matter 
in an open and positive way. His words are descriptive 
and inviting rather than harsh or critical. He notes 
that the Athenians have made room in their collection 
of gods for the one they call “an unknown god” (v. 23).

Paul says positive things about the Athenians. We 
might even say he flatters them (Willimon, 142). On 
the other hand, “extremely religious” (v. 22) could 
mean “rather superstitious” (Bruce, 335). In either 
case, Paul is trying to establish common ground  
with the Athenians.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE GOD WHO MADE 
THE WORLD

Acts 17:24-28
(24) “The God who made the world and every-
thing in it, he who is Lord of heaven and earth, 
does not live in shrines made by human hands, 
(25) nor is he served by human hands, as though 
he needed anything, since he himself gives 
to all mortals life and breath and all things.  
(26) From one ancestor he made all nations 
to inhabit the whole earth, and he allotted the 
times of their existence and the boundaries of 
the places where they would live, (27) so that 
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Invite someone to read  
Acts 17:26-28.

Say: Paul doesn’t intend to say that 
God is too mysterious to be know-
able. He says that God gives life to 
all mortals, and mortals have the 
capacity to connect with God. God 
is near enough to be found. In God, 
mortals are living and moving chil-
dren of God. God in God’s grace 
reveals God’s self to us. 

aSk: How do you experience God’s 
nearness? 

Say: Paul’s assertion that God 
made all people from one ancestor 
implies kinship between all human 
beings. The NRSV translates the 
Greek word ethnos “nations” 
(v. 26). It can also be translated 
“people.” Clarence Jordan translates 
it “all the branches of the human 
family” (133). 

aSk: What are the implications of 
this reality for our proclamation to 
people of different racial, ethnic, 
social, or religious backgrounds? 

Say: Paul quotes from a Greek 
philosopher and from a Greek poet 
(v. 28). He doesn’t quote directly 
from Scripture.

aSk: Why do you think Paul does 
this? What can we learn from 
this way of connecting with his 
audience? 

Acts 17:29-32
Invite someone to read  
Acts 17:29-32.

Say: Paul wants the Athenians 
to know that God is alive and 
involved. God is not an object 
made of physical material. God is 
a living creator who engages with 

they would search for God and perhaps grope 
for him and find him—though indeed he is not 
far from each one of us. (28) For ‘In him we live 
and move and have our being’; as even some 
of your own poets have said, ‘For we too are his 
offspring.’”

17:24-25  Paul wants to introduce the Athenians to 
the God he encountered on the road to Damascus. 
He does so by trying to establish some common 
ground. While he regards the Athenians’ practice of 
worshiping many gods as problematic, he doesn’t 
chastise them. He lays out points of contact between 
the God he proclaims and the religious experience of 
his audience while still being faithful to biblical (Old 
Testament) tradition and his encounter with Christ. 

God’s creation of the earth is central to the faith of 
Jews and Christians. The idea wouldn’t have been 
foreign to the Athenians. The Epicureans would have 
rejected it, but the Stoics would have affirmed the 
idea (Chance, 309), although their understanding 
of creation and the language they used to describe 
it would differ from Paul’s. But he isn’t looking 
for complete agreement. He is trying to make a 
connection. 

Similarly, Paul’s audience would have been familiar 
with Greek thinkers who cautioned against the idea 
that a structure built by human hands could contain 
the divine. Likewise, they would have known Greek 
thinkers who agreed with Paul that God needs 
nothing from humans (Chance, 310).

17:26-27  The Stoics in the crowd would have reso-
nated with Paul’s idea that all humanity is connected, 
but not everyone in the crowd agreed with the Stoics 
(Chance, 310). Paul refers to Adam when he speaks of 
a common ancestor, but few if any of the Athenians 
would have been familiar with the biblical creation 
story. Paul fills them in on its details. He speaks to 
connect and invite, not to produce conformity of 
thought. 

The purpose of life for human beings, regard-
less of when and where they live, is to seek God. 
Paul’s description of humans seeking God suggests 
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creation. Paul says that God has 
always done so, but people have 
missed God’s revelation because 
of their ignorance. Now that God 
has acted in Jesus Christ, though, 
people are without excuse. The 
coming of Jesus into the world 
makes all the difference.

Say: Paul says that God now calls all 
people to repent because judgment 
is coming. 

aSk: What does it mean to repent? 
What is the basis on which God 
summons people to repent?

Say: Paul has tried to establish 
common ground from which he 
can address the Athenians. But 
Jesus’ resurrection is the unique and 
essential element of Christian proc-
lamation. Proclaiming the crucified 
and resurrected Christ is what 
makes Christian witness valid.

aSk: How can we bear witness to 
the resurrected Christ with our 
words and actions? How can we 
demonstrate God’s love that caused 
God to send Jesus to die for us and 
to rise again to give us eternal life?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: Let’s think about what 
our lesson text teaches us 

about proclaiming the good news of 
Jesus Christ in our setting. Paul 
makes himself aware of the cultural 
context of Athens. He tries to find 
common ground with his listeners. 
Finally, he bears witness to the 
importance and implication of the 
resurrected Jesus Christ.

Divide the class into three groups. 
Write the following questions on a 
whiteboard or flipchart and assign 
one to each group:

searching more than finding, even though God is not 
far off from anyone. 

17:28  Paul borrows from Greek poets to communicate 
the nearness of God to humans. He doesn’t suggest 
that being God’s offspring gives humanity a divine 
nature. His point is that God has created humanity. 
Interestingly, though, the Stoics might have heard 
the second quote (“For we too are his offspring”) 
as suggesting that humans do possess some sort of 
divine nature. 

Paul uses literary references that some of the Athe-
nians recognize (Chance, 312). He does this not to 
affirm their understanding of God but to connect 
with them. Paul’s experience of grace and love on the 
road to Damascus motivates his preaching. He wants 
the Athenians to know that God loves them. He uses 
knowledge that is common to the Athenians and to 
him to get his point across. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—CONNECTING AND 
RECONNECTING

Acts 17:29-32
(29) “Since we are God’s offspring, we ought 
not to think that the deity is like gold, or sil-
ver, or stone, an image formed by the art and 
imagination of mortals. (30) While God has 
overlooked the times of human ignorance, now 
he commands all people everywhere to repent, 
(31) because he has fixed a day on which he will 
have the world judged in righteousness by a man 
whom he has appointed, and of this he has given 
assurance to all by raising him from the dead.” 
(32) When they heard of the resurrection of the 
dead, some scoffed; but others said, “We will 
hear you again about this.”

17:29  If humans are God’s offspring, then God is a 
living being. People can’t fashion God out of metal or 
stone. Metal and stone don’t create anything, but God 
does. While God has created mortals with the capacity 
to create and imagine, mortals cannot create that 
which created them. The educated members of Paul’s 
audience hear echoes of some of their own thinkers 
when he talks about the difference between the actions 
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1. What characteristics of our 
social and cultural context do we 
need to know to effectively share 
the gospel?
2. What areas of common ground 
do we have with our neighbors that 
could facilitate our sharing of the 
gospel?
3. How can we bear legitimate and 
effective witness to the resurrected 
Christ?

Ask each group to report. Then 
lead the class to pray to be effective 
proclaimers of the good news of 
Jesus Christ.

CLOSING PRAYER
Dear God, thank you for the 
ways we experience your 

love each day. Let our words and 
actions proclaim that love to 
everyone we encounter. Thank you 
for giving us a story to tell. Help us 
tell it in ways that welcome and 
include all of your children. Amen.
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of the creator and the actions of those who have been 
created (Chance, 312).

17:30  Paul reaches the climax of his sermon: the God 
he has been describing is no longer unknown. Paul 
has made God known to the Athenians. Therefore, 
God will no longer overlook people’s lack of knowl-
edge and understanding. Now is the time to see who 
God is and what God expects. Now is the time for 
profound change. Now is the time to repent. 

Throughout Paul’s sermon, he uses the Athenians’ 
experience of nature, poetry, and philosophy to try to 
lead them to see that they have been glimpsing God all 
along. Now he has made clear to them what their expe-
rience of nature and their education has suggested. 
Paul has made the unknown God known, so the Athe-
nians can no longer think about religion in the same 
way. The God that Paul invites them to experience is a 
transformational God. To encounter God is to repent, 
to change, and to be made new. 

17:31-32  If the Athenians haven’t grasped the differ-
ence between the God Paul proclaims and the gods 
represented in their “city…full of idols” (v. 16), he tries 
to push them toward understanding with additional 
words about judgment and resurrection. 

Judgment happens because God is active in the world. 
God has acted and will again act to make things right. 
Paul knows this to be true most fully in the life, death, 
and resurrection of Jesus. Though Paul does not 
mention Jesus by name in this sermon, that is clearly 
who Paul is talking about. 
 
Paul has worked to establish common ground with the 
Athenians, but now he proclaims the unique truth of 
the gospel: God raised Jesus from the dead. This is the 
truth the Athenians need to know and accept.

The Athenians have a decision to make. They haven’t 
observed resurrection in the natural world, nor have 
they heard their poets and philosophers speak of it. 
Some of them dismiss Paul. Others want to hear more. 
Still others join him on the journey. One of these is a 
woman named Damaris. Another is Dionysius (see  
v. 34), who according to church tradition served as the 
first bishop of Athens.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
American Idols
Invite someone to read Acts 17:22-23a.

Say: Paul observed that the people of Athens 
were very religious. He noted that the city had 
many idols. Our lesson text doesn’t describe the 
Athenians’ worship practices, but it was clear to 
Paul that they dedicated time and resources to 
worshiping their idols. 

Distribute the handout “American Idols.” Invite 
class members to complete it.

Encourage volunteers to share some of what they 
wrote. 

diScuSS: How do the ways we use our time, trea-
sure, and talent proclaim what we believe about 
God? How do they bear witness to our faith in 
Jesus? How do they move us beyond the common 
ground we share with people around us who 
aren’t believers?

Invite someone to read Matthew 6:19-21.

diScuSS: How can we think, speak, and live in 
ways that show what our true treasure is?

Making God Known
Invite someone to read Acts 17:23-31.

Say: Paul tells the Athenians that he saw an altar 
in their city dedicated “to an unknown God.” 
He then says, “What therefore you worship as 
unknown, this I proclaim to you” (v. 23). In other 
words, Paul wants to make God known to them. 

We want to make God known to others too. But 
we want to be accurate in what we share.

Distribute paper and pens or pencils. Write this 
question on a whiteboard or flipchart: “How can 
we make God known to the people around us?” 
Under the question, list these areas that indicate 
who God is to us:
• Our Attitudes
• Our Motives
• Our Perspectives
• Our Words
• Our Reactions
• Our Actions

aSk: What other areas should be added to the list? 
(As they call out other areas, add them to the list.)

Ask class members to list the kinds of attitudes, 
motives, etc. that will accurately bear witness to 
who God really is. 

diScuSS: Why is it important that we try to live in 
ways that will accurately reveal God to the people 
around us? 

Say: Paul ended his speech to the Athenians by 
talking about the resurrected Jesus. 

diScuSS: How should our following of a crucified 
and resurrected Lord affect the ways we live? 
How should it affect the witness we bear?

CONCLUSION

Paul’s proclamation to the Athenians is passionate and purposeful. Though he is disturbed 
by the abundance of idols in Athens, his main motivation is his desire for the people to 
know the God who loves them in and through Jesus Christ. He wants them to know about 
the Christ who came to him on the Damascus Road. He deftly chooses his words, citing 
Greek sources and themes to connect with his audience. Then he offers the unique truth  
of Christian proclamation: God raised Jesus from the dead. His listeners respond in various 
ways. Some scoff, some want to hear more, and some decide to believe. Paul takes these 
diverse responses in stride. The story moves on to the next episode. There is no account of 
Paul arguing with those who disagree with him. The encounter doesn’t continue with Paul 
trying to convince the scoffers that his way is the correct way. He has shared the gospel; now 
he goes on to the next thing. There is wisdom in his approach.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: In our lesson text, Jesus 
speaks parting words to his 

disciples. When they ask about the 
restoration of Israel, he tells them 
they don’t need to know. What he 
wants them to know is that the Holy 
Spirit is coming to empower them  
for the job they have to do. With 
that, he ascends to heaven. 

Divide the class into pairs. Ask them 
to tell each other about a time of 
significant transition in their lives. 
What helped them manage it?

diScuSS: What resources can we 
draw on to help us navigate times of 
significant transition? What resources 
do we have as human beings? What 
resources does God provide?

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 1 poster, “Present, Past, and 
Future Church” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Fellowship—Acts 1:6-14 
• The Holy Spirit Is Coming (1:6-8) 
• The Ascension (1:9-11) 
• Devoted to Prayer (1:12-14)

(4)  Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the first teaching option, prepare copies 

of the handout “Stand by Me” (Kit, p. 4).

INTRODUCTION

Most of us spend a lot of time waiting. We wait in 
lines at the grocery store and at traffic lights. We  
wait for special days to arrive. But waiting isn’t what 
it used to be. We now have devices that let us read 
news or play games while we wait. Those activities 
can sometimes be informative and helpful. But at 
other times they can distract us. How we use our 
waiting time matters. Waiting can prepare us for 
what is ahead, or it can cause us to miss something 
we could experience while we wait. 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

In our lesson text, Jesus’ followers are living between 
Jesus’ departure and the Holy Spirit’s arrival. Jesus’ 
earthly ministry has just ended, and the church’s 
ministry is about to begin. After Jesus’ ascension,  
his disciples return to Jerusalem. They spend their 
time praying. Prayer holds them together. Prayer 
connects them with God and with each other. In 
prayer, they are present with God and aware of  
God’s presence with them. Prayer lies at the heart  
of their fellowship with God and each other.

Luke’s introduction to Acts mentions his first book 
(the Gospel of Luke) that covers Jesus’ words and 
actions (1:1-2). In Acts, he is writing about the work 
of the Holy Spirit in the church. The opening verses 
of Acts restate the closing verses of Luke (24:44-53) 
with some differences. One of the most significant 
additions in Acts 1 is that the resurrected Jesus 
appears to and teaches his disciples over a forty-day 
period before he ascends to heaven (v. 3). Both the 
Gospel and Acts report Jesus telling the disciples  
to wait in Jerusalem for the Holy Spirit to come to 
them (Chance, 33-34). 

Teaching Principle: When the church gathers to pray, we are in fellowship with God and with each 
other.

Fellowship
Lesson Text: Acts 1:6-14 Background Text: Acts 1:1-14

A Verse to Remember—Acts 1:14
Other Lectionary Texts: Psalm 68:1-10, 32-35; 1 Peter 4:12-14; 5:6-11; John 17:1-11

May 24, 2020
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Say: Our lesson text reveals how 
Jesus’ earliest followers deal with 
the transition from the era of Jesus’ 
ministry to the era of the church’s 
ministry. We will see that prayer is  
a vital resource for them.

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Acts 1:6-8

Invite someone to read  
Acts 1:6-7.

Say: So much has happened 
for these disciples as they have 
followed Jesus. They have heard 
his teaching, seen his miracles, 
agonized over his death, been 
dismayed by his empty tomb, and 
felt enlivened by his resurrection 
appearances. Now they want to 
know if Jesus is going to free Israel 
from Roman occupation and restore 
the nation. 

Invite someone to read Acts 1:3.

Say and aSk: For forty days, the 
resurrected Jesus taught his disci-
ples about the kingdom of God. 
Do you think he gave them any 
reason to believe he would estab-
lish a political kingdom? Why might 
they ask this question? What does 
it say about their mindset and 
expectations?

diScuSS: How do our preconceived 
notions and expectations affect 
how we hear Jesus’ teachings? How 
can we move beyond our limited 
mindset? Why should we?

aSk: Why does Jesus respond to 
the disciples’ question as he does? 
What do we need to learn from his 
answer? How should his teaching 
here affect our ministry and 
witness?

Invite someone to read Acts 1:8.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE HOLY SPIRIT  
IS COMING 

Acts 1:6-8
(6) So when they had come together, they asked 
him, “Lord, is this the time when you will restore 
the kingdom to Israel?” (7) He replied, “It is 
not for you to know the times or periods that 
the Father has set by his own authority. (8) But 
you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has 
come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the 
ends of the earth.”

1:6  Jesus has just told the disciples, “[Y]ou will be 
baptized with the Holy Spirit not many days from 
now” (v. 5). Now they ask him if he is about to “restore 
the kingdom to Israel.” They seem to wonder if the 
arrival of the Holy Spirit will result in Israel’s resto-
ration. They may hope the Spirit will empower them 
to lead a revolution that will drive out the occupying 
Romans and make Israel the world’s leading nation. 
During his forty days with the disciples, the resur-
rected Jesus has been speaking to them about the 
kingdom of God. We can safely assume that Jesus 
didn’t give them any reason to believe that the 
kingdom of God was political or military-focused.  
As with other issues during Jesus’ ministry, this idea  
is coming from the disciples’ own preconceived  
notions and expectations of who he came to be. 

How do our preconceived notions and expectations 
affect how we hear Jesus’ teachings?

1:7  Jesus responds by telling them they are seeking 
unavailable knowledge. Only the Father knows the 
Father’s plans. The disciples don’t need to know 
exactly when and where God will do particular  
things in history. They might think their waiting  
will be less stressful if they know the timing of future 
major events, but that isn’t their privilege or responsi-
bility. Jesus has another role for them to fulfill. 

1:8  The disciples are to be witnesses for Christ in  
the world, and the Holy Spirit will empower them to 
fulfill their purpose. They will tell the story of the  
crucified and resurrected Christ and of God’s love  
for all humanity in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and  
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aSk: What does Jesus want his 
followers to know? Why do they 
need to know this? What does  
Jesus tell them to do? How will  
they be able to do it? 

Say: Jesus points the disciples 
toward their mission and God’s 
empowering presence. Rather  
than looking for some spectacular 
overturning of the political order, 
they are to be busy doing what 
Jesus sends them to do. They are  
to rely on the Spirit God will send.

aSk: How does Jesus’ charge to his 
earliest followers help us under-
stand the charge he gives us? How 
do we continue to carry out the 
church’s mission in our day and 
time? How can we develop greater 
dependence on the Holy Spirit?

diScuSS: What should motivate  
our ministry? What kinds of  
motivations lead to a ministry  
that appropriately reflects God’s 
grace, love, and mercy, as  
revealed in Jesus?

Acts 1:9-11
Invite someone to read  
Acts 1:9.

Say: After Jesus commissioned his 
disciples and told them to await the 
Holy Spirit, he ascended to heaven. 

aSk: What do you think it meant to 
the disciples to be eyewitnesses to 
Jesus’ ascension?

Say: We haven’t seen Jesus ascend 
into heaven. But we have had our 
own experiences with the resur-
rected Christ. We have experienced 
him in our lives by grace through 
faith.

all over the earth. This outpouring of the Holy Spirit  
will empower witnesses of God’s reconciling love in 
the world and open the way for God’s kingdom to  
be restored—just not in the way the disciples have  
in mind. 

The disciples may expect Jesus to restore Israel as  
they had seen him restore sight to the blind, hearing 
to the deaf, or life to the dead. But Jesus makes it 
clear that God’s kingdom won’t come as the result of 
someone performing a mighty act. It will come as the 
disciples share their lives the way Jesus shared his life. 
The disciples will be living witnesses of what God  
was and is doing in Christ to reconcile the world to 
God (Wall, 42). They will put flesh on the words they 
have heard from Jesus so people can see God’s grace 
and love. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE ASCENSION

Acts 1:9-11
(9) When he had said this, as they were watch-
ing, he was lifted up, and a cloud took him out 
of their sight. (10) While he was going and they 
were gazing up toward heaven, suddenly two 
men in white robes stood by them. (11) They 
said, “Men of Galilee, why do you stand look-
ing up toward heaven? This Jesus, who has been 
taken up from you into heaven, will come in the 
same way as you saw him go into heaven.”

1:9  After telling the disciples about what the Holy 
Spirit will empower them to do, Jesus ascends to 
heaven. They watch a cloud take him up until they  
can no longer see him. His departure is necessary if 
the disciples are going to do what he has prepared  
and commissioned them to do (see Jn 16:7). Being 
eyewitnesses to Jesus’ ascension should strengthen  
the disciples’ testimony as they seek to accomplish 
their mission. 

1:10-11  As the disciples watch Jesus ascend into 
heaven, two men in white robes appear. They are  
probably angels. They remind us of the two men  
at the tomb following Jesus’ resurrection (Lk 24:4-7). 
They are a visible reminder to the disciples that, even 
with Jesus gone and the Holy Spirit not yet given, God 
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Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Ask class members to 
reflect on a time when they had  
an experience that fortified their 
faith in Jesus and to write a para-
graph or poem, or draw a picture, 
describing the experience. Invite 
volunteers to share as they are 
comfortable doing so.

diScuSS: How do our experiences 
compare and contrast with the 
disciples’ experience of witnessing 
Jesus’ ascension? 

Invite someone to read  
Acts 1:10-11.

Say: As the disciples are looking  
up into the sky, two men dressed  
in white appear with them. 

aSk: Who do you think these two 
men are? Why are they there? What 
need of the disciples do they meet?

Say: Like Jesus’ original disciples, we 
need to focus on what Jesus wants 
us to do in the time between his 
going away and his coming back.

Acts 1:12-14
Invite someone to read  
Acts 1:12.

Say: In obedience to Jesus’ directive 
(v. 4), the disciples return to and 
remain in Jerusalem. It is a short 
walk from Mount Olivet to Jeru-
salem, but their obedience to Jesus 
is a good first step in fulfilling their 
commission. 

aSk: What role does our obedi-
ence play as we try to carry out our 
ministry? How can disobedience get 
in the way of our work for Christ?

Invite someone to read Acts 1:13.

hasn’t abandoned them. God is still with the disciples 
to guide, direct, and sustain them. 

These two men tell the disciples it is time for them 
to begin the next phase of the movement that Jesus 
started. They comfort and challenge the disciples. 
They assure them that Jesus will return just as he left. 

The two men also ask why the disciples are standing 
and looking up into the sky. After all, Jesus has just 
commissioned them to be his witnesses. Their mission 
starts now. Jesus’ departure and return are not their 
department. God will handle those details. The disci-
ples’ job is here and now. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—DEVOTED TO PRAYER  

Acts 1:12-14
(12) Then they returned to Jerusalem from the 
mount called Olivet, which is near Jerusalem, a 
sabbath day’s journey away. (13) When they had 
entered the city, they went to the room upstairs 
where they were staying, Peter, and John, 
and James, and Andrew, Philip and Thomas, 
Bartholomew and Matthew, James son of 
Alphaeus, and Simon the Zealot, and Judas son 
of James. (14) All these were constantly devot-
ing themselves to prayer, together with certain 
women, including Mary the mother of Jesus, as 
well as his brothers.

1:12  Luke’s use of the phrase “sabbath’s day journey” 
is the only occurrence of the phrase in Scripture. Its 
use here may indicate the distance the group traveled, 
which would have been 2,000 cubits or a little over 
half a mile (Mitchell, 781). If the group is traveling on 
the sabbath, then Luke wants to emphasize that they 
adhere to the rules for observing the sabbath. 

At the same time, the disciples obey Jesus’ directive  
for them to remain in Jerusalem (Wall, 44). For Luke, 
Jerusalem is “the center of God’s saving activity” 
(Chance, 38). While the life and ministry of Jesus 
changes many things about how God connects with 
God’s people, it doesn’t completely alter the geography 
of God’s saving activity—but it significantly expands 
the map. God will send the Spirit upon the believers 
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aSk: Why do you think Luke lists 
the eleven remaining apostles?

Invite someone to read Acts 1:14.

Say: Luke tells us that others, such 
as Jesus’ brothers and a group of 
women that includes Jesus’ mother 
Mary, gather with the apostles to 
form the first post-ascension fellow-
ship of Jesus’ followers. There were 
also others; verse 15 says there 
were about 120 in all. While the 
church will eventually become 
much more diverse, we should 
remember that some diversity  
characterized the fellowship from 
the beginning.

aSk: Why do you think these 
believers are “constantly devoting 
themselves to prayer”? 

diScuSS: Do we constantly devote 
ourselves to prayer? How can we 
make prayer a greater part of our 
life together? Why should we do  
so? What difference might it make 
in our ministry and witness?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say and aSk: The early 
church knew the importance 

of prayer. Prayer connected them to 
God. Praying together connected 
them to each other. So they prayed 
constantly. Prayer was central to 
their life together. 

aSk: How central is prayer to  
the way our church practices  
faith? How central is it to our  
life together?

Say: Thomas Merton offers this 
understanding of prayer: “Prayer 
then means yearning for the simple 
presence of God, for a personal 
understanding of his word, for a 

in Jerusalem, and then the Spirit will lead them to take 
the good news of Jesus all over the world.

1:13  This list includes the eleven remaining disciples. 
Only Peter and John play a significant role in the rest 
of Acts, but we can assume that all of the apostles 
provide leadership for the early years of the church,  
as tradition maintains. The vacancy left by Judas  
Iscariot’s suicide will soon be filled (1:15-26) by  
casting lots. 

The group returns to Jerusalem. They go to an 
“upstairs room,” but we don’t know if it is the same 
room where Jesus ate supper with his disciples before 
his arrest. Since this is the room “where they were 
staying,” it may be where Jesus met with them during 
the forty days between his resurrection and ascension. 

1:14  The eleven, together with a group of women that 
includes Mary, the mother of Jesus, constantly engage 
in prayer. Prayer may be the most important action 
in this time of transition from Jesus’ ministry to the 
church’s ministry. 

In Acts, God often acts when the apostles are in  
prayer during critical moments. The examples of 
prayer are numerous: they pray for God to help them 
know which person should replace Judas (1:24-25);  
for boldness in the face of persecution (4:24-30); for 
newly chosen servant-ministers (6:6); for those in 
Samaria who have believed the gospel (8:15); for Peter 
as he escapes prison (12:11-12); for the churches and 
elders of Derbe, Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch (14:23); 
and for Barnabas and Saul (Paul) when they are set 
apart for ministry (13:2-3). We also read about Saul 
praying as God sends Ananias to him (9:11), Paul and 
Silas praying while in prison (16:25), and Paul praying 
for the elders of Ephesus (20:36) and for Publius’s 
father (28:8). 

The believers pray now as they wait for God to send 
the Spirit. Prayer remains a regular practice as the 
church seeks to fulfill the mission given to them by 
Jesus before the ascension. When we read the accounts 
of the early church’s prayer activity, we encounter  
petitions, intercessions, praise, and thanksgiving. 
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capacity to hear and obey him. 
It is something much more than 
uttering petitions for good things 
external to our deepest concerns” 
(67).

diScuSS: How could practicing 
prayer in this way deepen our 
church’s connection to God and  
to each other? 

CLOSING PRAYER
O God, empower us with 
your spirit so that the life we 

share together will be a witness to 
the love you have for all of us. May 
our life together involve constant 
communion with you in prayer. 
Amen. 
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Constant prayer is foundational to the early church’s 
life. The church bases its existence on God’s prom-
ises. Prayer acknowledges the gift of salvation and of 
being called to embody that experience as witnesses 
for Christ in the world. The best way for the church to 
prepare for the task ahead is to pray constantly. Each 
day spent in prayer helps them become more fully 
absorbed in God’s presence and purpose. 

As the church goes forward, it will not be their resolve, 
striving, or ingenuity that accomplishes their task. It 
will be their connection to God and their openness 
to receiving the grace and love that God continually 
offers (Willimon, 21).
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Stand By Me 
Say: As the disciples look into the sky 
following Jesus’ ascension, two men 
dressed in white robes join them. They 

help the disciples understand that they still have 
work to do, and they encourage them to get on 
with it.

Distribute the handout “Stand By Me.” Ask the 
group to complete it. Invite volunteers to share 
their stories.

aSk: What helped you when went through a 
difficult transition? What should we keep in mind 
when we are trying to support someone during 
such a time? 

Be My Witnesses
aSk: Have you ever been a witness in a trial? 
What role does a witness play in a trial? 

Say: Jesus tells the disciples that the Holy Spirit is 
going to empower them to be witnesses for Christ. 
They will tell people the story of what God has 
done and is doing through Jesus Christ. People 
need to know that God loves them. They also 
need to be welcomed into an ongoing experi-
ence of God’s love through the fellowship of the 
church. 

aSk: What do you think of when you hear 
someone say you are to be a witness for Christ? 
What do think you are supposed to do or say as  
a witness? 

Invite someone to read Matthew 25:31-46.

Draw two columns on a whiteboard or flipchart. 
At the top of one column, write “Words.” At the 
top of the second column, write “Actions.” Ask the 
group to list words and actions that are essential 
for being a witness for Christ in light of our lesson 
text and Matthew 25. 

diScuSS: What might a well-rounded life of  
Christian witness look like?

Lead the class to pray to live such a life.

Meeting the Challenge
Say: The mission Jesus gave his original disciples 
was challenging and even dangerous.

aSk: What kinds of challenges and dangers do we 
face in fulfilling our mission? What challenges and 
dangers do Christians in other, less free parts of 
the world face?

Divide the class into two groups. Assign 1 Peter 
4:12-14; 5:6-11 to one group and John 17:1-11 
to the other group (these are two of the lection-
ary’s other readings for today). Write this question 
on the board and ask each group to discuss it: 
“How does this passage address the difficulties  
the church faces in fulfilling its commission?” 
Invite each group to report.

diScuSS: If we faithfully pursue our mission and if 
the Holy Spirit empowers us, are we guaranteed 
to have an easy life as witnesses for Christ? Why 
or why not? What can we assume about how God 
will help us persevere no matter what we face?

Lead the class to pray for Christians around the 
world who are persecuted for their witness to 
Christ.

CONCLUSION

A small, fragile group is about to do what Jesus commissioned them to do: tell the world the 
story of God’s love that is available through Jesus’ death and resurrection. After receiving 
Jesus’ commission, his followers wait for the arrival of the promised Holy Spirit. While they 
wait, they spend time together. When they are together, they pray.

Today is the last Sunday of the Easter Season. Next Sunday is Pentecost Sunday. We also 
have received a commission from the resurrected Lord. As we wait for Pentecost, it is good 
for us to spend our time praying.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON  
Say: The United States Consti-
tution specifies that the 

President “shall from time to time 
give to the Congress information of 
the State of the Union, and recom-
mend to their consideration such 
measures as he shall judge necessary 
and expedient.” This annual speech 
has become known as the State of 
the Union, and the President uses it 
to speak directly to the American 
people, advocate for his agenda, and 
consider where we are as a nation.

diScuSS: If we were to give a “State of 
the Church” address, what elements 
should we include? What standards 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 2 poster, “State of the Church” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
How Unified Are We?—1 Corinthians 12:1-13 
• We Are United in Christ (12:1-3) 
• We Are Gifted by the Spirit (12:4-11) 
• We Are Baptized into One Body (12:12-13)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  Ask someone who enjoys research to prepare a 

brief presentation on the religious background of 
Corinth, or prepare this information yourself.

(7)  If using the second teaching option, prepare  
copies of the handout “What Is My Gift?”  
(Kit, p. 5).

INTRODUCTION 

On Jesus’ last night with the disciples, he prayed for 
unity among the people of God ( Jn 17:20-23). Jesus 
prayed that we would be one as he and the Father are 
one, but we often fail to live up to the goal of unity 
Christ has for us. We are meant to be a people united 
in worship, but too often the people of God reflect 
the tribalism, outrage, and cultural conflicts of the 
world around us. 

Even so, the things that unite us are greater than  
the things that divide us. Today’s lesson will help  
us consider how united we are and explore how 
unified we should be. 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

If you could combine Las Vegas, New York, and Los 
Angeles into one city, you might have something 
resembling Corinth (Fee, 3). Corinth was a wealthy 
city known for its immorality. Its diverse population 
fully embraced the religious plurality of the ancient 
world. The church at Corinth was predominantly 
Gentile, and most of the new believers who formed 
the church came out of Corinth’s pagan culture. 
As the church grew, the idolatry surrounding them 
continued to influence some of these new believers. 
There was conflict between factions in the church 
as well as between the church and Paul. Paul wrote 
1 Corinthians to address these conflicts and to help 
correct the Corinthians in areas where they had 
strayed from the gospel. One of these areas was an 
overemphasis on spiritual gifts. In 1 Corinthians 12, 
Paul tries to help the church recognize that spiritual 
gifts should unite rather than divide the church. Our 
study of this passage can help us understand how the 
Spirit enables us to live in Christian unity.

Teaching Principle: The one Spirit of God gives the members of the one body of Christ many gifts 
to enable the church to minister in Jesus’ name.

How Unified Are We?
Lesson Text: 1 Corinthians 12:1-13 Background Text: 1 Corinthians 12

A Verse to Remember—1 Corinthians 12:13
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Acts 2:1-21; Psalm 104:24-34, 35b; John 7:37-39

May 31, 2020
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would we use to evaluate the 
health of our church family?

Say: This unit is called “State of the 
Church.” Over the next five weeks, 
we will explore questions that help 
us consider the health of our church 
family. Today’s lesson will guide us 
to explore how united we are.

TEACHING THE LESSON
1 Corinthians 12:1-3

Ask someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:1-3. 

Invite your volunteer to share the 
information they have prepared  
on the religious diversity of Corinth, 
or share this information yourself. 
Emphasize that the believers in 
Corinth came from a variety of reli-
gious backgrounds and that most 
of them were Gentiles rather than 
Jews.

aSk: How do you think the Corin-
thian Christians’ varied backgrounds 
influenced their understanding of 
spiritual gifts?

diScuSS: How do our backgrounds 
influence our understanding of spir-
itual concepts? 

Say: One problem the church 
at Corinth faced was that some 
members of the congregation over-
emphasized certain spiritual gifts. 
They believed that what appeared 
to be Spirit-inspired speech was 
proof that a person was really a 
believer. But even the pagan cults in 
Corinth had people who claimed to 
speak for the spirits—and the spirits 
that supposedly inspired them were 
only mute idols.

aSk: What are some ways people 
today can appear to be spiritual 
without necessarily being led by  
the Spirit of God?

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE UNITED  
IN CHRIST

1 Corinthians 12:1-3
(1) Now concerning spiritual gifts, brothers and 
sisters, I do not want you to be uninformed.  
(2) You know that when you were pagans, you 
were enticed and led astray to idols that could 
not speak. (3) Therefore I want you to under-
stand that no one speaking by the Spirit of God 
ever says “Let Jesus be cursed!” and no one can 
say “Jesus is Lord” except by the Holy Spirit.

12:1  Paul doesn’t want the believers at Corinth to 
be “uninformed” about spiritual gifts. Their serious 
misunderstandings about the role of the Holy Spirit 
had led to an overemphasis on particular gifts. The 
Corinthians had written Paul with some questions 
(7:1), and they may have raised the issue of spiritual 
gifts in the letter. Paul writes to help the Corinthians 
understand that spiritual gifts are meant to build up 
the church, not to help us prove we are more spiritual 
for having them.

12:2  The Spirit of God was not the only spiritual 
influence in Corinth. Before coming to Christ, many 
of the Corinthians worshiped idols. Idols couldn’t 
speak, but the people who worshiped them often used 
a certain form of speech as part of their rituals. The 
words might even appear to be divinely inspired. Paul 
wanted the Corinthians to recognize that a spiritual 
experience doesn’t prove that a person is speaking 
for God. Even mute idols had people who claimed to 
speak for them. Like the Corinthians, we also need to 
have discernment about people who present them-
selves as spiritual and claim to speak for God. The 
true test of spirituality is whether we recognize Jesus 
as Savior and bow to him as Lord.

12:3  Paul’s next sentence drives this point home: the 
defining mark of a believer is honoring Jesus as Lord. 
Using special words and speaking in a certain tone of 
voice aren’t proof of the Spirit’s presence. Saying “Let 
Jesus be cursed” is the type of speech a demon would 
utter, not the Spirit of God. This example probably 
doesn’t mean that people were cursing Jesus in church 
worship. If they were, Paul would have responded 
much more strongly. It’s more likely that Paul includes 
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aSk: What qualities or traits do 
we sometimes view as the marks of 
a true believer, even though they 
really aren’t? What is the danger of 
making such assumptions?

aSk: Have you ever thought 
someone was deeply spiritual, only 
to learn later that things were not 
entirely as they seemed? What 
happened? How did it affect your 
faith?

Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:3 again.

aSk: What test does Paul give in 
this verse that can help us identify 
whether a person is really being led 
by the Spirit?

Say: Confessing that Jesus is Lord 
means acknowledging Christ’s ulti-
mate authority over us and giving 
him our full allegiance. Only the 
Spirit of God can lead someone to 
understand and confess that Jesus 
is Lord.

aSk: How can we know whether 
someone confesses Jesus as Lord?

aSk: When we disagree on difficult 
issues, how can our confession that 
Jesus is Lord help us enhance our 
unity?

1 Corinthians 12:4-11
Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:4-6.

Say: These verses emphasize the 
nature of the Trinity: one God in 
three persons. The Trinity is a model 
of unity in diversity. 

diScuSS: How does the nature 
of the Trinity give us a model for 
church unity?

this curse as an example of what people might say 
under the influence of evil spirits. It is meant to shock 
his readers and emphasize that Spirit-inspired speech 
must always point to Jesus.

Only those led by the Spirit can acknowledge Jesus as 
Lord. We are two thousand years removed from the 
time when Paul wrote to the Corinthians, so this truth 
may be difficult for us to grasp. It is easy enough to 
affirm that the Spirit is in us if we follow Jesus, but 
sometimes this is just church lingo that people use  
for political reasons or personal gain.

The situation was different in the ancient world.  
To call Jesus “Lord” was to hint at insurrection. If 
Jesus was Lord, Caesar wasn’t. The claim “Jesus  
is Lord” distinguished Christians from non- 
Christians. Christ’s lordship was and is an exclusive 
claim. To acknowledge Jesus as Lord means to give 
Christ our undivided allegiance and submit to his 
absolute authority over every part of life. Only the 
Spirit of God can reveal this radical understanding  
to us, so only those who have the Spirit can truly 
confess that Jesus is Lord. Emotional or ecstatic 
experiences, demonstrations of spiritual power, and 
charismatic or inspired speech are not proof of the 
Spirit’s presence. Confessing Jesus as Lord is. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE GIFTED  
BY THE SPIRIT

1 Corinthians 12:4-11
(4) Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same 
Spirit; (5) and there are varieties of services, 
but the same Lord; (6) and there are varieties of 
activities, but it is the same God who activates 
all of them in everyone. (7) To each is given 
the manifestation of the Spirit for the common 
good. (8) To one is given through the Spirit the 
utterance of wisdom, and to another the utter-
ance of knowledge according to the same Spirit,  
(9) to another faith by the same Spirit, to another 
gifts of healing by the one Spirit, (10) to another 
the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to 
another the discernment of spirits, to another 
various kinds of tongues, to another the inter-
pretation of tongues. (11) All these are activated 
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Say: There is a variety of gifts. 
These gifts are expressed in a 
variety of ways. 

aSk: What are some ways people 
use their spiritual gifts in our 
congregation?

aSk: What is your spiritual gift? How 
do you use it in service?

Say: Paul emphasizes that all the 
gifts and the different ways we use 
them come from the same God and 
the same Spirit. 

aSk: Why is understanding that 
our various gifts come from God 
important for our unity?

Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:7.

aSk: What does this verse say about 
the reason the Spirit gives our gifts? 
How does using our gifts for the 
common good enhance our unity? 

Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:8-10.

diScuSS: How is each of these  
gifts important to the health of  
the church body?

Say: One of the problems in the 
church in Corinth was that some 
of the Corinthians believed certain 
gifts were more important than 
others. This led to division and 
disunity in the congregation.

aSk: Do we ever make the mistake 
of thinking some gifts are more 
important than others? Why do 
we do this? How does it affect our 
unity?

Say: Scripture reveals that the gifts 
are reflections of God’s creativity 

by one and the same Spirit, who allots to each 
one individually just as the Spirit chooses.

12:4-6  Paul stresses to the Corinthians that all spiri-
tual gifts come from God. The language he uses—“the 
same Spirit…the same Lord…the same God”—reflects 
the nature of the Trinity. There is one God in three 
persons: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 
God’s triune nature is a model of unity in diversity. In 
a similar way, the spiritual gifts expressed in the body 
of Christ are examples of unity through diversity. 
While we have different gifts, they all come from the 
same Spirit and are all used for the same purpose.

Paul’s goal throughout this section is corrective. It 
seems that some of the Corinthians had made the 
mistake of elevating certain gifts above others or 
believing that some gifts were signs of a higher spiri-
tuality. They had come to value unintelligible ecstatic 
speech (speaking in tongues) over prophetic teaching, 
and their worship services were characterized by chaos 
and disorder (14:1-3, 26-40). They needed to under-
stand that all gifts have value. Instead of one “super 
gift” that proves we are spiritual or holy, a variety of 
gifts and ministries demonstrate God’s power. All our 
gifts come from the Holy Spirit, and all are meant to 
glorify God.

12:7  Our spiritual gifts are “manifestations” of the 
Spirit’s power in our lives. To manifest something is to 
demonstrate it. Spiritual gifts demonstrate the Spirit’s 
power working in and through us. They are the visible 
evidence of God’s work in our lives.

While using our gifts benefits us personally, spiritual 
gifts are not primarily for the good of the individual. 
God gives gifts for the “common good.” Our gifts are 
meant to build up the body of Christ. They are for  
the good of all, not just the good of one. We use our 
gifts under submission to Christ and in the context  
of Christian community for the benefit of all. 

12:8-10  Paul reiterates his point about unity expressed 
in diversity by listing several ways the Spirit works. 
This list of gifts and ministries isn’t complete. There 
are several different lists of spiritual gifts in the  
New Testament, and no two lists are the same (see 
Rom 12:6-8; Eph 4:11). This list and others like it are 
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and are distributed according to 
the Spirit’s sovereignty. 

Invite someone to read  
Psalm 104:24-34 (the lectionary’s 
psalm for this Sunday). 

diScuSS: How does the diversity 
of creation bring glory to God as 
Creator? 

aSk: How does the wide variety of 
gifts in the church bring glory to the 
Spirit’s creativity? How does seeing 
our gifts as expressions of God’s 
creativity help enhance church 
unity?

Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:11.

diScuSS: Who decides how gifts are 
distributed? What does this imply 
about whether we should consider 
any gift more important than 
another? 

1 Corinthians 12:12-13
Invite someone to read  
1 Corinthians 12:12-13.

Say and aSk: The idea of a single 
body with many members was a 
common illustration in the ancient 
world. What images do we use to 
describe unity through diversity?

aSk: What are some ways we  
see diversity in our congregation? 
How do we find unity through  
our diversity?

Say and aSk: We were all baptized 
by one Spirit into one body. How 
does understanding this great truth 
help us value unity?

examples of spiritual gifts rather than an accounting 
of all gifts. Paul is more concerned here with empha-
sizing the diverse ways the Spirit works than with 
creating a comprehensive catalog of spiritual gifts.

Paul may have chosen the items in this particular 
list because of the Corinthians’ preoccupation with 
supernatural and miraculous gifts. Several of the gifts 
he mentions relate to themes he covers elsewhere, and 
it seems that he lists these particular gifts to redefine 
terms or to correct the Corinthians’ misunderstand-
ings of how spiritual gifts work.

The Corinthians were concerned with wisdom and 
knowledge. Earlier in the letter, Paul defined wisdom 
as the message of Christ crucified (1 Cor 2:1-2). An 
“utterance of wisdom” is speech inspired by the Spirit 
of God that proclaims God’s wisdom as revealed in 
Christ’s sacrifice. Similarly, an “utterance of knowl-
edge” is likely Spirit-inspired knowledge, perhaps 
something that can only be revealed by the Spirit or 
through insight into the teachings of Scripture (v. 8).

The gift of faith (v. 9a) is probably the unshakable 
belief that God will move in a particular circumstance. 
This kind of faith is a gift from God. Healings and 
miracles that were part of life in the early church are 
closely related to such faith. In the New Testament, 
healings and miracles were demonstrations of the 
Spirit’s power and revealed something about the char-
acter and purposes of God (vv. 9b-10a). 

People with the gift of prophecy delivered God’s 
message through the inspiration of the Spirit. While 
forecasting the future was sometimes part of the 
prophetic ministry, the main point of prophecy was 
to declare God’s message. At Pentecost, the coming of 
the Holy Spirit meant that all believers were able to 
prophesy (Acts 2:17). Unlike pagan prophets who gave 
themselves over to the control of a spirit, Christian 
prophets exercised self-control and spoke messages 
intended to instruct and build up the church. Their 
message had to be weighed to determine if the prophet 
was truly inspired by the Spirit. Discernment of spirits 
probably had to do with this process, and a person 
with the gift of discernment had a Spirit-inspired 
ability to recognize people who were also inspired by 
the Spirit (v. 10b).
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APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: Part of Paul’s purpose in 
writing this letter to the 

Corinthians was to correct their 
misunderstanding of spiritual gifts. 
Paul wanted to help them over-
come their conflicts and find unity 
in serving Jesus as Lord. Instead of 
using their gifts to feel superior to 
each other, Paul wanted them to 
use their gifts to serve one another.

Say: Sometimes people who have 
more visible gifts like preaching, 
teaching, or leading worship get 
more attention. One way we can 
enhance unity is by showing our 
value for people who serve in less 
visible ways.

aSk: Who in our congregation 
serves in ways or in places that 
often go unrecognized? How  
could we honor them?

Lead your class to create a simple 
plan you can use to honor an indi-
vidual or a group whose service 
goes unrecognized. Consider ideas 
such as writing notes of apprecia-
tion, contributing together to a gift 
basket, or inviting them to lunch 
with your class. 

CLOSING PRAYER 
God, we praise you for the 
diverse ways you work 

within us. Help us remember that 
despite our differences, we are one 
body united around the worship of 
one Savior. Help us honor one 
another as we honor you. Amen.

Reference
Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle to 
the Corinthians, New International 
Commentary on the New Testament  
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans, 1987).

The gift of tongues caused the most trouble for  
the Corinthians (v. 10b). The text isn’t clear about 
what this gift involved. It could have been the  
Spirit-inspired ability to speak in a human language 
that wasn’t one’s own. Or it could have been speaking 
an unintelligible Spirit-inspired language. Either way, 
Paul stresses that in communal worship, tongues 
should be interpreted so that all can benefit from  
what the speaker says (1 Cor 14:26-28).

12:11  Paul closes this section by reiterating that all 
gifts are given by the Spirit and at the discretion of  
the Spirit.  

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE BAPTIZED  
INTO ONE BODY

1 Corinthians 12:12-13
(12) For just as the body is one and has many 
members, and all the members of the body, 
though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 
(13) For in the one Spirit we were all baptized 
into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—
and we were all made to drink of one Spirit.

12:12-13  Our world can seem fractured. Paul also 
lived in a fractured world. Roman society was locked 
into rigid social levels, and men and women, Jews 
and Gentiles, and slaves and free people all knew the 
spheres where they belonged. But Christ tore down the 
walls that divided them and made them one in him. 

Paul’s analogy would have been familiar to his audi-
ence. The body is a model of unity in diversity because 
parts of the body form one unit and work together 
for the benefit of the whole. Similarly, we as believers 
are united into a single body—the body of Christ—and 
work together for the good of all. Being baptized in 
the Spirit and drinking from the Spirit are probably a 
single experience. All those in Christ are baptized by 
and filled with the same Spirit of God. Our participa-
tion in the life of the Spirit unites us in our worship of 
Jesus as Lord.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Exploring Gifts
Say: Paul includes a list of gifts in this 
passage, but it is not the Bible’s only list  
of spiritual gifts.

Divide the class into four groups. Assign  
each group one of the following passages:  
Romans 12:6-9; 1 Corinthians 12:7-10;  
Ephesians 4:11-13; 1 Peter 4:10-11. Ask the 
groups to read their passage and list the gifts  
it describes. 

Ask a spokesperson for each group to call out the 
gifts they found. List all the gifts mentioned on the 
whiteboard.

aSk: Why are all these lists different? What do the 
differences in these lists imply about the diversity 
of gifts God gives to the congregation?

aSk: Does anything in these lists imply that  
one gift is more important than another? Why  
or why not? 

Say: God gives different gifts, and we should not 
consider any of these lists to be complete. They 
are only examples of some of the various gifts God 
gives. Both the gifts God gives and the way we use 
those gifts reflect God’s sovereignty and creativity. 

aSk: Why is valuing all spiritual gifts important for 
church unity? How can we show honor for people 
who have different gifts?

What Is My Gift?
Say: When we study passages like this, it’s natural 
for us to wonder what our gift is—or even if we 
have one at all. Scripture teaches that all believers 

are gifted by the Spirit to serve and that our gifts 
are meant to be used to encourage, strengthen, 
and grow the family of God.

Say: There are different ways to identify our 
spiritual gifts. Some people like using spiritual 
gift inventories. While helpful, these inventories 
are limited because they only include a certain 
number of gifts. They also define the gifts based 
on the author’s understanding, meaning that 
different tests can give very different results. A 
better way to identify your gifts is to consider 
what areas of service bring you joy, when you 
sense God working through you, and what gifts 
other believers affirm and recognize in you. This 
brief exercise will help us answer some of these 
questions.

Distribute the handout “What Is My Gift?” and 
pens or pencils. Ask class members to reflect on 
and answer the questions. Invite volunteers to 
share their responses.

aSk: Would anyone like to share what their spir-
itual gift is and how they use it? What gifts do 
you recognize in other members of our class or 
congregation? (Affirm responses and encourage 
class members to share how they see Christ 
working through each other.)

Lead class members in a prayer of thanksgiving 
to God for the gifts the Spirit has given to the 
class and to the congregation. Ask God to help 
members of the class and congregation identify 
their gifts and use them for the good of everyone.

CONCLUSION 

The Corinthians struggled with a misunderstanding of spiritual gifts, so Paul wrote to 
remind them of their unity in Christ. We can also struggle with misunderstandings that 
compromise our unity. Like the Corinthians, we must remember that our allegiance to 
Christ unites us. No member of the body is more important than another. The Spirit works 
in our lives in diverse ways so that we can encourage one another, spur one another on to 
grow, and glorify God together. Our spiritual gifts are reminders of the unity and diversity 
that characterize the body of Christ. May we seek to grow together in reverence for Christ 
and in love for one another so that Christ may be glorified in us.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON  
Say and aSk: We all have pet 
peeves—things that bother us 

so much we can’t ignore them. Some 
common pet peeves are things like 
people talking on their phones too 
loudly, hearing people chewing, or 
people not replacing an empty toilet 
paper roll. What are some of your 
pet peeves?

Say: One problem with pet peeves is 
that we can let minor things blow up 
into major conflicts. 

aSk: Has that ever happened to any 
of you? Can you tell us about it?

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 2 poster “State of the Church” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
How Reflective Are We?— 
2 Corinthians 13:1-13 
• We Must Take Sin Seriously (13:1-4) 
• We Must Test Ourselves (13:5-10) 
• We Must Live Faithfully (13:11-13)

(4)  Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  Ask a volunteer to prepare a brief presentation 

on Paul’s history with the church at Corinth, or 
prepare to present this yourself based on infor-
mation in the Bible Background section  
and Study Guide.

(7)  Prepare copies of the handout “Personal 
Covenant” (Kit, p. 6).

INTRODUCTION 

Setting SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, 
relevant, and timely) goals helps us move forward in 
life. Defining such goals clarifies where we are going, 
how we plan to get there, and how we know when 
we have met our goals. Setting goals and evaluating 
ourselves to measure our progress is a powerful tool 
for achievement in both our personal and profes-
sional lives. 

How do we evaluate ourselves in terms of our faith? 
Are we as faithful as we think we are? How do we 
know if we are growing in our relationship with 
Christ? This Sunday’s “State of the Church” lesson 
will help us explore the importance of reflecting  
on our faithfulness and understanding how to 
measure it.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Our lesson text comes from the last chapter of Paul’s 
letter that we call 2 Corinthians. It is probably actu-
ally the third letter Paul wrote to this church (see 
2:1-4 for a possible reference to the second letter). 
Paul wrote 2 Corinthians after his fractured relation-
ship with the congregation in Corinth was restored. 
The church had finally dealt with their issues of sin 
and with the people who had been stirring up oppo-
sition to Paul. Paul’s associate Titus sent this good 
news to Paul, and Paul wasted no time in writing to 
the congregation to share his hopes for them and 
to plan what would be his final visit to the church. 
While Paul’s relationship with the church had been 
restored, there were still issues within the congre-
gation. Paul writes to encourage them, but he also 
urges them to reflect on their faith, evaluate them-
selves, and finish putting things right before he 
arrives. Paul hopes that when he gets to Corinth, he 
will find believers who are faithful to the Lord.

Teaching Principle: We need to evaluate ourselves to see if we are being faithful to Christ.

How Reflective Are We?
Lesson Text: 2 Corinthians 13:1-13 Background Text: 2 Corinthians 13:1-13

A Verse to Remember—2 Corinthians 13:5a
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Genesis 1:1–2:4a; Psalm 8; Matthew 28:16-20

June 7, 2020
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Say: Sometimes the real problem 
is the way we respond to the 
issue. We need to be careful about 
blaming someone else without 
reflecting on our behavior. We also 
need to think reflectively about our 
own Christian maturity and faith-
fulness before criticizing someone 
else. Today’s second lesson in our 
“State of the Church” unit will help 
us explore how reflective we are.

TEACHING THE LESSON
2 Corinthians 13:1-4

Invite someone to read  
2 Corinthians 13:1-4.

Ask your volunteer to give a presen-
tation about Paul’s relationship with 
the Corinthian church and Paul’s 
visits to Corinth, or give it yourself. 

aSk: What were the sources of 
conflict between the Corinthian 
congregation and Paul? What led  
to their initial reconciliation?

Invite someone to read  
2 Corinthians 12:20-21. 

aSk: What sins was Paul concerned 
about in the church at Corinth? 
Why was Paul so concerned about 
these issues?

aSk: Why is it important for us to 
confront sin within the body of 
Christ? How should we do so? 

diScuSS: What guidelines for 
confronting sin does Paul give in 
this passage? Why is it important 
to have evidence from multiple 
witnesses in confronting someone 
about their sin? What should our 
goal be in confronting sin? Why is  
it sometimes hard for us to do so?

aSk: Has anyone ever challenged 
you about an area of sin in your 
life? How did you handle it? How 

BIBLE BACKGROUND —WE MUST TAKE SIN 
SERIOUSLY 

2 Corinthians 13:1-4
(1) This is the third time I am coming to you. 
“Any charge must be sustained by the evidence 
of two or three witnesses.” (2) I warned those 
who sinned previously and all the others, and 
I warn them now while absent, as I did when 
present on my second visit, that if I come again, 
I will not be lenient— (3) since you desire proof 
that Christ is speaking in me. He is not weak in 
dealing with you, but is powerful in you. (4) For 
he was crucified in weakness, but lives by the 
power of God. For we are weak in him, but in 
dealing with you we will live with him by the 
power of God.

13:1-2  Paul’s planned visit to Corinth would be 
his third. On the first visit, he founded the church 
(Acts 18), and on the second, “painful visit,” he had 
to confront blatant sin in the congregation (2:1). As 
he plans this third visit, Paul anticipates celebrating 
his reconciliation with the church, but there are still 
some matters to address. He reminds the church of 
the standard outlined for them in the Old Testament 
law: accusations against members of the congregation 
require evidence and multiple sources of testimony, 
not just gossip and rumor (Deut 19:15). This was true 
for both Paul and the congregation. Paul’s opponents 
in the church had spread rumors about him that the 
church had believed. Paul had also received word 
about issues in the congregation. He is saying that his 
actions toward them and their actions toward him 
need to be based on evidence and testimony.

While Paul vows to use evidence and good judgment 
in exercising his authority in the congregation, he  
also lets the Corinthians know that he will “not be 
lenient” if he returns and finds those who had sinned 
previously still not heeding his warning (2 Cor 13:2). 
Some members of the congregation had complained 
that Paul was weak in his approach to discipline 
(10:1-2, 10). Paul’s warning may be meant to refute 
that charge, but we should not underestimate his 
pastoral heart. Paul knows that tolerating sin in 
the congregation will bring disaster in the church, 
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would you handle it if you could 
go back and experience it again? 
What did you learn from that expe-
rience? Did it help you grow? 

Say and aSk: Paul is willing to deal 
with sin in the church at Corinth, 
and he views this as proof that the 
power of Christ is at work in him. 
How is dealing with sin in ourselves 
and in our congregations proof that 
the power of Christ is at work in us? 

Say: Reflecting on our own sins and 
holding one another accountable 
are ways we can pursue holiness 
together.

2 Corinthians 13:5-10
Invite someone to read  
2 Corinthians 13:5-10.

Say: One of the problems Paul  
deals with in the church at Corinth 
is the presence of so-called 
“super-apostles” who claim to be 
superior to Paul and his ministry  
(2 Cor 11:3-5). The Corinthian 
church wants evidence that Paul  
is truly an apostle and that the 
power of Christ works in him. 

Say: The Corinthians want to test 
Paul, but Paul encourages them to 
test themselves. 

aSk: What does it mean to test 
ourselves to see if we are in the 
faith? What standards should we 
use to examine ourselves?

Read Matthew 28:16-20 (the 
lectionary’s Gospel reading for this 
Sunday). Jesus tells his disciples to 
go and make disciples, “teaching 
them to obey everything that I have 
commanded you” (v. 20a). 

and he mourns over those who haven’t repented of 
immorality (12:21). He hopes to find that members 
of the church who had sinned have repented, but 
he wants the church to be prepared for him to take 
action against any who claim the name of Christ and 
continue in sin. Maybe he plans to remove unrepen-
tant members from the congregation (1 Cor 5:13).

13:3  Paul views his willingness to confront sin in  
the congregation as evidence that Christ is working  
in him. Some of the conflict between Paul and the 
church stems from their acceptance of so-called 
“super-apostles” (2 Cor 12:11). These false teachers 
who masquerade as apostles have driven a wedge 
between Paul and the congregation. Under their influ-
ence, the Corinthians demand evidence that Christ 
is working in Paul. Paul understands that Christ’s 
power refines us for holiness. For this reason, his 
insistence that the church reflect God’s holiness is all 
the evidence they need that Christ is working in him. 
Ironically, if the church does what they need to do by 
repenting and refusing to tolerate sin in the congre-
gation, they will prove Paul’s apostleship by showing 
that Christ is powerfully at work within them as well. 

13:4  Christ’s crucifixion looked like weakness to 
outsiders, but the resurrection demonstrated God’s 
power. Similarly, the church’s submission to Christ 
might appear weak, but this humble submission 
allows God’s resurrection power to work in them. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE MUST TEST 
OURSELVES 

2 Corinthians 13:5-10
(5) Examine yourselves to see whether you are 
living in the faith. Test yourselves. Do you not 
realize that Jesus Christ is in you?—unless, 
indeed, you fail to meet the test! (6) I hope you 
will find out that we have not failed. (7) But 
we pray to God that you may not do anything 
wrong—not that we may appear to have met the 
test, but that you may do what is right, though 
we may seem to have failed. (8) For we cannot 
do anything against the truth, but only for the 
truth. (9) For we rejoice when we are weak and 
you are strong. This is what we pray for, that you 
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aSk: What insights does this 
passage give us about examining 
ourselves to see if we are “living in 
the faith” (2 Cor 13:5a)?

aSk: When have you seen someone 
minister in such a way that you 
were confident the Spirit of God 
was at work in them? What did they 
do? How did you recognize the 
Spirit’s work in that person? 

Say: The Corinthians want proof 
that Christ is working in Paul, 
but Paul says that they are all the 
evidence he needs. Paul has shared 
Christ with the Corinthians. If they 
are in Christ, it is proof that Christ 
works through him as he preaches 
the gospel and that his ministry has 
not been in vain. 

aSk: How do the results of our 
ministry and service give evidence 
that the power of Christ is at work 
in us?

Say and aSk: Paul prays that the 
Corinthians “might become perfect” 
(v. 9b). What does this mean? Can 
we become perfect? If so, how?

Say and aSk: Paul tells the Corin-
thians that his goal is to use his 
authority “for building up and not 
for tearing down” (v. 10b). What 
does this say to us about the atti-
tude we should have in reflectively 
testing and examining ourselves? 
What does it say about the attitude 
we should have in holding others 
accountable?

Say: Reflecting on our own faithful-
ness is an important tool for spiritual 
growth. Identifying our strengths 
and weaknesses helps us recognize 
the places where Christ is at work in 
us to help us grow.

may become perfect. (10) So I write these things 
while I am away from you, so that when I come, I 
may not have to be severe in using the authority 
that the Lord has given me for building up and 
not for tearing down.

13:5  The Corinthians had examined Paul and 
demanded evidence from him. Now Paul urges  
them to examine their lives for evidence that they 
are “living in the faith.” Faith means accepting the 
message about Jesus that must be both believed and 
lived (Barnett, 607). The question isn’t really whether 
the Corinthians believe the truth about Jesus; it’s 
whether they show their faith by living in line with 
the truth they believe. Are they being formed by the 
message of the gospel or by the pagan culture in which 
they live? Is the resurrection power of Christ at work 
in them, refining them for holiness and helping them 
overcome sin and temptation? If so, they are truly in 
the faith.

13:6  If the Corinthians fail to show they are in the 
faith, Paul’s ministry has failed. Paul has preached 
Christ to them. If the Spirit of Christ is alive and 
working in the Corinthians, it proves that Paul has 
preached the true gospel to them and hasn’t failed 
in his ministry. The Corinthians have asked Paul to 
prove himself. Their faith in Christ is all the proof 
Paul needs.

13:7  Paul prays that the church won’t do anything 
wrong and will instead continue to do what is right.  
It is better for them to repent and not need Paul’s 
discipline than for Paul to have to prove himself in 
a show of apostolic strength. Paul is content to face 
accusations of weakness and inadequacy if Christ’s 
power is displayed in the congregation. He is more 
concerned that the church does what is right than  
for him to appear to be right.

13:8-9  Unlike the super-apostles who boast about 
their power, Paul’s resolute commitment is to preach 
the message of Christ crucified (v. 8; 1 Cor 2:2). Paul is 
always and only for the truth of Christ—nothing more, 
nothing less. He understands that the gospel’s power 
isn’t shown in displays of strength. The way of Christ 
goes through sacrifice, service, suffering, and humility. 
Victory comes through what the world considers 
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2 Corinthians 13:11-13
Invite someone to read  
2 Corinthians 13:11-12.

Say and aSk: Paul gives five impera-
tives in these verses. What are they?

As class members call them out, 
write them on a whiteboard or 
flipchart. 

diScuSS: What would it have meant 
for the Corinthians to follow these 
instructions? What does it look like 
for us to follow them?

Say: Paul’s command to “agree with 
one another and live in peace” is 
followed by a promise: “and the 
God of love and peace will be with 
you” (v. 11b). 

How does our unity create an envi-
ronment where God’s love and 
peace are present among us? 

Invite someone to read  
2 Corinthians 13:13.

Say and aSk: Paul’s final words of 
this letter bless the church with the 
grace of Jesus, the love of God, and 
the communion of the Holy Spirit. 
Given the situation at Corinth, why 
might Paul have chosen this partic-
ular ending? How are grace, love, 
and communion essential parts 
of the Christian experience? Why 
might Paul have invoked the Trinity 
here?

APPLYING THE LESSON
Say: A key teaching in our 
lesson text is the need to 

reflect on our faithfulness to Christ. 
Other passages of Scripture also 
encourage us to hold ourselves 
accountable.

defeat. Paul doesn’t care about looking strong. He 
wants the Corinthians to be strong because Christ’s 
resurrection power is working in them.

13:10  Paul’s tone throughout this section is that of a 
father pleading with his children. He wants to build 
up the church, not tear it down. Although his letter 
deals with hard truths and emphasizes the need for 
repentance, Paul writes it in hopes that it will be the 
final push the Corinthians need to repent and finish 
putting things right. This would result in Paul’s visit 
being a time of rejoicing and reconciliation rather 
than a time of conflict. He wants the church to do 
what is right because they choose to do so, not because 
Paul forces them to. Paul wants what is best for the 
church. He loves them too much to let unrepented sin 
compromise their faith, and he hopes they will come 
to this conclusion without the need for him to show 
his apostolic authority.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE MUST LIVE 
FAITHFULLY 

2 Corinthians 13:11-13
(11) Finally, brothers and sisters, farewell. Put 
things in order, listen to my appeal, agree with 
one another, live in peace; and the God of love 
and peace will be with you. (12) Greet one 
another with a holy kiss. All the saints greet you. 
(13) The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love 
of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be 
with all of you.

13:11-12  Paul concludes many of his letters with 
a list of final instructions, and 2 Corinthians is no 
exception. Paul appeals to his relationship with the 
Corinthians by addressing them as brothers and 
sisters. In closing his letter, he doesn’t rest on his 
authority; instead, he emphasizes his communion 
with the church as a brother in Christ.

These final verses contain five imperatives that sum 
up Paul’s instruction to the church. First, he urges 
the church to “put things in order.” This refers to his 
earlier warning that he will deal with unrepented sin 
in the congregation when he comes. Paul hopes to find 
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Invite class members to read  
the following passages about 
self-examination:  
Psalm 139:23-24; Psalm 1:1-4; 
James 1:22-27; Lamentations 3:40; 
and Galatians 6:4. 

diScuSS: What do these passages 
say about the importance of 
examining ourselves? About the 
standards we should use to examine 
ourselves?

Say: By prayerfully considering 
different areas of our lives, we can 
identify places where God wants us 
to develop a deeper faithfulness. 

Distribute copies of the “Spiritual 
Covenant” handout. Briefly go over 
it with the class. Challenge class 
members to set aside an hour this 
week to prayerfully reflect on the 
covenant and set one or two goals 
they can work on over the next 
month. Plan to follow up with class 
members about their covenants 
next week.

CLOSING PRAYER
Lord, you are always faithful 
and always holy. Help us see 

ourselves as we are, holding 
ourselves up to the light of your 
word. Search our hearts and show 
us where we need to grow to be 
more like you. Amen.

References
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that the church has confronted these issues before his 
arrival so they can enjoy a restored relationship.

Second, Paul encourages the church to “listen to [his] 
appeal.” While the super-apostles and false prophets 
in the congregation seek personal profit, Paul has the 
church’s best interests at heart. He hopes the church 
will heed his wisdom and respond accordingly so they 
will be the people God wants them to be. 

Paul’s third and fourth imperatives go together: he 
urges the Corinthians to “agree with one another” 
and to “live in peace.” The people’s willingness to 
divide into factions and fight with one another has 
threatened their unity. Now that they have achieved 
a measure of reconciliation, Paul wants them to 
continue to live out the unity Christ has given them  
by working to agree with and live peacefully with  
one another. Paul follows his command to live in 
peace with a blessing that invokes God’s love and 
peace. Living in God’s love creates an atmosphere of 
peace, and we can’t have love for and peace with one 
another apart from our experience of God’s love for  
us (Kistemaker, 458). 

Paul’s final exhortation is for the church to “greet 
one another with a holy kiss.” This sign of affection 
is a way of showing that members of the Christian 
community accept one another as brothers and sisters 
who are part of the family of God. The reminder that 
“all the saints greet you” tells the church that they 
aren’t alone (v. 12). Despite their issues, they are still 
part of a larger Christian community. 

13:13  Paul concludes his letter by invoking the 
Trinity: “The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the  
love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit  
be with you.” These are three fundamental experiences 
of the Christian life. They also recall the basic teach-
ings of the faith that Paul has urged the Corinthians 
to return to—and the essentials we must commit to if 
we want to experience renewal. Christ’s grace, God’s 
love, and fellowship with the Spirit empower us to  
live faithfully.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Holding One Another Accountable
Say: Paul urges the Corinthians to hold one 
another accountable and to deal with sin 
in their congregation. Confronting sin is 

one of the most challenging issues for any congre-
gation. Handled properly, accountability can be 
an opportunity for growth. Handled improperly, 
attempts to hold one another accountable can be 
a source of great division and pain.

aSk: Without giving specifics, how have you seen 
confronting sin handled poorly within the Chris-
tian community? What were the results?

aSk: How have you seen Christians and churches 
handle accountability well? What were the results?

aSk: Why are we sometimes reluctant to hold one 
another accountable? What challenges do we face 
to accountability?

Scripture teaches us how we should hold one 
another accountable. Invite class members to read 
the following passages. After each passage is read, 
discuss what it teaches about confronting sin. List 
observations on a whiteboard or flipchart. 

• Matthew 18:15-17
• 1 Corinthians 5:1-2; 9-13
• 2 Corinthians 2:5-8
• John 8:1-11
• Titus 3:8-11
• 1 Timothy 5:1-2, 20
• Galatians 6:1
• James 5:19-20 

Questions
•  What do these verses say about which sins we 

should confront?
•  What procedures should we follow in 

confronting sin and holding one another 
accountable?

•  What attitude should we have when we prac-
tice accountability?

•  What is the ultimate goal of accountability?

If I Were on Trial
Explore the idea of examining ourselves to see if 
we are in the faith by setting up a mock court-
room in your classroom. Cover a table with a 
black tablecloth for the judicial bench, and set a 
chair close by for the witness stand. If possible, 
find a gavel, rubber mallet, or toy hammer that 
could suggest a judge’s gavel. 

Read 2 Corinthians 13:5.

Say: Paul challenges the Corinthians to examine 
themselves to see if they are in the faith. What 
evidence do our lives give that we are in the faith?

Ask volunteers to play parts in a quick improv 
sketch. Assign roles of the judge, witness, pros-
ecutor, and defense attorney. Ask them to act 
out a skit in which they are conducting a trial to 
decide if a member of your class is in the faith. 
(Encourage them to keep the questions and 
answers general and not personal.)

diScuSS: How do our lives give evidence that we 
are in the faith? If we were on trial, would we be 
found faithful? How does today’s lesson help us 
understand the standards we should use in evalu-
ating our faithfulness?

CONCLUSION

Criticizing from outside is easier than building from within. The Corinthians had adopted 
a critical attitude toward Paul, but the apostle urged them to reflect on their lives and put 
their house in order. Paul’s exhortation to the church at Corinth should also encourage 
us to reflect on whether we are living faithfully in our relationship with Christ. We live in 
a time when criticism is celebrated. While discernment is important, we need to put more 
energy into building healthy communities of faith than we do into criticizing others. Are  
we tolerating unrepented sin? Have we examined ourselves to see if we are living in the 
faith? Is Christ’s resurrection power working among us? By submitting ourselves to Christ 
in weakness, we can experience the strength of peace and fellowship with God.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON  
Say: In 2010, an accident 
trapped thirty-three miners in 

a mine in Chile. They were rescued 
sixty-nine days later. In the summer 
of 2018, twelve boys from a Thai 
soccer team were trapped deep in a 
flooded system of caves for over two 
weeks. A team of experts worked to 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 2 poster “State of the Church” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
How Hopeful Are We?—Romans 5:1-11 
• We Have Hope because We Have Peace with 
God (5:1-2) 
• We Have Hope because We Are Loved by God 
(5:3-5) 
• We Have Hope because We Have Been 
Reconciled to God (5:6-11)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Provide a couple of Bible dictionaries or  

concordances.
(6)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(7)  If you plan to show the video clip suggested in 

“Beginning the Lesson,” find the clip on YouTube 
and bookmark it. Search for “Chilean miner has 
message of hope for trapped Thai boys.”

(8)  If using the first teaching option, prepare copies 
of the handout “My Letter of Hope” (Kit, p. 7) 
and provide envelopes.

(9)  If using the second teaching option, locate 5-10 
symbols of hope. (You might find pictures using 
an image search or on a free stock photo site.)

INTRODUCTION 

Hope is a powerful word. It’s the emotion of a 
husband sitting by his wife’s bedside, willing the 
heart monitor to keep its steady rhythm. It’s what 
soldiers feel as they huddle in their trenches and  
hear the welcome word that reinforcements have 
arrived. Hope is what we feel in the moment when  
it seems night will never end, but we know the sun 
will shine again. 

We have a powerful hope because of the One we  
place our hope in. The Holy Spirit pours God’s love 
into our hearts—a love that Christ demonstrated  
on the cross. We have hope because Christ died and 
rose again, and the hope founded on Christ’s love 
will never let us down. As the people of God, we are 
also a people who dare to hope. This lesson will help 
us explore how hopeful we really are.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Paul wrote most of his letters to churches he had 
founded and to people he knew, but he wrote the 
book of Romans as a letter to a church he had 
neither founded nor visited. Written with the goal 
of enlisting the church’s support for his future 
missionary work, Romans explains Paul’s under-
standing of the gospel. 

The first four chapters explain what it means to be 
justified by faith. In chapter 5, Paul begins to explore 
the benefits of salvation, such as peace with God, 
freedom from sin, and assurance of eternal life. Our 
lesson text introduces a larger section of the letter 
that deals with the meaning of salvation. Romans 
5:1-11 focuses on what justification means for us and 
explains the hope we have because of our relationship 
with God.

Teaching Principle: God’s love works through our experiences to give us hope.

How Hopeful Are We?
Lesson Text: Romans 5:1-11 Background Text: Romans 5:1-17

A Verse to Remember—Romans 5:5
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Genesis 18:1-15; Psalm 116:1-2, 12-19; Matthew 9:35–10:8 
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find the best way to free them. In 
the middle of their experience, one 
of the Chilean miners sent the 
trapped boys a message of hope.

If possible, show a clip of the 
Chilean miner’s message for the 
boys. (Search on YouTube.)

aSk: What gave the miner the 
ability to offer hope to the trapped 
boys? What made his message 
meaningful?

aSk: When we feel that all hope is 
lost, where do we find hope?

Say: We have hope because Christ 
has rescued us and made us right 
with God. Hope should be part of 
our experience as the people of 
God. Today’s lesson will help us 
examine the following question: 
how hopeful are we? 

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Romans 5:1-2

Invite someone to read 
Romans 5:1-2.

Briefly share the Scripture context, 
explaining that Paul wrote Romans 
to introduce himself to the church 
at Rome, to gain their support,  
and to explain his understanding 
of the gospel. Point out that while 
Romans 4 explains how we are 
justified, in chapter 5 Paul begins to 
explore what justification means.

Distribute Bible dictionaries and 
concordances. Invite class members 
to use those resources or their 
phones to look up “justified” or 
“justification.”

diScuSS: What does it mean to be 
justified? What does it mean to be 
justified through faith? 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE HAVE HOPE BECAUSE 
WE HAVE PEACE WITH GOD 

Romans 5:1-2
(1) Therefore, since we are justified by faith, we 
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus 
Christ, (2) through whom we have obtained 
access to this grace in which we stand; and we 
boast in our hope of sharing the glory of God.

5:1  We were guilty and condemned because of our  
sin, but God gives us justification that we access 
through faith in Christ. To be “justified” means 
to be declared innocent of all charges. Instead of 
condemning us for our sin, God freely gives us grace. 
Christ’s justification means that we no longer bear  
the penalty for our sins. It is a once-for-all act on the 
part of Christ that gives us a new and permanent 
status of innocence before God.

The first result of our justification is peace with God. 
Paul wrote these words to the church at Rome, the 
capital of the empire and the center of Caesar’s power. 
He wrote to a world living under the “Roman peace,” 
an era of peace and stability inaugurated by Augustus 
Caesar and maintained by Rome’s military might 
(Wright, 515). 

The peace of God differs from political peace charac-
terized by absence of conflict. God is eternally opposed 
to sin, and as those who had sinned against God, we 
were subject to God’s righteous judgment of our sin. 
Now that we have been justified by Christ, we are free 
from that penalty. There is no barrier between us and 
God; we are fully reconciled in our relationship with 
the Most High. The biblical concept of peace includes 
not just the absence of conflict but also the well-being, 
prosperity, and salvation that belong to those who are 
in Christ (Moo, 299). Peace with God encompasses 
all the benefits of a relationship with God. Our peace 
with God is defined by the presence of God.

5:2  This peace with God is ours only through the 
work of Jesus, “through whom we have obtained access 
to this grace in which we stand.” The Greek word 
Paul uses for “obtained access” describes ushering 
someone into the presence of royalty (Barclay, 73). We 
could never obtain access to God on our own merits, 
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aSk: What does verse 1 say are the 
results of our justification?

diScuSS: What does it mean to be 
at peace with God? If we weren’t 
at peace with God before we were 
saved, what kind of relationship did 
we have with God? Why? How has 
Christ given us peace? 

aSk: How does knowing you are at 
peace with God give you hope?

Say: Romans 5:2 says that through 
Jesus we have “obtained access to 
the grace in which we stand.” The 
Greek word for “obtained access” 
is the same word used to describe 
allowing someone to enter the 
king’s presence. 

aSk: What modern examples can 
you think of where someone has 
to be allowed access to a person’s 
presence or to a special place? How 
do those illustrations help us under-
stand what Christ has done for us?

aSk: What are some things you’ve 
heard people boast about? Why 
do they usually boast about those 
things?

aSk: What does it mean for us to 
boast about our hope of sharing the 
glory of God? What is that hope? 
Why do we boast about it?

Say: Hope can be defined as a 
“confident expectation.” Because 
Jesus has justified us and given us 
peace with God, we can confidently 
expect that we will share God’s 
glory. We can have hope because  
of what Christ has done.

Romans 5:3-5
Say: We have hope because 
of what Christ has done for 

but Christ ushers us into the realm of grace. Christ 
has opened the way for us to receive God’s unmerited 
favor. We, who have fallen short of the glory of God, 
now stand securely as recipients of God’s mercy and 
grace.

Because of God’s grace, we can also boast in our hope 
of sharing God’s glory. For modern readers, boasting 
may have a negative connotation. We should read it 
not as bragging or self-promotion but as celebrating 
with confident joy that we will share in God’s glory 
(Wright, 516). 

But what is God’s glory? What does it mean for us to 
share in it? God’s glory is the brightness or radiance 
that surrounds the presence of God. Humanity was 
created in God’s image and was meant to radiate the 
Creator’s glory by representing God to the world. 
We all have failed to reflect God’s glory. Instead of 
showing the world what God was like, we showed 
the world what it looked like to live in rebellion 
against God. Yet because of Christ, we have the confi-
dence that we will regain what we have lost. As God’s 
redeemed people, we reflect the Lord’s glory as we were 
meant to from the beginning because the brightness 
and holiness of God’s character is revealed in us. Justi-
fication means that we can confidently hope to fulfill 
God’s purpose in creating us.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE HAVE HOPE BECAUSE 
WE ARE LOVED BY GOD 

Romans 5:3-5
(3) And not only that, but we also boast in our 
sufferings, knowing that suffering produces 
endurance, (4) and endurance produces charac-
ter, and character produces hope, (5) and hope 
does not disappoint us, because God’s love has 
been poured into our hearts through the Holy 
Spirit that has been given to us.

5:3-4  Our confident joy and expectation also trans-
forms our suffering. The Roman world was not an 
easy place for believers in Christ. Paul knew this well. 
He had already been beaten, imprisoned, stoned, left 
for dead, and falsely accused because of his gospel 
ministry. Though he wrote this letter in hopes of 
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us. We also have hope because of 
God’s deep and unshakable love  
for us.

Invite someone to read  
Romans 5:3-5.

Say: It may seem counterintuitive to 
boast about our sufferings, but our 
relationship with Christ transforms 
our experience of suffering to refine 
us and give us hope.

aSk: What are some ways people 
suffer? What are some of the imme-
diate causes of suffering? What are 
the ultimate causes of suffering? 

Say: We shouldn’t be surprised 
when we experience trials and 
suffering (1 Pet 4:12). Yet even in 
our sufferings we can remember 
Jesus’ victory. Our relationship with 
Christ can give us hope through our 
suffering.

Invite someone to read Psalm 116 
(the lectionary’s psalm for this 
Sunday). 

diScuSS: How does the psalmist’s 
relationship with God transform his 
experience of suffering?

Say: God can use the suffering we 
experience to refine us. 

diScuSS: Why is endurance valu-
able? How does suffering help 
produce it? How does endurance 
help us develop character? How 
does the process of developing 
character give us hope?

aSk: How can we know that our 
hope won’t disappoint us?

visiting its recipients as a missionary to Rome, he 
would eventually arrive there as a prisoner of Rome. 
But Paul knew that suffering does not threaten our 
joy. Rather, suffering gives us more reason for the 
confident joy that Paul calls boasting (v. 3). 

We can boast in our suffering because God redeems 
our pain. Though we share in Christ’s victory, we 
live in a world where the enemy is still at work. Our 
suffering is evidence of the enemy’s influence on our 
world and on us. But the enemy is already defeated. 
God takes what the enemy means for evil and uses it 
for our good. We can boast in our sufferings because 
we have the joyous confidence that our pain will not 
be the end of our story. Walking through suffering 
with our eyes fixed on Christ helps us develop endur-
ance (Moo, 303). 

Endurance is the ability to last. Sometimes games are 
won in the final quarter because one team outlasts 
the other. Over time they have developed the ability 
to keep playing even when they are tired and to push 
through without giving up. In the Christian life, we 
also need to develop the ability to keep living faith-
fully even when life is hard, to do the right thing 
instead of the easy thing, and to live with confidence 
that Christ will ultimately give us victory. That  
ability to live with lasting faithfulness is what we  
call endurance.

Endurance helps us develop character. Isaiah 48:10 
compares this development to the ancient process 
of refining silver. When silver ore was heated in a 
furnace, the metal melted so the impurities could be 
removed. Endurance refines our character in a similar 
way. The process of developing endurance exposes the 
impurities in our character so we can remove those 
flaws and become more like Christ. Endurance helps 
us develop tested and proven character. As we develop 
character, we become more like Christ and experience 
God’s faithfulness. That growing experience of God’s 
faithfulness helps us learn to hope.

5:5  The hope we develop through the process of 
refinement will not disappoint us because our hope is 
built on the outpouring of God’s love. The love God 
has poured out on us through the Holy Spirit enables 
us to meet any challenge. The verb translated “poured” 
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Romans 5:6-11
Say: We have hope because 
Christ has reconciled us  

to God.

aSk: Who would you be willing to 
die for? How many of us would 
be willing to die for a complete 
stranger? What about an enemy? 
Would you die for a prisoner on 
death row?

aSk: Christ died for us while we 
were still ungodly sinners. How 
does that prove God’s love for us?

Say: The earlier chapters of Romans 
talk about God’s wrath—God’s 
righteous judgment poured out 
against sin. Because Christ has justi-
fied us and declared us innocent, 
we will be spared God’s wrath and 
can experience the benefits of a 
relationship with God.

aSk: What is the difference between 
forgiveness and reconciliation? 

aSk: What does it mean that we 
have been reconciled to God? How 
do we experience the benefits of 
our reconciliation?

aSk: Our reconciled relationship 
gives us reason to boast—express 
our confident joy—in Jesus. How 
do we boast about our relationship 
with God? Why should we? 

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: We have hope because 
Christ has given us peace 

with God, because Christ redeems 
our sufferings, because God loves 
us, and because Jesus has recon-
ciled us to God. One way we can 
boast about our hope in God is by 
sharing the stories of how God has 
worked in our lives. Let’s encourage 

has the element of extravagance. It is not a trickle 
of love but rather an outpouring and overflowing. 
The joyful confidence that allows us to boast both 
in hope and in suffering rests on the certain founda-
tion of God’s unchanging love. God’s love gives us an 
unfailing hope.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE HAVE HOPE BECAUSE 
WE HAVE BEEN RECONCILED TO GOD 

Romans 5:6-11
(6) For while we were still weak, at the right time 
Christ died for the ungodly. (7) Indeed, rarely 
will anyone die for a righteous person—though 
perhaps for a good person someone might actu-
ally dare to die. (8) But God proves his love for 
us in that while we still were sinners Christ died 
for us. (9) Much more surely then, now that 
we have been justified by his blood, will we 
be saved through him from the wrath of God.  
(10) For if while we were enemies, we were rec-
onciled to God through the death of his Son, 
much more surely, having been reconciled, will 
we be saved by his life. (11) But more than that, 
we even boast in God through our Lord Jesus 
Christ, through whom we have now received  
reconciliation.

5:6  God’s love was demonstrated for us in Christ, 
whose death reconciles us to God. Christ died for the 
weak and the ungodly. The early chapters of Romans 
elaborate on our sinful condition. Both Jew and 
Gentile alike suffered under the pain and power of  
sin. None of us were righteous; none were good. Yet 
while we were ungodly, unrighteous, and weak, Christ 
died for us. 

5:7-8  Verse 7 underlines how exceptional Christ’s 
sacrifice is. How many of us are willing to die so 
another person can live? We might be willing to die 
for a beloved friend or family member. This is prob-
ably the point Paul is making with his statement that 
“for a good person someone might actually dare to 
die” (Rom 5:7). A “good” person versus a “righteous” 
person may indicate a strong personal attachment  
that makes one more willing to sacrifice on their 
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one another by boasting in God 
and sharing the stories of God’s 
victory in our lives.

aSk: How has God worked in your 
life to give you hope? When did 
God help you endure through a 
difficult time? How did you see  
one of God’s promises fulfilled? 

(Be prepared to share a story of 
your own to encourage volunteers 
to share. Affirm responses and high-
light what they show about God’s 
character and purpose.)

diScuSS: How does hearing these 
stories give you hope?

CLOSING PRAYER
Lord, we thank you for 
forgiving and justifying us. 

We thank you that we can trust in 
your unfailing, unchanging love. We 
thank you that you have reconciled 
us to yourself. When life is hard, 
help us remember the hope we 
have in you. We will boast about 
what you have done for us. Amen.
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behalf (Moo, 308). Yet we were neither good nor righ-
teous. “God proves his love for us in that while we still 
were sinners Christ died for us” (Rom 5:8). 

5:9  If God would redeem and reconcile sinners, how 
much more can we trust God to save those who are in 
relationship with God (Moo, 310)? We were justified 
by Christ’s blood and have now been spared God’s 
wrath. God’s wrath is the Lord’s righteous anger 
against sin and evil. God will one day express this 
wrath by putting an end to all sin and evil. Yet because 
we have been declared innocent of all our charges, we 
escape God’s final punishment of sin. 

5:10-11  It might be enough if God had simply justi-
fied us and declared us innocent. We might be able to 
imagine a judge hearing the evidence and delivering a 
not guilty verdict. It would be another matter, though, 
for the judge to step down from the stand and invite 
the accused to dinner. The first action is a legal deter-
mination; the second is an invitation to relationship. 
Relationship is what reconciliation is about. We were 
enemies of God, but God reconciled us to God’s self 
through Christ’s death. Because of Christ, we are not 
only forgiven of our sin but also reconciled to relation-
ship with God.

If Jesus accomplished all this for us through his death, 
how much more will we be saved through his life? 
Our hope is in the resurrected Christ who triumphed 
over the grave. We can boast—express our confident 
hope—in God because of what Christ has done for 
us. Through him we are reconciled with God. We, 
who were once enemies of God, are now people of 
the resurrection. We live in hope because Christ has 
triumphed over the grave and reconciled us to God.
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TEACHING OPTIONS 
Letters of Hope
Invite your class to apply the lesson by 
writing themselves letters of hope.

Say: It’s one thing to talk about having hope in 
times of suffering when we are sitting in Bible 
study. It’s another thing to put hope into practice 
when times get hard. When suffering comes, 
sometimes all we see is the pain we are experi-
encing. We need ways to remind ourselves of  
the hope we have in Christ.

Hand out pens and copies of “My Letter of 
Hope.” Ask group members to write them-
selves letters of hope based on Romans 5:1-11. 
Encourage them to include verses from today’s 
lesson text that give them hope and also to list 
things they want to remember when difficult  
times come. Invite volunteers to share their  
letters with the rest of the group.

Distribute envelopes. Ask group members to place 
their letters in the envelopes and write “Letter of 
Hope” on the front. Encourage them to keep their 
letters inside their Bibles, journals, or another safe 
location. When they need encouragement during 
a difficult time, they can read the letter to remind 
themselves of the hope they have in Jesus.

aSk: When suffering comes, what else can we do 
to remind ourselves of the hope we have? What 
can we do to help those around us find hope?

Symbols of Hope
As an alternate way to begin the lesson, lead your 
group to analyze and discuss symbols of hope.

Display the symbols of hope you located. You 
might place pictures on a flipchart, prepare a 
PowerPoint presentation, or just hold up the 
symbols in front of the class. You might include 
images like these:

• The Statue of Liberty
• The Red Cross symbol
• Rain
• Sunlight breaking through the clouds
• Flowers pushing up from snowy ground
• A baby
• An engagement ring
• Two people shaking hands

Show the images to your class one by one. End 
your presentation with a cross.

aSk: How does each image symbolize hope? Who 
might find hope in each image?  

Say: All these images represent hope to different 
people in different ways. We need hope, but how 
do we know we are putting our hope in some-
thing that lasts? As the people of God, we are 
meant to live in hope. We can be confident that 
the hope Christ gives us will never fail. Today’s 
lesson will help us explore how hopeful we are.

CONCLUSION 

As the people of God, we have a hope that will not let us down. We have hope because 
Christ’s resurrection power lives in us and because Christ freed us to reflect God’s glory as 
humanity was meant to do. We hope because the Spirit has lavishly poured out God’s love 
in us, making even our sufferings a cause for confident joy. And we hope because while we 
were once enemies of God, Christ has now reconciled us and ushered us into the presence 
of the Most High. We hope because we now live under the authority of grace, and this hope 
founded on the love of Christ will never let us down.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: Let’s begin by asking 
what it means to be alive.

diScuSS: When do you feel most 
alive? What is the difference between 
being alive and truly living? Why can 
we say that Christians are the most 
truly alive people in the world?

Say: We are saved through Jesus’ 
death, but we also live through Jesus’ 
life. The words of the old hymn are 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 2 poster “State of the Church” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
How Alive Are We?—Romans 5:18–6:11 
• We Live under the Dominion of Grace  
(5:18-21) 
• We Walk in Newness of Life (6:1-4) 
• We Are United with Christ in His Resurrection 
(6:5-11)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5) Prepare copies of the handout “Death, be not 
proud” (Kit, p. 8)
(6)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(7)  If using the first teaching option, provide large 

sheets of drawing paper and crayons or markers.
(8)  If using the second teaching option, before class 

members arrive, place a sticker underneath the 
seat of a chair. Provide several small equivalent 
prizes you can give to the entire class. Prepare 
copies of a simple word search game.

INTRODUCTION 

What makes you feel genuinely and fully alive? For 
some, it’s the adrenaline rush they get from adven-
tures like skydiving or rock climbing. For others, it’s 
achieving a lofty goal, spending time with those they 
love, or serving on behalf of a particular cause. 

We have moments of exhilaration, but sometimes  
life can seem more drudgery than delight. We may 
feel caught in the endless rhythm of routine and 
redundancy, wondering how we can ever break free 
from the burdens that weigh us down. But in Christ, 
we are people of the resurrection. Christ’s resurrec-
tion life defines our lives. We should be fully and 
genuinely alive because of our participation in the 
death and resurrection of Jesus.  

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

This week’s lesson text continues the discussion Paul 
began in Romans 5:1-17 (see the June 14 lesson). In 
that passage, Paul begins to examine the benefits 
of justification and explains the difference between 
Christ’s sacrifice and Adam’s sin. Adam’s sin allowed 
death to enter the world and gain power over all 
humanity, but Christ’s sacrifice gives life and justi-
fication to all. Paul summarizes this argument 
beginning in verse 18, then moves into a discussion 
of what it means to be alive in Christ. If we are now 
under grace, what should our attitude toward sin be? 
What are the implications of our being united with 
Christ in his death and resurrection? We are dead 
to sin because of Christ’s death on the cross, but we 
live for God because of Christ’s resurrection. Paul 
concludes that only followers of Christ can consider 
themselves fully and genuinely alive because we live 
in the resurrection power of God.

Teaching Principle: Christians should be fully and genuinely alive because of our participation in 
the death and resurrection of Jesus.

How Alive Are We?
Lesson Text: Romans 5:18–6:11 Background Text: Romans 5:18–6:11

A Verse to Remember—Romans 6:11
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Genesis 21:8-21; Psalm 86:1-10, 16-17; Matthew 10:24-39
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true: “I serve a risen Savior; he’s 
in the world today.” Jesus is risen 
and is with us, and the resurrection 
means that we can truly live. There 
is a sense in which Christians are 
the only people who are truly alive. 
Today’s “State of the Church” lesson 
will help us explore how alive  
we are.

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Romans 5:18-21

Say: Christ defeated sin  
and death through his death 

on the cross. We are the fruits of 
Christ’s victory. We used to be sin’s 
captives, but Christ rescued us from 
the dominion of sin and brought us 
into the dominion of grace.

Invite someone to read  
Romans 5:18-21.

Say: The “one man” (v. 18) whose 
“trespass led to condemnation” is 
Adam (see 5:12-17).  

diScuSS: How is it possible that 
one person’s actions can affect all 
of humanity? What examples have 
you seen of one person’s actions 
affecting a larger group? 

Say: Ancient people thought more 
in terms of the community than of 
the individual. One person’s actions 
could positively or negatively affect 
the entire community. Thus Adam’s 
sin negatively affects humanity, but 
Jesus’ death and resurrection posi-
tively affects humanity. 

diScuSS: What do you think Paul 
means when he says that when 
“law came in…the trespass multi-
plied” (v. 20a)? Can you think of  
an example of how this happens?

diScuSS: What do you think Paul 
means when he says that “where 
sin increased, grace abounded all 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE LIVE UNDER THE 
DOMINION OF GRACE

Romans 5:18-21
(18) Therefore just as one man’s trespass led to 
condemnation for all, so one man’s act of righ-
teousness leads to justification and life for all. 
(19) For just as by the one man’s disobedience 
the many were made sinners, so by the one 
man’s obedience the many will be made righ-
teous. (20) But law came in, with the result that 
the trespass multiplied; but where sin increased, 
grace abounded all the more, (21) so that, just 
as sin exercised dominion in death, so grace 
might also exercise dominion through justifica-
tion leading to eternal life through Jesus Christ 
our Lord.

5:18-19  Paul says that Adam’s sin brought condem-
nation on all humanity. Though Adam enjoyed 
unbroken fellowship with God and the world God 
made, he chose to disobey God’s command. As a 
result, sin entered the world, and all of humanity 
follows in Adam’s footsteps.

How is it possible that the sin of a single man led to 
condemnation for all of humanity? Understanding 
this concept requires us to deal with cultural differ-
ences. In our highly individualistic culture, we think 
of ourselves as being responsible only for our own 
actions. People in the ancient world—and in the Jewish 
world in particular—had a different concept. Jews 
thought of themselves as part of a larger clan, tribe, 
and nation more than as separate individuals. Because 
they were part of a community, one person’s actions 
reflected on everyone. We see this in a small way  
when a coach makes the team run laps because  
of the actions of a few players. The team is a unit,  
and so the actions of one are in some sense the actions 
and the responsibility of all. Paul applies a similar 
concept of solidarity to Adam as a member of the 
human race. Adam was a member of humanity, and 
therefore when Adam sinned all of humanity sinned 
in him (Barclay, 79-80). 

Adam’s sin brought condemnation, but Christ’s act 
of righteousness brought life for all. Christ came as 
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the more” (v. 20b)? Can you think 
of an example of how this happens?

Say: Christ transferred us from a 
place where sin reigns to a place 
where grace reigns. 

Divide the class into two groups. 
Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Ask one group to make a 
list of ideas describing what life is 
like under the authority of sin. Ask 
the second group to make a list 
describing what life is like under the 
authority of grace. Invite groups to 
share their responses.

Say: Paul says that Adam’s sin 
resulted in our condemnation,  
but Christ’s sacrifice results in  
our justification and eternal life.

Romans 6:1-4
diScuSS: Have you ever had 
a brush with death, or do 

you know someone who has? How 
do people live differently after they 
have come close to death?

Say: Christ has given us new life. As 
residents of the kingdom of grace, 
we should live as people whose 
lives have been made new.

Invite someone to read Romans 
6:1-4.

aSk: What is wrong with the idea 
that if grace is good, believers in 
Christ should continue to sin so  
we can experience more grace?

diScuSS: What does it mean to die 
to sin? What do we mean if we say 
we have “died to” something or 
something is “dead to me”? What 
does it mean for us to consider 
ourselves dead to sin? How do we 
reconcile the reality that believers 

a second Adam who also shared solidarity with all 
humanity. Yet where Adam failed and brought sin  
into the world, Christ remained victorious over sin 
and brought us life. We have been appointed to or 
“inaugurated into” a state of righteousness because  
of what Christ has done (Moo, 345).

5:20-21  For Paul’s Jewish readers, this posed a 
problem: what about the law? What was its role in  
this situation? God gave the law to show the people 
how to live in relationship with God. But when the  
law came into the picture, sin already had dominion 
over humanity. The law had no power to break sin’s 
hold. Instead, the law multiplied sin’s effect by  
making God’s will clear. Humanity could no longer 
claim ignorance as an excuse for disobedience. Because 
the law explained God’s will, sin became an act of 
willful transgression, intensifying the seriousness  
of the charge. 

Though sin’s effect and penalty increased under the 
law, God’s “grace abounded all the more” (Rom 5:20). 
God’s grace was greater than sin and greater than the 
law. Sin exercised a power over humanity that led to 
death, but Christ’s sacrifice threw open the floodgates 
of grace. Those who are in Christ and who share in 
his righteousness are no longer under the authority 
of sin but rather are under the dominion of grace. 
God’s grace does not lead to condemnation and death. 
Grace—God’s unmerited favor—leads to justification 
and eternal life. We can truly live because we are under 
the dominion of grace.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE WALK IN NEWNESS 
OF LIFE

Romans 6:1-4
(1) What then are we to say? Should we continue 
in sin in order that grace may abound? (2) By 
no means! How can we who died to sin go on 
living in it? (3) Do you not know that all of us 
who have been baptized into Christ Jesus were 
baptized into his death? (4) Therefore we have 
been buried with him by baptism into death, so 
that, just as Christ was raised from the dead by 
the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in 
newness of life.
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still commit sins with the truth of 
this passage? Is there a difference 
between occasionally sinning and 
“continuing” to sin?

Say: In the ancient world, both 
Jews and Gentiles understood that 
baptism marked a complete break 
with one’s former way of life.

aSk: How does baptism symbolize a 
complete break from our life before 
Christ? 

Invite someone to read Matthew 
10:37-39 (from the lectionary’s 
Gospel reading for today).

diScuSS: How does this passage 
help us understand what Paul is 
talking about in our lesson text? 
How does trying to preserve our  
life cause us to lose it? How does 
giving up our life help us save it?

Say and aSk: Paul tells us that we 
are to walk in “newness of life.” In 
practical terms, how do we live a 
new life? How can the truth of this 
passage help us do that?

Romans 6:5-11
Say: We are saved through 
Christ’s death, but we also 

live through Jesus’ resurrection life.

Invite someone to read Romans 
6:5.

Divide the class into four groups. 
Assign one of the following passages 
to each group: Luke 24:13-34; John 
20:19-23; John 21:1-14; 1 Corin-
thians 15:50-57. Ask each group 
to read their assigned passage and 
discuss what it reveals about Christ’s 
resurrection and about our future 
experience. Invite each group to 
report.

6:1-2  We now live under grace, but what does this 
mean in practical terms? Should we sin more so we 
can experience more grace? Paul most likely means 
this as a rhetorical question as he anticipates possible 
objections or thoughts from his readers. He asks 
the question and then supplies the answer: “By no 
means!” (v. 1). It is abhorrent for those who have  
died to sin to go on living in it. Grace doesn’t 
encourage sin. It is rather the only means to defeat  
sin (Moo, 356). Grace leads us to righteousness, not  
to continued sin.

6:3  Death is a final break with life. Dead people are 
finished with their former life and can’t return to it.  
In a similar way, those who are in Christ should 
consider themselves dead to their former way of life. 
We have decisively broken from our former patterns 
of sin. There must be a clear separation between us 
and the selfish desires that once guided us, the sinful 
habits we clung to, and the things that used to take 
the place in our lives where only God belongs. This 
isn’t to say that Christians will never sin, but ongoing, 
habitual sin shouldn’t characterize our lives. Because 
we are people of the resurrection, God’s righteousness 
should define and determine our lives. 

6:4  Baptism symbolizes our being buried with Christ 
and raised to new life. Both Jews and Gentiles under-
stood that baptism marked a complete break with 
one’s former way of life. When a man converted to 
Judaism, some rabbis said that his first child born 
after he was baptized should be considered his first-
born even if he had older children. Greeks who were 
baptized into the mystery cults understood baptism  
as a voluntary death, and after baptism the new 
convert was called a little child and given milk to 
drink like an infant (Barclay, 84-85). In Paul’s writing, 
baptism stands as a symbol for the whole conversion 
experience. We who have followed Jesus as Lord have 
died to our old way of life. We are new creations who 
live a new life dedicated to the glory of God.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE UNITED WITH 
CHRIST IN HIS RESURRECTION

Romans 6:5-11
(5) For if we have been united with him in a 
death like his, we will certainly be united with 
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Say and aSk: Being united with 
Christ in his resurrection is some-
thing we will experience in the 
future. How is it also part of our  
life today?

Invite someone to read  
Romans 6:6-7.

Say and aSk: When a person is 
enslaved, death ends their obli-
gation to their master. How does 
Christ’s crucifixion end sin’s mastery 
over us? What difference should 
that make in how we live?

Read Romans 6:8-11.

Say: Through his death, Christ 
ended the danger that sin and 
death posed to us. We look  
forward to everlasting life, and  
we also experience full and  
genuine life now. 

Distribute the “Death be not 
proud” handout. Invite someone  
to read the poem aloud. 

diScuSS: How does the poem 
connect with our lesson? How can 
we live in a way that denies death 
the right to be proud?

Invite class members to compose a 
poem, to write a paragraph, or to 
draw a picture summarizing what 
the lesson text and Donne’s poem 
have taught them.

aSk: In light of all that we have 
studied today, do you think it is 
accurate to say that Christians 
should be more truly alive than 
anyone? Why? 

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: God’s grace frees us to 
truly live. Because of what 

him in a resurrection like his. (6) We know that 
our old self was crucified with him so that the 
body of sin might be destroyed, and we might 
no longer be enslaved to sin. (7) For whoever 
has died is freed from sin. (8) But if we have died 
with Christ, we believe that we will also live with 
him. (9) We know that Christ, being raised from 
the dead, will never die again; death no longer 
has dominion over him. (10) The death he died, 
he died to sin, once for all; but the life he lives, 
he lives to God. (11) So you also must consider 
yourselves dead to sin and alive to God in Christ 
Jesus.

6:5  Our solidarity with Christ means that we are 
united with him in his death. It also means that we 
are united with him in his resurrection. Paul looks 
forward here to our future resurrection. Jesus was  
the first to rise from the dead. He is the guarantee  
of our future resurrection and the best evidence of 
what our resurrection bodies will be like (1 Cor 15:49; 
1 Jn 3:2). After the resurrection, Christ’s body was 
transformed. He ate and drank with his disciples  
(Lk 24:41-43), but he appeared in the middle of  
locked rooms and vanished in the middle of conversa-
tions ( Jn 20:19, 26; Lk 24:31). He was so transformed 
that his disciples often failed to recognize him  
(Lk 24:13-35; Jn 20:14). We too will be changed.  
God will make us imperishable in ways that go  
beyond our present understanding (1 Cor 15:50-51). 

6:6-7  Though the resurrection lies in the realm of 
our future experience, we can experience a resurrected 
life now too. Our old self was crucified with Christ, 
and we now live a life that is free from sin. Our “old 
self ” and “body of sin” describe a relational shift. Our 
unconverted self died with Christ, and we live a new 
life in which our ability to interact with the world 
around us has been rescued from sin (Moo, 376). 
While we were formerly incapable of not sinning, we 
now have the ability to live without sin in our rela-
tionships, actions, thoughts, and habits. We were 
once slaves to sin and had no choice but to obey sin’s 
tyranny and dominion over us. Yet now we have been 
freed from that harsh taskmaster. Our dying with 
Christ severs sin’s hold over us (Moo, 377). 
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Christ has done for us, we are free 
from the dominion and power of 
sin. We have new life in Christ, and 
we are free to live for God.

aSk: If Christians are the only 
people who are truly alive, what 
does that imply about people who 
are without Christ? How should the 
truths we’ve explored in this lesson 
motivate our evangelism?

ExplorE: Without naming names, 
invite your group to reflect on 
people in their lives who need to 
know the truth that they can be  
free from sin and alive in Christ. 

diScuSS: What are some ways we 
can share these truths with people 
we know and care about?

Say: Thank God for the life we have 
in Christ. Pray to have and to take 
advantage of opportunities to share 
with someone the good news of 
real life in Christ.

CLOSING PRAYER
Lord Jesus, by your death, 
you defeated death and 

brought us into victory. Thank you 
for freeing us from sin and bringing 
us into your kingdom of grace. Help 
us live as those who are truly alive. 
Amen.
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6:8  This is the heart of Paul’s argument and antici-
pates the point he underlines in the last sentence of 
this paragraph. If we have participated in Christ’s 
death, we also participate in Christ’s life. Though 
our fullest participation in Christ’s resurrection will 
come when we are resurrected, living with Christ has 
implications right now. Instead of being characterized 
and defined by sin that leads to death, our lives in the 
present anticipate and resemble Christ’s resurrection 
life.

6:9  This is our confidence: the resurrected Christ 
will never again be subject to the forces of death. 
Christ was fully human, and in his humanity death 
had power over him. But Christ’s death was once 
for all, and his resurrection ended death’s dominion 
both over him and over anyone who belongs to him. 
If death has no power over Christ, we can be confi-
dent that death no longer has power over us. Death 
is merely the gateway through which we enter eternal 
life.

6:10  Christ was tempted as we are tempted, but he 
did not sin (Heb 4:15). From birth to the cross, Christ 
lived a perfect, sinless life in full obedience to God. 
Since Christ was sinless, what does it mean for him to 
die to sin? Perhaps the best way to understand Paul’s 
meaning is that through Christ’s death and resurrec-
tion, he defeated the judgment that accompanies sin 
as well the death that results from sin (see Hultgren, 
251). He defeated sin’s power. In his death, Christ left 
the realm where sin had dominion and entered the 
realm where God’s grace reigns—and he carried us 
with him. We are now free to join Christ in living for 
God’s pleasure and purpose. 

6:11  This is the conclusion of Paul’s entire argument: 
we “must consider [our]selves dead to sin and alive to 
God in Christ Jesus.” Christ has made us dead to sin 
and alive to God, but we must live it out by willfully 
and joyfully participating in Christ’s resurrection life. 
We let our sinful desires and temptations remain in 
the grave, where they belong. We live for God’s plea-
sure and purpose, seeking to obey God and bring 
glory to the Lord in all we do. We are people of the 
resurrection. Christ has raised us with him, and the 
life we now live, we live for him.
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TEACHING OPTIONS  
Two Kingdoms
Use this activity as an alternate way to 
explore what it means to live under the 
domain of sin and the domain of grace.

aSk: Do any of you enjoy watching fantasy movies 
or reading fantasy novels such as The Lord of the 
Rings? How do such works depict good kingdoms? 
What about evil kingdoms? 

Say: Christ has transferred us from the realm or 
kingdom of sin to the realm or kingdom of grace. 

Distribute large sheets of drawing paper and 
crayons or markers. Divide the class into groups 
of three or four. Ask half of the groups to draw a 
map of the kingdom of sin. Ask the other half to 
draw a map of the kingdom of grace. Encourage 
them to consider how they could artistically repre-
sent life in these different kingdoms. Invite groups 
to share and explain their responses.

All Win
Prior to class, place a sticker under a random 
chair and provide a small prize (or small prizes of 
equivalent value) you can give to your entire class. 
You will also need a box of small cookies. Show 
the group one of the prizes.

Say: I have a challenge for you. Winners will get a 
prize, but be warned—there’s a twist.

Distribute the word search game. 

Say: To win the challenge, you have three minutes 
to find all the words. 

Ask class members to complete the game. 

Say: One of you has a sticker underneath your 
seat.

Ask class members to look for the sticker.

Say: If the class member with the sticker found all 
the words, everybody wins. If that person didn’t 
find all the words, nobody wins. 

Distribute or don’t distribute the prizes, 
depending on whether the person with the  
sticker found all the words. 

aSk: How can this activity help us think about 
what Paul says about the sin of one person (Adam) 
and the death of another person (Jesus) affecting 
us all? 

Say: All have sinned, but not all will accept the 
new life available through the crucified and 
resurrected Christ. Still, God in grace has made it 
available to everyone. So, as a sign of grace and 
hope, I’ll give a prize to everyone, even if the 
person with the sticker didn’t finish the puzzle!

CONCLUSION 

Followers of Christ are truly alive because we are a resurrected people. Our life before Christ 
was only a shadow of the reality in which we now live. Though we were unaware of it, we 
were enslaved to sin and shackled to death. We were unable to escape the forces of death  
and destruction in our lives. All of that is over now. Christ’s death and resurrection broke 
the chains of death, and we are free to live for God. We have died to sin, and we are now 
most truly alive. We live in anticipation of eternity. How does your life display Christ’s 
resurrection power?
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say and aSk: Sometimes chil-
dren get in trouble for things 

they would never do as adults. 
Would anyone like to share a funny 
story of such an instance?

Say and aSk: As adults, we also 
understand the value of being 
obedient. What strategies and tools 
did the adults in your life use to 
teach you to obey?

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 2 poster “State of the Church” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
How Obedient Are We? (Romans 6:12-23) 
• We Are under the Power of Grace (6:12-14) 
• We Are Slaves of Righteousness (6:15-19) 
• We Receive God’s Gift of Eternal Life  
(6:20-23)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5) Provide Bible dictionaries or concordances.
(6)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(7)  Ask a volunteer to prepare a brief presentation 

on slavery in the Roman Empire.  
(8) Prepare copies of the handout “Free to Serve” 
(Kit, p. 9).
(9)  If using the first teaching option, enlist a volun-

teer who can play two very different styles of 
music on the same instrument to come and play 
for your class.

(10)  If using the second teaching option, provide 
strips of paper, pencils or pens, and a stapler.

INTRODUCTION

What would you do with a new beginning? Imagine 
you are suddenly given a fresh start in life. All debts 
are paid, unhealthy baggage from your past is erased, 
and you have the resources to fulfill any dream.  
What will you do? Where will you go? What will 
change about how you live?

Christ has given us new life. We are now new 
creations. By God’s grace, we are dead to sin and  
alive to Christ. But how should this new reality 
change the way we live? While we once lived as  
slaves of sin, we have now been freed to live as  
slaves of righteousness. If God’s grace frees us to  
obey, what does our obedience reveal about our  
relationship with God? How obedient are we? 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

Continuing immediately after his discussion of  
what it means to be united with Christ in his death 
and resurrection, Paul now turns to exploring the 
impact of being united with Christ. We have seen 
over the last few weeks that we are justified through 
Christ and now live under the dominion of grace. 
Living under the authority of grace doesn’t mean  
we have no ruler, though. It means we have been 
freed from sin’s mastery to become slaves of God.  
We are truly free only in obedience to Christ. To be  
a people of the resurrection means to live in obedi-
ence to our resurrected Lord. As we consider the  
state of the church, let us evaluate how obedient  
we are. 

Teaching Principle: The new life we have by God’s grace inspires us to be obedient to God.

How Obedient Are We?
Lesson Text: Romans 6:12-23 Background Text: Romans 6:12-23

A Verse to Remember—Romans 6:17
Other Revised Common Lectionary texts: Genesis 22:1-14; Psalm 13; Matthew 10:40-42

June 28, 2020
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Say: In healthy situations, adults 
teach children obedience because 
it is best for them, and children 
obey out of love and respect for 
the adults who care for them. 
Obedience is one way we show our 
love for God and our gratitude for 
what Christ has done for us. Our 
willingness to obey also reflects our 
relationship with God. We can obey 
because the Holy Spirit gives us the 
desire and power to obey. This final 
lesson in our “State of the Church” 
unit will guide us to answer the 
question, “How obedient are we?”

TEACHING THE LESSON
Romans 6:12-14

Say: Last week we explored 
what it means for us to have 

new life in Christ. This week we will 
look at how we put that new life 
into practice. Our new life in Christ 
is revealed in our obedience. We 
can obey because we are under 
Christ’s grace.

Invite someone to read  
Romans 6:12-14.

Say: As believers in Christ, we can 
choose whether to let God use us 
as instruments of righteousness or 
to let sin use us as instruments of 
wickedness.

ExplorE: Create a chart on the 
whiteboard or flipchart with two 
columns and seven rows. Label the 
first column “Instruments of Righ-
teousness” and the second column 
“Instruments of Wickedness.” Label 
the rows with the following topics:
• Our physical bodies
• Our minds
• Our speech
• Our relationships
• Our habits
• Our finances
• Our talents and abilities

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE UNDER THE 
POWER OF GRACE

Romans 6:12-14
(12) Therefore, do not let sin exercise dominion 
in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their 
passions. (13) No longer present your mem-
bers to sin as instruments of wickedness, but 
present yourselves to God as those who have 
been brought from death to life, and present 
your members to God as instruments of righ-
teousness. (14) For sin will have no dominion 
over you, since you are not under law but under 
grace.

6:12  Verse 12 begins with “therefore,” linking Paul’s 
argument to everything he has said in the passages 
we studied the last two weeks. Paul ends the previous 
paragraph by urging that “you also must consider 
yourselves dead to sin and alive to God in Jesus 
Christ” (6:11). Now he teases out the implications 
of this reality. Because we have made a clean break 
with sin and live a new life dedicated to God’s glory, 
we must no longer let sin have authority over us. We 
are no longer under sin’s mastery. We can choose 
obedience, but sin and death still seek to trap us in 
their snares. Though we are no longer under sin’s 
dominion, our choices can continue to make us live 
as if we are. We still battle temptation; we still grapple 
with sinful desires that are contrary to God’s will and 
must not be obeyed. We must not allow these tempta-
tions and desires to gain mastery over us. 

6:13  No longer letting sin have power over us means 
not allowing sin to use us as instruments in its resis-
tance to God. “Members” often refers to the parts 
of the body, but here it encompasses more than our 
hands and feet. It refers to all our natural capacities: 
our talents and abilities, our personalities and minds, 
our words and thoughts, and our responses and rela-
tionships. God has given us abilities and resources, 
and we must not enlist them in the service of sin. We 
have changed our allegiance. Christ has brought us 
from the kingdom of death to the kingdom of life, and 
we must now offer our full selves to Christ as instru-
ments of righteousness. There is no neutral ground. 
We will either be instruments in the hand of God or 
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Ask class members to name ways 
each of these areas of life can be 
used either for wickedness or for 
righteousness. List responses in the 
appropriate places on the chart.

Read Romans 6:14 again. 

Say: Sin doesn’t have dominion or 
power over us any longer. We can 
choose to live as instruments of 
wickedness or instruments of righ-
teousness because grace frees us to 
live for God and gives us the power 
to obey.

Romans 6:15-19
Invite someone to read 
Romans 6:15-19.

Ask your volunteer to present infor-
mation on slavery in the Roman 
Empire. 

diScuSS: How was slavery in the 
Roman Empire similar to and 
different from the form of slavery 
that once existed in the United 
States?

aSk: What do you think it would 
be like to live under the control of 
someone else?

Say and aSk: Sin enslaves us. How 
have you seen or experienced the 
enslaving power of sin?

Say: Before we came to know 
Christ, we were all slaves of sin. 
Christ freed us from our slavery to 
sin and death. Now we can choose 
to be slaves of sin or slaves of 
righteousness.

Divide the class into two groups. 
Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Ask one group to list char-
acteristics of life lived as slaves of 

in the hand of sin, and we must choose a side (Moo, 
384–86; Barclay, 87).  

6:14  This verse is the foundational truth that makes 
our obedience possible. Sin no longer has dominion 
or power over us. We serve a new master: grace. This 
promise applies to every believer and is true in our 
present experience. In our former way of life, our 
sinful and unconverted self was under the lordship 
and mastery of sin. We lived under the law, which 
made the terms of righteousness clear but gave us  
no power to obey them. Instead of obedience, the  
law produced opportunities to sin by giving us some-
thing to rebel against. The law also intensified our  
sin by transforming it from acts of ignorance to acts 
of willful and knowledgeable transgression. All of this 
has changed because of what Christ has done for us. 
Christ transferred us from the kingdom of sin and 
death and placed us under his own lordship. We are 
no longer compelled by sin. We are now compelled  
by grace! God’s grace gives us the power to obey.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE ARE SLAVES OF 
RIGHTEOUSNESS

Romans 6:15-19
(15) What then? Should we sin because we are 
not under law but under grace? By no means! 
(16) Do you not know that if you present your-
selves to anyone as obedient slaves, you are 
slaves of the one whom you obey, either of sin, 
which leads to death, or of obedience, which 
leads to righteousness? (17) But thanks be to 
God that you, having once been slaves of sin, 
have become obedient from the heart to the 
form of teaching to which you were entrusted, 
(18) and that you, having been set free from 
sin, have become slaves of righteousness.  
(19) I am speaking in human terms because of 
your natural limitations. For just as you once 
presented your members as slaves to impurity 
and to greater and greater iniquity, so now pres-
ent your members as slaves to righteousness for 
sanctification.
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sin. Ask the other group to list 
characteristics of life lived as slaves 
of righteousness. Invite groups to 
discuss their responses. 

Say and aSk: We appropriately think 
of slavery as a negative experience. 
Why do you think Paul uses slavery 
as an analogy for our relationship 
to God? What point is he trying to 
make?

diScuSS: Read Genesis 22:1-14 (one 
of the other lectionary readings for 
this week). How does Abraham’s 
obedience make him a slave of 
righteousness? What can we learn 
from his example? 

Reread Romans 12:19. 

aSk: This verse describes how sin 
produces “greater and greater” iniq-
uity. What are some sins that seem 
to multiply their effects over time? 

diScuSS: Righteousness produces 
more righteousness. How does 
choosing righteousness produce 
more righteousness? How have  
you experienced this reality?

Romans 6:20-23
Ask someone to read 
Romans 6:20-22.

Say: Sin leads to death, but obedi-
ence to God leads to sanctification.

Invite class members to read the 
following verses. 
• Leviticus 11:44
• John 17:17-19
• 1 Thessalonians 5:23
• Hebrews 13:12
• 1 Peter 3:15
• 1 Thessalonians 4:3-4
• 2 Thessalonians 2:13

6:15  Our conduct is no longer regulated by the law, 
but that doesn’t mean we are free to indulge our 
selfish and sinful desires. We are now under the 
authority of grace. Grace frees us, but grace also 
constrains us. The grace we receive cost Jesus’ life. 
Love and a desire to please God now control our 
behavior, and we act in ways that show honor and 
respect for the Savior who gave himself up for us. 
Grace both motivates and empowers our obedience.

6:16  The Romans who first read Paul’s letter were well 
acquainted with slavery. Slaves were their master’s 
exclusive possession. They lived every moment in the 
master’s service (Barclay, 89). Slavery was more than 
a legal state; it was a lived experience that dominated 
every moment of life (Moo, 399). As believers, we are 
no longer slaves to sin, but we can enslave ourselves 
again by yielding to temptation so that sin maintains 
a grip on us. We will serve one master or another. We 
can serve sin and reap sin’s fruit of death in our lives, 
or we can serve God in obedience and become righ-
teous. To live in obedience, we must choose which 
master we will serve. We find true freedom only in 
service to God.

6:17-18  In fact, we who are in Christ have already 
settled our allegiance. We have chosen to serve Christ. 
The prophets looked forward to a day when God’s law 
would be within us, written on our hearts: “I will put 
my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts; 
and I will be their God, and they shall be my people” 
( Jer 31:33). Christ fulfilled this promise. We no longer 
obey out of allegiance to an external code, but rather 
are “obedient from the heart to the form of teaching 
to which you were entrusted” (v. 17). This “form of 
teaching” is the authority of Christian teaching—the 
gospel and all it implies about living in ways that are 
holy and pleasing to God. We follow the new pattern 
of obedience that Christ set for us. It is an obedience 
that both fulfills and surpasses the law. Motivated 
by the Spirit of God, our obedience now flows from 
hearts that are fully committed and surrendered to 
Jesus Christ as Lord. Obedience is a natural reflec-
tion of our relationship with Christ. Our obedience 
demonstrates that we are free from sin and joyfully 
choose to become slaves of righteousness.
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Distribute Bible dictionaries. Invite 
class members to look up “sanc-
tification” and read the definition 
(they may also use their phones). 

diScuSS: How do these verses and 
definitions help us understand the 
meaning of sanctification? What 
might increasing sanctification look 
like in our lives?

aSk: What role does obedience play 
in our sanctification?

Invite someone to read  
Romans 6:23.

diScuSS: What is the difference 
between receiving something as 
a wage and receiving it as a gift? 
How does this analogy help us 
understand the difference between 
the results of sin and the eternal 
life God gives us in Christ? What 
difference does it make for us to 
understand that eternal life in Christ 
is a gift? How should this under-
standing affect how we live?

Say and aSk: This verse is part of 
the “Roman Road,” a set of verses 
people sometimes use in sharing 
the message of salvation. Why do 
you think people use this verse to 
share their faith? Do you think it 
summarizes the gospel well? Why 
or why not?

APPLYING THE LESSON
Say: God has freed us from 
sin and given us the gift of 

eternal life. We are responsible for 
how we use our freedom. We must 
choose who we will serve. Will we 
continue to live as slaves of sin, or 
will we serve God in obedience?

Refer back to the chart you 
created earlier in the lesson about 

6:19  There are mysteries here that our minds can’t 
fully grasp, but our choice is clear. Sin’s effects 
multiply over time. When we were slaves of sin, we 
offered ourselves up to impurity. The result was that 
our immorality multiplied over time. The effects of 
sin can grow. While giving in to temptation can give 
us an initial thrill, we gradually need more and more 
exposure to produce the same results. Before we know 
it, we are deeply involved in regular sinful behaviors, 
wondering how we ever got into such a mess. Serving 
righteousness has the opposite effect. Though our 
salvation is complete in Christ, we are still working 
out the process of what it means to live as redeemed 
people. The process of gradually becoming more like 
Christ is “sanctification.” To be sanctified is to be set 
apart for God’s holy purpose. As we make choices 
that produce righteousness, we continue farther 
down the path of obedience and grow to more closely 
resemble our Lord. Our obedience is the means of our 
transformation.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WE RECEIVE GOD’S GIFT 
OF ETERNAL LIFE

Romans 6:20-23
(20) When you were slaves of sin, you were free 
in regard to righteousness. (21) So what advan-
tage did you then get from the things of which 
you now are ashamed? The end of those things 
is death. (22) But now that you have been freed 
from sin and enslaved to God, the advantage 
you get is sanctification. The end is eternal life.  
(23) For the wages of sin is death, but the free 
gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.

6:20  Those who are slaves to sin are free from the 
power and influence of conduct that pleases God 
(Moo, 406). When we labored as slaves to sin, we  
could not hear or understand what God required  
of us. And even if we could grasp what it meant to  
live righteously, we were still incapable of fulfilling 
God’s holy demands. Sin was our master, and we had 
no obligation or power to live in obedience to God.

6:21  Sin may be pleasurable for a season, but its fruit 
is always death. For those enslaved by it, sin may feel 
like freedom. We brag about the freedom to do as we 
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instruments of wickedness and 
instruments of righteousness. Invite 
class members to quietly reflect on 
the various aspects of their lives. 
Are they being used as instruments 
of wickedness or instruments of 
righteousness? What would have 
to change for God to use them as 
instruments of righteousness? 

Distribute the handout “Free to 
Serve” and pens or pencils. Invite 
class members to reflect on and 
answer the two questions. 

Lead class members in the respon-
sive prayer of confession and 
repentance on the handout.

CLOSING PRAYER
Lord, we praise you because 
you have brought us from 

death to life. We present ourselves 
to you as your obedient servants. 
Use us as instruments of righteous-
ness. Help us live in gratitude for 
the eternal life we have in you. 
Amen.
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like and determine our own path. We scoff at ethical 
codes and mock God’s righteous demands, proud of 
our enlightened understanding that allows us to do 
as we please. Yet when we come under the lordship of 
Christ, we look back on those past actions and shake 
our heads. We want nothing to do with our former 
way of life and realize that what we thought was so 
rewarding was actually destroying us. That’s the 
trouble with sin—it promises fulfillment but destroys 
us from within. Sin’s final and inescapable result is 
death—both the physical death of the body and the 
eternal death of separation from God. 

6:22  Now that we are freed from sin and live as slaves 
to God, we receive the advantage of sanctification. 
Sanctification is not a completed state but a  
process. It is the road we walk that leads to holiness  
(Barclay, 91). The advantage we get from obeying  
God is that our character becomes more like God’s. 
As with sin, this effect also multiplies. The more we 
experience righteousness, the more we desire to be 
righteous. The more we desire to be righteous, the 
more we make choices of obedience that produce  
holiness and righteousness in us. 

6:23  “The wages of sin is death.” The word “wages” 
describes something earned for one’s labor. The 
Greek word Paul uses here described a soldier’s pay 
(Barclay, 91). It is payment due for appropriate effort. 
We receive our deserved payment for the effort we 
spend in sin: death. Again, death means both the 
physical death of the body and our eternal separation 
from God. When we experience the effects of sin that 
produce death in us, we receive what we’ve rightly 
earned.

The salvation we receive from God is different. Our 
salvation is not a wage but a gift. The eternal life we 
receive from God is not a result of our effort, some-
thing we have won, or even some type of bonus prize. 
It is a gift of grace provided entirely by Christ’s work. 
“Eternal life” is life lived with God for all eternity. It 
signifies both life in God’s presence after death and 
life lived in relationship with God today. Sin produces 
death, but God’s gracious gift is eternal life through 
Jesus Christ.
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TEACHING OPTIONS 
Whose Instruments Are We?
Say: We can be instruments of sin or 
instruments of righteousness. 

Invite someone to read Romans 6:12-14.

Have your recruited volunteer play two very 
different kinds of music for your class—perhaps  
a fast, fun song and a slow, melancholy dirge. 

Say: Instrumentalists have the power to choose 
the kind of music they will play. 

diScuSS: How does this help us understand how 
we can use our bodies as either instruments of 
wickedness or instruments of righteousness? What 
differences do our choices make?

Paper Chain
Read Romans 6:16-18.

Say: Sin has the power to entangle and enslave us. 
This activity will give us a visual image of what it 
looks like to be a slave of sin.

Hand out pens or pencils and slips of paper to 
class members. Give a stapler to one of them. Ask 
them to write one sin on each strip of paper, then 
work together to join the strips into a long chain. 

Pick up the chain and start to slowly wrap it 
around yourself. 

Say: Sin traps and enslaves us. We start off slowly, 
thinking we can control it. But before we know it, 
it controls us. We wind up trapped in chains we 
can’t break, unable to win our freedom. Someone 
else has to do it for us.

Ask someone to unwrap the chain for you.

Say: Jesus freed us from the chains of sin and 
death. He took our sins on himself when he  
died on the cross. Because he freed us from  
sin, we can be obedient.

Drop the chain on the floor and step away.

Say: The problem is that we still grapple with  
sin and temptation. We can use our freedom  
to serve God, but we can also use our freedom  
to continue to sin.

Walk back and pick up the chain, draping it  
across your arms without fully entangling yourself.

Say: When we continue to sin, we enslave 
ourselves to sin again by letting it have mastery 
over us. The difference is that Christ has given  
us the power to resist temptation. When we turn 
to God in repentance, God forgives us, restores 
us, and gives us the power to obey.

Drop the chain again.

Say: When we are free from sin, we are free to 
serve God. 

diScuSS: How does this imagery help us think 
about the choices we make? How can we make 
choices that will keep us free from the chains  
of sin and free to practice grateful obedience  
to God?

CONCLUSION

Obedience is one measure of our spiritual health both as a congregation and as individual 
believers in Christ. We are free from sin, but Christ has freed us for a purpose. We are meant 
to spend our freedom serving God. In our former lives, we were slaves to sin and reaped the 
full force of sin’s destruction. Now we are free to choose obedience. As the people of God, 
our allegiance belongs to God. When we let this allegiance affect our lives as it should, we 
experience the life-giving effects of God’s sanctification and grace. Obedience is the result 
and the reflection of our relationship with God. Our obedience flows from hearts fully 
devoted to God.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: In today’s Scripture 
passage, Jesus is responding 

to a question asked by John the 
Baptist about his identity. This leads 
to a lesson on discipleship. Jesus’ 
response includes several powerful 
images. One image is a yoke, which 
is a crosspiece used to pair animals 
so they can work together. Jesus 
invites us to take up his yoke.

aSk: Does anything about the image 
of the yoke bother you? If so, what? 
Why? Is anything about the image of 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 3 poster, “Enduring Imagery” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
The Yoke—Matthew 11:16-30 
• The Rejection of Jesus (11:16-24) 
• All Things Have Been Handed Over  
(11:25-27) 
• The Great Invitation (11:28-30)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the first teaching option, provide enough 

stones for each person to have several. The 
stones should be large and smooth enough to 
write one word on. Also provide permanent 
markers.

(7)  If using the second teaching option, provide  
copies of the handout “Rest for the Weary”  
(Kit, p. 10) and pens or pencils.

INTRODUCTION

In considering the enduring imagery of this text, 
readers are instantly drawn to Jesus’ description of 
the yoke. But there are other visuals in this passage 
that are just as enduring. Drawing from tradition, 
Jesus references a shocking amount of past destruc-
tion in order to warn those who would not listen. 
Why is it so hard to learn from the past, even when 
the examples are clear? How are we making the same 
mistakes? Both then and now, Jesus calls people to 
consider the consequences of rejecting him. He also 
calls people to consider the cost of discipleship.  
The imagery is challenging, but it makes clear the 
price of misplaced allegiance, as well as the gravity  
of discipleship.  

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

This week’s Scripture passage picks up in the middle 
of Jesus’ response to a question posed by the impris-
oned John the Baptist through some of John’s 
disciples: “Are you the one who is to come, or are we 
to wait for another?” (Mt 11:3). In response, Jesus 
first talks about what his ministry entails. He then 
praises John the Baptist’s prophetic voice. As our 
lesson text opens, Jesus uses the images of destroyed 
cities and a yoke to help people understand what it 
means to reject him and to accept him. The narra-
tives that follow (12:1-14) demonstrate the light yoke 
and easy burden of discipleship.  

The Gospel of Matthew focuses on questions of iden-
tity, both of Jesus and of a community struggling to 
define itself after the death of Jesus and the destruc-
tion of the temple. They are in the midst of political 
and religious conflict. This passage offers answers 
to these questions, giving a clear picture of what 
happens to those who reject Jesus’ teachings (which 

Teaching Principle: In coming to Jesus, we find relief from the burdens of judgmentalism,  
obstinance, and arrogance.

The Yoke
Lesson Text: Matthew 11:16-30 Background Text: Matthew 11:16-30

A Verse to Remember—Matthew 11:29
Other Lectionary Texts: Genesis 24:34-38, 42-29, 58-67; Psalm 45:10-17; Romans 7:15-25a

July 5, 2020
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the yoke compelling to you? If so, 
what? Why? 

Say: Our lesson text helps us think 
about what it means to take on 
the yoke and burden of Jesus. 
The passage has a serious tone. 
It reflects the reality that John 
the Baptist is imprisoned for his 
preaching and that Jesus is under 
pressure to conform to social 
norms. 

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Matthew 11:16-24

Invite someone to read 
Matthew 11:16-19.

Say: This passage is part of Jesus’ 
response to John the Baptist’s 
question, “Are you the one who 
is to come, or are we to wait for 
another?” (11:2). It isn’t clear why 
John sent his messengers to ask 
the question. Maybe he wanted to 
know for himself, for people who 
were unsure of their faith, or for 
people who were unimpressed or 
underwhelmed by Jesus’ teachings 
and actions. 

aSk: What does John’s question 
teach us about the importance of 
asking questions as part of our faith 
development?

Say and aSk: Jesus compares “this 
generation” to children playing in a 
marketplace who only want what 
they want, make juvenile demands, 
and won’t participate if things don’t 
go their way. Is our generation like 
the one Jesus addressed? If so, how? 

aSk: Was your answer about your 
generation, or was it a critique of a 
younger generation? Why is it diffi-
cult to turn the mirror on ourselves?

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 11:20-24.

for Matthew is the same as rejecting God) and those 
who accept them (which for Matthew is the same as 
accepting God). 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE REJECTION OF JESUS

Matthew 11:16-24
(16) “But to what will I compare this generation? 
It is like children sitting in the marketplaces 
and calling to one another, (17) ‘We played the 
flute for you, and you did not dance; we wailed, 
and you did not mourn.’ (18) For John came 
neither eating nor drinking, and they say, ‘He 
has a demon’; (19) the Son of Man came eating 
and drinking, and they say, ‘Look, a glutton and 
a drunkard, a friend of tax-collectors and sin-
ners!’ Yet wisdom is vindicated by her deeds.”  
(20) Then he began to reproach the cities in 
which most of his deeds of power had been 
done, because they did not repent. (21) “Woe to 
you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the 
deeds of power done in you had been done in 
Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long 
ago in sackcloth and ashes. (22) But I tell you, 
on the day of judgment it will be more tolerable 
for Tyre and Sidon than for you. (23) And you, 
Capernaum, will you be exalted to heaven? No, 
you will be brought down to Hades. For if the 
deeds of power done in you had been done in 
Sodom, it would have remained until this day. 
(24) But I tell you that on the day of judgment 
it will be more tolerable for the land of Sodom 
than for you.”

11:16-17  Jesus compares the people’s rejection of 
himself and of John to children who refuse to play 
together if they can’t be in charge. The crowds expect 
certain things from both John the Baptist and Jesus, 
neither of whom conform to conventional norms or 
societal pressure. They will not dance or mourn on 
command as if they are puppets. John’s noncompli-
ance will lead to his beheading, and Jesus’ faithfulness 
will lead to his death on the cross. The comparison 
of the crowd that rejects Jesus to children who sit in 
a marketplace taunting one another shows that the 
people are immature and fickle. 
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aSk: What does genuine repen-
tance look like?

aSk: What warnings do  
Jesus’ words offer us?

Say and aSk: It can be difficult 
to read this text and substitute 
our own name, congregation, or 
community in the places of the  
original audience. How can we  
do this in ways that will lead to our 
becoming a more faithful church? 
How can we do this without laying 
blame on someone else? 

Matthew 11:25-27
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 11:25-27.

Say: Jesus describes his relationship 
with God in family terms, calling 
God “Father” and himself God’s 
“Son.” 

aSk: What do you think it means  
for Jesus to call God “Father”?

Say: Sometimes the relationships 
in our own families are not ideal. 
How can we learn from comparing 
our relationship with God to that 
of parent and child, even when 
our own families have broken 
relationships?

Say: The Gospel of Matthew was 
written to a community that had 
experienced the destruction of the 
temple and division in their faith 
tradition. They were struggling with 
identity and what it meant to be 
followers of Jesus.

aSk: How does knowing the context 
of the community guide our reading 
and understanding of this passage?

11:18-19  Jesus expresses frustration with the current 
generation. He says they ignore John because he is 
too somber and sober, and then they reject Jesus 
for displaying opposite characteristics. They keep 
changing their ideas on what they consider faithful 
behavior but then blame the prophets. Jesus notes 
that the measuring stick of wisdom, not the whims 
of the people, will validate his and John’s identity as 
prophets. Neither of them will be persuaded to lower 
their standards, even though the cost is high. Wisdom, 
God’s constant companion, will judge them to be 
faithful, even if the crowds don’t. 

11:20  Jesus warns the cities of his day who have expe-
rienced the power of God through his teaching and 
healing and yet still reject him. We aren’t given the 
details of the “deeds of power” Jesus did in these cities, 
but they must have given evidence of Jesus’ authority 
and God’s power. Jesus offers the cities an invitation 
rather than damnation. If Jesus didn’t care about 
the people in these cities, he would ignore them or 
announce that it is too late. Instead, he urges them  
to avoid the fate of those who refuse to repent. 

11:21-24  Jesus draws from the stories of history to 
warn the cities of his time about what will happen if 
they don’t repent. He argues that even Tyre and Sidon, 
whose destruction the prophets Isaiah and Ezekiel 
describe (Isa 23; Ezek 26–28), would have repented 
if they had experienced the powerful works done in 
Chorazin and Bethsaida. Even the city of Capernaum 
should not consider itself safe, despite being where 
Jesus makes his home (Mt 4:13). If people there refuse 
to repent, the city can expect a worse fate than Sodom, 
which was destroyed (Gen 19:24) after God could not 
find at least ten righteous people there (18:23-32). If 
Jesus’ ministry would have moved the people in these 
ancient cities, then discipleship is the obvious choice 
for those who have experienced him firsthand.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—ALL THINGS HAVE BEEN 
HANDED OVER

Matthew 11:25-27
(25) At that time Jesus said, “I thank you, 
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because you 
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Say: Jesus praises God for having 
“hidden these things from the wise 
and the intelligent and hav[ing] 
revealed them to infants” (v. 25). 
In this context, the word “infants” 
describes anyone outside of adult, 
free male society. When God 
blesses people who have been 
oppressed with enlightenment and 
freedom, they can disrupt society in 
necessary ways.

aSk: Who are the disrupters in our 
time? How do they shake up the 
status quo? What others kinds of 
disrupters do we need?

Say: Jesus notes that God has 
obscured the vision of the “wise 
and intelligent” so that those who 
are usually not taken seriously  
can receive divine revelation.  
This reverses the expectations of  
his first-century society. 

aSk: In our culture, how are 
seekers, doubters, or others some-
times dismissed in favor of the 
“religious elite”? 

diScuSS: What have you learned 
about God, spirituality, church, self, 
or others from a surprising source? 
Where did their wisdom come 
from? How did it change you and/
or your perception of them?

Matthew 11:28-30
Say: It seems that every 
week, a new study comes 

out reporting that more and more 
people are exhausted, depressed, 
and anxious. 

aSk: What is your experience of 
this? Where do people, both inside 
and outside the church, turn to 
cope with stress and fatigue?  

have hidden these things from the wise and the 
intelligent and have revealed them to infants;  
(26) yes, Father, for such was your gracious will. 
(27) All things have been handed over to me by 
my Father; and no one knows the Son except the 
Father, and no one knows the Father except the 
Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses to 
reveal him.”

11:25  Jesus explains that God doesn’t conform to 
expectations, and neither do God’s prophets. God 
does the unexpected, so John the Baptist and now 
Jesus have done the same. Instead of revealing under-
standing to the elite, God uses “infants”—people 
considered common or lacking special qualifications. 
“Infants” are those without authority, which in Jesus’ 
time was anyone other than free adult males. 

Jesus says that God has intentionally “hidden these 
things from the wise and the intelligent and…revealed 
them to infants.” Throughout his ministry, Jesus does 
the same thing: he interacts with and ministers to 
people who are considered unclean or disposable.  

Perhaps the biggest surprise at the end of Matthew’s 
Gospel is that the resurrected Christ first appears to 
three women instead of to male disciples or religious 
authorities. People were likely to dismiss the testi-
mony of women, but God chose them to be the first 
to share the good news of Jesus’ resurrection. God 
flipped expectations by raising up the marginalized  
in a culture that divided and diminished them.

11:26  Jesus praises God’s wisdom in choosing people 
who are viewed as “less than.” This way of God 
confounds standard expectations, social norms, and 
privilege. Another way to translate “for such was 
your gracious will” is “for so it was well-pleasing in 
your sight.” The second translation helps us under-
stand that God has a preferred way of life that we can 
imitate. We are personally responsible to act on behalf 
of people who are typically dismissed or discounted. 
Followers of Jesus should embody God’s preferences. 
This pleases God.

11:27  In saying “all things have been handed over to 
me by my Father,” Jesus proclaims that he is doing 
God’s work. And, as a son receiving an inheritance 
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Invite someone to read  
Matthew 11:28-30.

Say: Jesus describes his yoke as 
easy and his burden as light. This 
was a meaningful metaphor in his 
time and still is today, especially in 
communities that remain close to 
the land. 

aSk: What are some other contem-
porary metaphors that capture the 
relief and responsibility of following 
Jesus?

Say and aSk: Jesus sees the struggle 
around him and offers an alterna-
tive way. Some would say that life 
gets easier once a person becomes 
a follower of Jesus. But Jesus doesn’t 
promise an end to our problems. A 
yoke is still a yoke. How can these 
verses still bring comfort? 

Say: In the next chapter in Matthew, 
Jesus rebukes the religious elites for 
treating Sabbath observance as a list 
of rules to be followed instead of a 
way of life.

aSk: How does Jesus’ offer of an 
easy yoke and a light burden speak 
to religious legalism, both then and 
now?

Say and aSk: In addition to its appli-
cation to religious legalism, the 
text can be understood as political 
commentary on oppressive systems. 
How does putting on the yoke of 
Jesus influence the way we view 
and deal with politics (in the sense 
of the way society is organized and 
the laws we live by)?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Write three headings on  
a whiteboard or flipchart: 

Judgmentalism, Obstinance, and 

from a father, he has a uniquely personal role in this 
work. Religious authorities would have been deeply 
offended by Jesus’ words here. They would have felt 
threatened by the idea that God could reveal God’s 
self outside the accepted tradition. But if the religious 
elites could humble themselves and become more like 
“infants” (v. 25), they too would recognize the signifi-
cance of Jesus. 

While we think of the relationship between father and 
son in family terms, these words had political mean-
ings in the ancient world. Emperors often described 
themselves as sons of God. To an oppressed people, 
Jesus is making a spiritual and political claim. His 
asserted authority puts him in direct conflict with 
the religious and political realities, so following Jesus 
would be dangerous. It would change a person’s 
religious and political allegiances. Eventually, this 
upheaval led to Jesus being crucified.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE GREAT INVITATION

Matthew 11:28-30
(28) “Come to me, all you that are weary and are 
carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest. 
(29) Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; 
for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will 
find rest for your souls. (30) For my yoke is easy, 
and my burden is light.”

11:28  Verses 28-30 offer a promise for those who heed 
Jesus’ warnings and repent: they will find rest. Heavy 
burdens produce spiritual exhaustion. In the Gospel 
of Matthew, the Pharisees and scribes set religious 
traps for Jesus, but he reminds them that he didn’t 
“come…to abolish but to fulfill” the law (Mt 5:17). 
Jesus doesn’t offer an end to work for the weary; he 
offers a different way of carrying the load. He presents 
a way of life where religious observance uplifts the 
spirit instead of crushing it. 

Verses 28-30 set up stories in Matthew 12 where the 
Pharisees confront Jesus on two occasions and accuse 
him of breaking Sabbath laws. Jesus insists that the 
Sabbath is a way of life, not a checklist of things one 
can’t do on a certain day. Therefore, it is appropriate 
to pluck heads of grain for food and to heal the sick 
on the Sabbath. In such cases, adhering strictly to 
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Arrogance (see the Teaching Prin-
ciple). Divide the class into three 
groups. Distribute paper and pens 
or pencils. Assign one of the words 
to each group. Ask each group to 
discuss how our lesson text 
addresses the problem named  
by their word. 

Ask each group to report. As they 
name ways the lesson text addresses 
their assigned word, write them 
under the appropriate heading.

aSk: What ways of living are  
opposite from judgmentalism,  
obstinance, and arrogance? 

diScuSS: How does accepting Jesus’ 
offer of an easy yoke and a light 
burden help us live in those ways? 
What might our individual and 
church lives look like if we accept 
Jesus’ offer?

CLOSING PRAYER
Gracious God, help us 
confess and repent from 

anything that does not embody the 
ways of Jesus. We gladly put on his 
yoke, knowing that it can free us 
from legalism and oppression. 
Amen.
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Sabbath law would extend suffering. Jesus says that 
what is most important is not the letter of the law 
but its spirit. Religious legalism is a burden too heavy 
to bear. Jesus offers another way. While the context 
suggests Jesus is talking specifically about religious 
and political burdens, the saying has become an 
umbrella verse for all kinds of troubles people face.

11:29  A yoke pairs two oxen together to make a team. 
Jesus says, “Take my yoke upon you and learn from 
me.” This implies that he wears the yoke too. In this 
way, Jesus invites us into partnership with him. A yoke 
is still a yoke, but it matters what kind of yoke we 
wear. The yoke of religious legalism brings weariness 
rather than abundant life. Jesus doesn’t offer an end 
to responsibility; he offers rather the sharing of the 
burden. Partnership lightens the load. There is still 
work to do, but we help each other with it. 

Jesus’ and Matthew’s audiences may have also heard 
the undercurrent of political speech in this teaching. 
In a political context, “yoke” refers to oppression and 
“rest” to freedom. The people’s hope that they could 
throw off the yoke of the Roman empire was powerful.

11:30  The “rest” that Jesus talks about sets up the 
confrontation over Sabbath law in the next chapter. 
Rest is linked to Sabbath, but only if Sabbath is  
practiced as a way of life instead of a list of rules. 

Heavy burdens also included the political realities 
of Jesus’ day. As in verses 25-27, Jesus uses imperial 
language to speak about the burden the Roman 
empire places on the people. Occupation negates 
freedom. Taxes crush the poor. Jesus speaks directly 
against this by adopting the language of the empire, 
making their kind of oppression look ridiculous  
when compared to another option. Jesus frequently 
turns the empire’s language and ideas against itself,  
as with his instructions to turn the other cheek, go  
the extra mile, and give your coat and cloak as strat-
egies of nonviolent resistance against oppression 
(5:38-42). Here, Jesus contrasts the empire’s violence 
and oppression with God’s compassionate and  
benevolent reign—the easy yoke with a light burden.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Lightening Our Burdens
Invite someone to read  
Matthew 11:28-30.

Say: Our culture tells us that admitting we struggle 
with a burden—whether it is broken relationships, 
finances, mental health, or loneliness—is showing 
weakness. Our lesson text encourages us to bring 
everything to Jesus. A community that follows 
Jesus will extend the same invitation. 

Distribute stones and markers. 

Say: Write a burden or struggle on a stone (if you 
have several burdens, write each one on its own 
stone). When you are finished, bring your stones 
forward and place them in a pile.

diScuSS: How do we become a community 
where people trust that they can come with their 
burdens and find rest? How can we encourage 
people to be authentic? In what ways is our 
congregation offering to lighten the burden for 
others? 

Say: Come and pick up someone else’s stone and 
take it with you when you leave. Let this action 
symbolize our sharing of each other’s burdens and 
lightening of each other’s loads. Even though you 
don’t know whose burden you take, use the stone 
as a reminder to pray for them this week.

Rest for the Weary
Invite someone to read Matthew 12:1-14.

Say: These verses immediately follow Jesus’ invi-
tation to find rest by taking on his easy yoke and 
light burden (11:28-30).  

Divide the class into two groups. Distribute the 
handout “Rest for the Weary.” Ask one group to 
complete the section “Rest for the Hungry and 
Sick” and the other group to complete the section 
“Rest for the Guardians of Morality.” Ask each 
group to report their findings.

Say: In these two stories, Jesus eases the burdens 
of the hungry and the sick. His words and actions 
also demonstrate how he could ease the burdens 
of the Pharisees.

diScuSS: We are aware of some burdens that we 
need to have lightened. But how aware are we of 
the burdens placed on us by a need to safeguard 
morality or to enforce the rules? Are we weighed 
down by a form of religion that isn’t based on 
grace and that doesn’t encourage freedom? What 
forms might such burdens take? How would our 
lives change if we take on Jesus’ easy yoke and 
allow him to lighten our burdens? How could we 
offer relief to others by prioritizing human need?

CONCLUSION

We often quote Jesus’ saying “my yoke is easy, and my burden is light” (Mt 11:30) as words 
of comfort. But do we ever consider what he is actually inviting us to do? A yoke is still a 
yoke and a burden is still a burden. The first-century church had decisions to make about 
how to set itself apart from the surrounding culture. We are familiar with the struggle. Both 
then and now, following Jesus’ teachings and participating in God’s reign require discern-
ment and commitment. Jesus calls us to examine our allegiances, for they dictate spiritual 
health and political realities. How are we different from the culture that surrounds us? Are 
we willing to repent and choose God’s kingdom? The decision is up to us, but Jesus explains 
that there are consequences either way.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
aSk: Is anyone in the class a 
gardener? What do you grow? 

What difference does the quality of 
the soil make in the yield your plants 
produce? How can you determine 
the quality of your soil? How can you 
improve its quality?

Say: Today’s lesson prompts us to 
consider at least two things. First, 
why do some people reject the good 
news of God offered through Jesus 
and his followers while others accept 
it? Second, to what extent are our 
lives open to the good news? 

aSk: Why are these questions 
important? Why should we ask  
and answer them?

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 3 poster, “Enduring Imagery” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
The Soil—Matthew 13:1-9, 18-23 
• Teaching the Crowds (13:1-2) 
• The Parable of the Sower (13:3-9) 
• The Parable Explained (13:18-23)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the second teaching option, prepare  

copies of the handout “Spreading the Good 
News” (Kit, p. 11).

INTRODUCTION

We recognize the richness of the parable of the sower 
whether or not we have an agricultural background. 
Jesus speaks to a crowd so large that he must change 
locations to preach to them all. When was the last 
time we were as hungry as this crowd for a word from 
Jesus? As with any parable, we have many things to 
consider. Jesus’ explanation of the parable (vv. 18-23) 
focuses on the soil and prompts the tough question, 
“What kind of soil are we?” But we also wonder 
about the sower and the seeds. Even though the 
parable of the sower is one of the most well-known 
parables in Scripture, we find ourselves going back 
over it, discovering and rediscovering details that 
teach us about ourselves, God, and following Jesus. 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

This week’s Scripture passage begins a series of 
parables from Jesus. The parable of the sower follows 
reports of varying reactions to Jesus, so it seeks 
to answer the question of why people respond in 
different ways. The parable also comes just after 
some religious leaders reject Jesus (Mt 12) and just 
before Jesus’ hometown rejects him (Mt 13:53-58). 
Matthew places the parable of the sower here as 
commentary on both rejections. It stresses the theme 
of discipleship that occurs throughout the Gospel 
of Matthew. Matthew’s original audience was experi-
encing rejection from both the religious and political 
arenas of their community. By the time this Gospel 
was written, Jesus had been killed, and the temple 
was destroyed. Significant internal conflict existed in 
the faith community. Politically, Rome continued to 
oppress and marginalize. This parable would have 
been meaningful to the original audience for many 
reasons, but especially for its assurance that the good 
news had taken root in their lives and they would 

Teaching Principle: The good news must be received and retained to be effective in our lives.

The Soil
Lesson Text: Matthew 13:1-9, 18-23 Background Text: Matthew 13:1-23

A Verse to Remember—Matthew 13:23
Other Lectionary Texts: Genesis 25:19-34; Psalm 119:103-112; Romans 8:1-11

July 12, 2020
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Say: Experience tells us that we are 
always changing. This is also true of 
our spiritual receptiveness. 

diScuSS: When in your life have you 
not been ready to receive the good 
news? When have you been ready?

TEACHING THE LESSON
Matthew 13:1-2

Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:1-2.

Say: The crowds overfilled the 
house where Jesus was, so he went 
outside where he could teach them 
more effectively. The crowds were 
so great that he had to move out 
onto a boat. Jesus responded to the 
needs of the crowd, even though he 
had to change his setting.

aSk: How does the church meet 
people where they are? How does 
it fail to do so? 

Say and aSk: What do you think 
drew people to Jesus when they 
heard him preaching? How can 
we offer the same good news to 
people? How do we?

Invite someone to read  
Psalm 119:103-112 (the  
lectionary’s psalm for today). 

Say: Psalm 119 expresses a  
strong desire to receive and  
follow God’s instruction. The  
crowd in Matthew 13 seems  
interested in learning from God. 

aSk: How do you pursue God’s 
instruction in your own life? How 
do we pursue God’s instruction as 
a community? What images from 
this psalm are most instructive or 
powerful to you? 

eventually see an abundant harvest despite their 
current struggle.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—TEACHING THE CROWDS

Matthew 13:1-2
(1) That same day Jesus went out of the house 
and sat beside the lake. (2) Such great crowds 
gathered around him that he got into a boat 
and sat there, while the whole crowd stood on  
the beach.

13:1  “That same day” connects our lesson text to the 
end of chapter 12, where we read the story of Jesus’  
family wanting to speak to him. Jesus says, “whoever 
does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother  
and sister and mother” (12:50). This scene depicts 
Jesus’ mother and brothers trying to get into the 
house to speak to Jesus, but the crowds are too big  
for them to gain access. 

As chapter 13 opens, Jesus leaves the house where 
his family tried to see him and sits beside the Sea of 
Galilee. The connection to chapter 12 is important 
because Jesus is about to tell a parable about rejection 
and acceptance. In the parable of the sower, those who 
accept him and do the will of God are like the good 
soil, yielding a great harvest.

The text also helps the audience, both then and  
now, identify good soil and bad soil. At the end of 
Matthew 13, Jesus’ hometown rejects him. By this 
point, it will be obvious that the people of Nazareth 
aren’t the rich soil that yields a good harvest. This 
should also be read in the context of the Matthean 
community, who needed reassurance during a time  
of religious and political conflict. How does it speak  
to our situation?

13:2  The crowd becomes so large that Jesus gets into 
a boat to continue teaching from the water. This is 
not the first time Jesus gets into a boat in Matthew’s 
Gospel. Earlier, he told the disciples to take him to 
“the other side,” but that time he wanted to get away 
from the crowds (8:18). Now Jesus gets into a boat, 
but he does so to keep teaching them rather than 
to escape. To understand why he makes a different 
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Matthew 13:3-9
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:3-8.

Say: First-century Israel was an 
agricultural society, so people who 
heard Jesus speak the parable 
of the sower could picture what 
he was describing. Sowing and 
reaping were familiar activities. 
Some people in our time may not 
be as familiar with farming, and 
we certainly aren’t familiar with 
first-century methods. 

Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Invite class members to 
write a story or draw a picture using 
different imagery that more people 
in our context might understand. 
Invite volunteers to share their 
stories or drawings.

aSk: Did someone else’s work help 
you think differently about the 
parable? If so, how?

diScuSS: Do you think it is 
important that we find contem-
porary ways to tell ancient biblical 
parables? Why or why not?

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:9.

Say and aSk: It is likely that 
everyone who heard Jesus tell the 
parable had ears. What does Jesus 
mean by this challenge to “listen”?

aSk: Why do some people hear 
what Jesus says but not know what 
he means? Does this happen only 
to nonbelievers, or can it happen to 
believers too? Why do you say that?

Matthew 13:18-23
Say: In the verses between 
Jesus’ telling of the parable 

decision, we can look at what happens right before he 
gets into the boat each time. In Matthew 8, Jesus has 
just finished healing and casting out spirits. Here in 
Matthew 13, Jesus has been teaching and is perhaps 
not as exhausted, so he continues to minister to the 
crowds through the spoken word.

The crowd doesn’t leave. They are hungry for more 
from Jesus and follow him outside the house. They are 
willing to stand outdoors to continue learning from 
him. Matthew regularly identifies particular ideolo-
gies or cliques. Here, though, he describes the crowd 
generically, so we can assume that this is a gathering 
of common folk who want to know more about Jesus 
and his proclamation of the kingdom of God.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE PARABLE OF  
THE SOWER

Matthew 13:3-9
(3) And he told them many things in para-
bles, saying: “Listen! A sower went out to sow.  
(4) And as he sowed, some seeds fell on the 
path, and the birds came and ate them up.  
(5) Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where 
they did not have much soil, and they sprang 
up quickly, since they had no depth of soil.  
(6) But when the sun rose, they were scorched; 
and since they had no root, they withered away. 
(7) Other seeds fell among thorns, and the 
thorns grew up and choked them. (8) Other 
seeds fell on good soil and brought forth grain, 
some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty.  
(9) Let anyone with ears listen!”

13:3  Jesus often uses parables in his teaching. His 
parables are powerful, but the veiled nature of their 
teaching causes the disciples to ask him to explain  
why he teaches that way (vv. 10-17). Jesus usually 
doesn’t explain his parables, but sometimes, as in  
the case of the parable of the sower, he does (see  
below on vv. 18-23). 

In the parable of the sower, Jesus uses imagery of 
farming practices that are familiar to his listeners. 
Some of his listeners sowed seeds, and all of the  
others had seen farmers do this. Images from  
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and his explanation of it, he 
answers his disciples’ question 
about why he speaks to people  
in parables (vv. 10-17). He says,  
“To you it has been given to know 
the secrets of the kingdom of 
heaven…” (v. 11a). He also tells  
the disciples, “Blessed are your 
eyes, for they see, and your ears,  
for they hear” (v. 16). He then 
explains the parable to them.

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:18-22.

aSk: Why do you think Jesus 
explains the parable of the sower to 
the disciples but not to the crowd? 

diScuSS: What does this say about 
the privilege and responsibility of 
Jesus’ followers to comprehend his 
teaching?

Say: Jesus often doesn’t explain his 
parables, which leaves his audi-
ence, including us, to do the work 
of understanding. So when Jesus 
does explain a parable, we should 
take note.

Say: Jesus says that the seed is “the 
word of the kingdom” (v. 19a).

aSk: What kingdom is he talking 
about? How would we describe this 
kingdom? What is the word Jesus is 
talking about? 

Say: In the narrative context of 
Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus is probably 
the sower. His disciples may have 
this role too. In the context of the 
writing of Matthew’s Gospel, which 
probably happened about forty 
years after Jesus lived, the believers 
in Matthew’s community are the 
ones sowing the seed. Today, we 
do the work of sowing the seed by 
sharing the word. 

common life are crucial to parables. Because the 
images are familiar, the audience knows how the 
characters or elements should act, which sets up an 
opportunity for the story to take an unexpected turn. 
Because listeners think they know what will happen, a 
parable’s unexpected ending challenges the status quo.

13:4  The focus of the parable is the kind of soil on 
which the seeds fall. The seeds that fall on the path 
encounter a surface they can’t penetrate. Birds eat  
the seeds that lie on the path.

13:5-7  The seeds that fall on rocky ground at first 
seem to take root. They sprout quickly, but then their 
lack of a strong foundation causes them to succumb 
to the elements. The rocky ground prevents the 
seed from establishing the root system necessary for 
surviving and bearing fruit. The seeds that fall among 
thorns don’t survive either because the thorns over-
come them. 

13:8  The seeds that fall on good soil produce a 
harvest. Commentators are divided on the significance 
of the size of the harvest. Some think that a spectacu-
larly huge, even miraculous harvest is meant. Others 
think it is an abundant but not unusual harvest. 

13:9  Jesus gives all who hear the parable the oppor-
tunity to listen—that is, to respond positively. 
Understanding and wisdom come from an open  
heart and mind and from the grace of God. Jesus 
teaches the crowds, empowering them to decide  
for themselves whom they will follow. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE PARABLE EXPLAINED

Matthew 13:18-23
(18) “Hear then the parable of the sower.  
(19) When anyone hears the word of the king-
dom and does not understand it, the evil one 
comes and snatches away what is sown in 
the heart; this is what was sown on the path.  
(20) As for what was sown on rocky ground, 
this is the one who hears the word and immedi-
ately receives it with joy; (21) yet such a person 
has no root, but endures only for a while, and 
when trouble or persecution arises on account 
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aSk: What are some ways we 
share the word of the kingdom? 
What are some other ways we 
should share it?

Say: Jesus says the first three types 
of soil represent people who don’t 
receive, accept, or understand the 
word. Let’s talk about these three 
soil types.

Divide the class into three groups. 
Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Assign each group one of 
the first three soil types: the path 
(v. 19b), the rocky soil (vv. 20-21), 
and the thorny ground (v. 22). Write 
the following questions on a white-
board or flipchart and ask each 
group to discuss them:
•  What kind of people does Jesus 

say the soil type represents?
•  What prevents those people from 

accepting the word?
•  What are examples of such obsta-

cles in our time?
Invite each group to share their 
conclusions and lingering questions.

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:23.

diScuSS: What kind of people does 
the good soil represent? What does 
it mean for them to both hear and 
understand the word? What kind of 
“fruit” will they yield? 

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: The parable of the sower 
helps us think about why 

some people don’t accept the good 
news of God’s kingdom. It also calls 
us to think about what should 
happen in our individual lives and 
in our church’s life, since we have 
received and accepted the word.

of the word, that person immediately falls away.  
(22) As for what was sown among thorns, this 
is the one who hears the word, but the cares of 
the world and the lure of wealth choke the word, 
and it yields nothing. (23) But as for what was 
sown on good soil, this is the one who hears the 
word and understands it, who indeed bears fruit 
and yields, in one case a hundredfold, in another 
sixty, and in another thirty.”

13:18  Matthew, Mark, and Luke all have Jesus inter-
preting the parable of the sower in response to a 
question from the disciples. Mark says they ask  
“about the parables” (4:10), Luke says they ask “what 
this parable [of the sower] meant” (8:9), and Matthew 
says they ask, “Why do you speak to [the crowds] in 
parables?” (13:10). 

Here in Matthew, Jesus responds to the disciples by 
explaining his teaching strategy (vv. 10-17). He then 
offers a line-by-line interpretation of the parable. His 
explanation treats the parable as an allegory in which 
each item stands for something else. 

13:19  The seed is the “word of the kingdom,” which 
is the good news that Jesus embodies and speaks. In 
the context of the Gospel, the sower is probably Jesus. 
Matthew’s readers may also see themselves in the 
sower, since they sow the same seed and encounter  
the same kinds of responses that Jesus does. 

Jesus explains that three kinds of soil are unproduc-
tive and one is productive. 

He first explains the seed that falls on the path  
(see v. 4). Some interpreters suggest that Jesus  
means the ground alongside the path rather than  
the path itself, but in either case, the ground is  
packed dirt that can hardly be expected to produce  
any plants. This hardened ground represents a heart 
that doesn’t understand the “word of the kingdom.”  
In other words, it represents a hard heart—a person 
who refuses to listen to the truth. The birds stand 
for “the evil one” who “snatches away what was sown 
on the path.” The devil takes the word away from 
the hard-hearted. The people don’t receive the word 
because their hearts are hard. Because they don’t 
accept it into their lives, the devil can take it away.
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Write two headings on a white-
board or flipchart: “Individuals”  
and “Church.”

aSk: If we have received and 
accepted the word of the kingdom 
of God through Jesus Christ, what 
kinds of fruit should our individual 
and church lives produce?

As class members call out answers, 
write them under the appropriate 
headings.

diScuSS: What is the relationship 
between bearing appropriate fruit 
for the kingdom and sowing appro-
priate seed of the kingdom?

CLOSING PRAYER
Gracious God, make us 
aware of the ways we ignore 

or reject the word of your kingdom. 
Help us pursue your instruction so 
the word will take root in our hearts 
and the harvest will be abundant. 
Amen.
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13:20-21  Jesus next explains the rocky soil (see  
vv. 5-6). He says it represents those who are initially 
happy to receive the word, but they don’t allow it 
to take root, so it doesn’t last long in them. As the 
scorching sun wilts the plant (v. 6), so “trouble or 
persecution” causes these people to “fall away.” 

Matthew’s readers know that the received word can 
bring trouble and even persecution. Jesus doesn’t 
promise that hearing and following him will result in 
a carefree and safe life. Indeed, disciples should expect 
the opposite. The word challenges the status quo, so 
those who can’t “take the heat” will wither away. If 
the word has taken hold only at the surface level, then 
there is no deep commitment to the ways of Jesus or 
the kingdom of God. 

Without time to establish a spiritual infrastructure 
that can bear the weight of hardship and persecution, 
the word can’t grow properly. 

13:22  Jesus next explains the seeds that fell on thorny 
soil (see v. 7). He says the thorns represent “the cares 
of the world and the lure of wealth.” The “lure” of 
wealth refers to the ethical compromises people make 
in the effort to accumulate money and possessions. 
This causes conflict with the word.

Other messages and allegiances can prevent the word 
of the kingdom from growing in those who hear it. 
We must try to keep our lives free of distraction and 
misdirection so the word can flourish. 

13:23  Jesus finally explains the seed that falls on good 
soil (see v. 8). The good soil represents those who hear 
the word, understand it, and bear fruit. Hearing the 
word is just the first step. Jesus has already explained 
what happens to the word when someone receives it 
but doesn’t understand it. Without understanding, 
the seed will be snatched away (v. 19), wither (v. 21), or 
get choked out (v. 22). God is faithful to complete the 
work when we receive and understand the word.

Having received and understood the word, a person 
will produce fruit. As mentioned above, Jesus 
describes a good, perhaps even great harvest. Faithful 
disciples can expect such abundance from God. 
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TEACHING OPTIONS
The Flesh and the Spirit
Divide the class into groups. Ask each 
group to read the lesson text and Romans 
8:1-11 (another of today’s lectionary 

texts). Ask them to discuss ways that the Romans 
text and the lesson text shed light on each other. 
Write the following questions on a whiteboard or 
flipchart to help guide the groups’ discussions:

(1) How do the first three soil types in the parable 
and living “according to the flesh” in Paul’s 
teaching relate to each other?
(2) How do the good soil in the parable and living 
“according to the Spirit” in Paul’s teaching relate 
to each other? 
(3) What does Paul tell us to help us know that we 
can in fact bear the good fruit of the kingdom?

Invite each group to report on their discussions.

diScuSS: In Jesus’ explanation of the parable, who 
lives according to the flesh? Who lives according 
to the Spirit? What does it mean to live in the 
Spirit? What enables us to live in the Spirit and to 
produce the fruit of the kingdom?

Spreading the Good News
Say: Jesus sowed the seed of the kingdom, which 
means he spread the good news of the kingdom 
of God. He did this through both his words and 
his actions.

Distribute the handout “Spreading the Good 
News” and ask class members to complete it. 
Invite volunteers to share their answers.

aSk: How do we spread the good news with our 
words? With our actions?

Say: The parable of the sower teaches that people 
are responsible for receiving or not receiving the 
word of the kingdom. But sometimes the ways we 
represent the good news gets in the way of people 
accepting it.

aSk: What kinds of words and actions on the 
part of Christians can get in the way of people 
accepting the good news?

diScuSS: What steps can we take to help make 
sure that our good soil produces good fruit? In 
other words, what can we do to help make sure 
that we represent the good news accurately by 
reflecting the ways of Jesus well?

CONCLUSION

Jesus’ interpretation of the parable of the sower focuses on the ways and reasons that people 
do or don’t receive the word of the kingdom and whether or not they produce a harvest. It 
reminds us that some people will receive the word, but some won’t. It also reminds us that 
we are responsible to spread the word of God’s kingdom, no matter what the response. The 
parable and Jesus’ interpretation also challenge us as disciples to consider how deeply we 
are letting the good news take root in our lives. What are the hard places, rocks, and thorns 
that cause us not to let the word of God’s good news take root in our hearts? What kind of 
harvest are we producing because the good news is growing in us?
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Say: We studied the parable 
of the sower last week. That 

parable illustrates how some people 
accept the good news of Jesus and 
some don’t. This week, we are 
studying the parable of the wheat 
and the weeds. It addresses the fact 
that those who accept the good news 
continue to live alongside those who 
don’t.

diScuSS: Christians live alongside 
non-Christians. We may naturally 
divide the world into us (believers) 
and them (nonbelievers). Do you 
see any dangers in “us” and “them” 
thinking? How can we use care as 
we think and talk in terms of us and 
them? How can we maintain an 
appropriate attitude of humility?

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 3 poster, “Enduring Imagery” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
The Weeds—Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43 
• The Parable of the Weeds and Wheat  
(13:24-30) 
• The Parable Explained (13:36-39) 
• Judgment (13:40-43)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.
(6)  If using the second teaching option, prepare cop-

ies of the handout “Looking Beyond the Wheat 
and Weeds” (Kit, p. 12).

INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, people have wondered what 
happens at the end of time as we know it. How will 
humanity be judged? Will there be justice? Will the 
righteous be rewarded? Matthew has Jesus answer 
these enduring questions with the parable of the 
weeds and the wheat. Like most parables, this one 
challenges both our assumptions and the status 
quo. Some questions remain, but at least two things 
are clear. First, good and evil will coexist until the 
end. Second, the final judgment will occur on God’s 
schedule and not on ours. Our lesson text calls us to 
be on guard against the evil one, to endure trouble, 
and to trust that God is in control.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Matthew 13 contains several parables of Jesus. Jesus 
has just told and explained the parable of the sower 
(vv. 1-9, 18-23; see the July 12 lesson). Our lesson 
text contains the parable of the wheat and the weeds 
and Jesus’ explanation of it. Two parables follow the 
one of the wheat and weeds (vv. 31-33), and three 
more follow the explanation of it (vv. 44-50; we will 
examine these five parables in the July 26 lesson).

Only Matthew has the parable of the wheat and 
weeds. Matthew’s Gospel was probably written 
about forty years after Jesus lived, and Matthew’s 
community seems to be dealing with religious 
conflict and political oppression. They may have 
had a growing concern that things would never be 
made right. Matthew uses this teaching to help his 
community see their present reality in light of God’s 
bigger picture. The parable of the weeds and wheat 
reassures readers then and now that God is paying 
attention and will sort everything out in the end. 

Teaching Principle: Good and evil people coexist in the world, but God will clarify their status in 
the end. 

The Weeds
Lesson Text: Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43 Background Text: Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43

A Verse to Remember—Matthew 13:40
Other Lectionary Texts: Genesis 28:10-19a; Psalm 139:1-12, 23-24; Romans 8:12-25

July 19, 2020
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Say: Jesus came to establish the 
kingdom of God. We who trust in 
and follow Jesus belong to God’s 
kingdom. But the kingdom exists 
in the world. Jesus’ parable of the 
wheat and the weeds encourages  
us to live faithfully as citizens of  
the kingdom in the world.

aSk: What challenges do we face in 
trying to live faithfully in the world? 

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Matthew 13:24-30

Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:24-30.

Say: Jesus has just finished 
explaining the parable of the sower. 
He ended with these words: “But 
as for what was sown on good soil, 
this is the one who hears the word 
and understands it, who indeed 
bears fruit and yields, in one case 
a hundredfold, in another sixty, 
and in another thirty” (13:23). 
Now Jesus tells the parable of the 
wheat and the weeds. He begins, 
“The kingdom of heaven may be 
compared to someone who sowed 
good seed in his field…” (v. 24). 

aSk: What do you expect to happen 
when good seed is sown?

Say: Jesus says that an enemy 
sowed weeds in the same field.

aSk: Why would an enemy do such 
a thing? What might the enemy be 
trying to accomplish?

Say: When the plants begin to come 
up, both wheat and weeds are 
growing in the field. 

aSk: How do farmers or gardeners 
deal with weeds these days? Why 
did farmers in Jesus’ day have to 
use different methods? 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE PARABLE OF  
THE WEEDS AND WHEAT

Matthew 13:24-30
(24) He put before them another parable: “The 
kingdom of heaven may be compared to some-
one who sowed good seed in his field; (25) but 
while everybody was asleep, an enemy came and 
sowed weeds among the wheat, and then went 
away. (26) So when the plants came up and bore 
grain, then the weeds appeared as well. (27) And 
the slaves of the householder came and said to 
him, ‘Master, did you not sow good seed in your 
field? Where, then, did these weeds come from?’ 
(28) He answered, ‘An enemy has done this.’ The 
slaves said to him, ‘Then do you want us to go 
and gather them?’ (29) But he replied, ‘No; for in 
gathering the weeds you would uproot the wheat 
along with them. (30) Let both of them grow 
together until the harvest; and at harvest time I 
will tell the reapers, Collect the weeds first and 
bind them in bundles to be burned, but gather 
the wheat into my barn.’”

13:24  This parable begins a series of parables about 
the kingdom of heaven that continues through 13:50. 
Jesus again uses agricultural imagery, as he does in the 
parable of the sower. He uses imagery from his audi-
ence’s everyday experience. 

We might view this parable as a sequel to the parable 
of the sower, which ended with seed falling on good 
soil and producing an abundant harvest. The parable 
of the sower focuses on the soil. This parable focuses 
on the “good seed” a farmer sows “in his field.”

Matthew doesn’t explicitly state the setting and audi-
ence for this parable, but verse 34 implies that Jesus is 
still speaking to the crowd from the boat (see 13:1-2). 
Not until verse 36 does Jesus change locations, leave 
the crowd, and move back inside for a more intimate 
conversation with the disciples.

13:25-26  Jesus says that during the night, while every-
body (probably meaning the farmer, his family, and his 
servants) is asleep, “an enemy” sows weeds in the field 
where the farmer has sowed good seed. No one realizes 
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aSk: How do the workers suggest 
that they deal with the weeds? 
What does the householder instruct 
them to do instead? What reason 
does he give for his instructions?

aSk: What does the householder 
say will happen to the weeds? To 
the wheat?

Matthew 13:36-39
Ask someone to read 
Matthew 13:36-39.

Say: The disciples ask Jesus to 
explain the parable of the wheat 
and the weeds to them.

diScuSS: As followers of Jesus, we 
should seek understanding from 
him. We cannot ask him face to 
face as the disciples could. How can 
we go to him for understanding? 
What might we gain if we do? What 
might we lose if we don’t?

Say: Jesus identifies the characters 
and other images in the parable. 
First, he says that “the one who 
sows the good seed is the Son of 
Man…” (v. 37). Jesus often uses 
“Son of Man” to refer to himself. 

aSk: How did Jesus sow the good 
seed? How does he continue to do 
so today?

Say: Jesus says that “the field is the 
world” (v. 38a). 

aSk: How is our world different 
from the world of the first century? 
How is it the same? 

Say: Jesus explains that “the 
good seed are the children of the 
kingdom” and “the weeds are the 
children of the evil one” (v. 38b).

what has happened until the plants begin to come 
up. At that point, it is obvious that weeds are growing 
with the wheat. The good seed becomes wheat, but the 
weeds are there too. The weeds are probably darnel, 
which looks like wheat in its early growth stages.

13:27-28a  The appearance of weeds confuses the 
workers. They ask the householder how this could 
have happened. He replies that an enemy has sown  
the weeds among the wheat. 

13:28b-30  The enemy’s work of sowing weeds has 
proven effective, at least temporarily. The workers ask 
if the householder wants them to begin gathering the 
weeds right away. They assume that the wheat can’t 
thrive alongside the weeds. Thorns choked out good 
plants in the parable of the sower, so the workers are 
right to be concerned about these weeds.

But the householder is concerned with preserving the 
wheat. He knows that pulling up the weeds now could 
harm the wheat. The householder sees the big picture 
and understands the consequences of dealing with the 
weeds too soon, even if the workers don’t. The wheat 
and weeds must continue growing together until the 
time for the harvest.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE PARABLE EXPLAINED

Matthew 13:36-39
(36) Then he left the crowds and went into 
the house. And his disciples approached him,  
saying, “Explain to us the parable of the weeds  
of the field.” (37) He answered, “The one who 
sows the good seed is the Son of Man; (38) the 
field is the world, and the good seed are the chil-
dren of the kingdom; the weeds are the children 
of the evil one, (39) and the enemy who sowed 
them is the devil; the harvest is the end of the 
age, and the reapers are angels.”

13:36  Jesus goes back into the house, leaving the 
crowd behind. His disciples ask him to explain the 
parable. 

As mentioned in the Scripture Context section, only 
Matthew’s Gospel has the parable of the wheat and 
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aSk: What makes some people 
“children of the kingdom”? What 
makes others “children of the evil 
one”?

Say: Jesus also says that the enemy 
who sowed the weeds is the devil. 
The devil represents the forces that 
oppose God, God’s purposes, and 
God’s people. 

aSk: How does the devil sow weeds 
among the wheat in our time? What 
forces are at work against God’s 
kingdom? 

diScuSS: How can we discern 
the forces that work against God 
without becoming self-righteous 
or judgmental? Why should we be 
careful about this?

Say: A parable can’t address every 
possibility or answer every question. 
Literal weeds can’t become wheat. 
We may wonder if this means spir-
itual weeds (nonbelievers) can’t 
become spiritual wheat (believers) 
either. We should remember the 
biblical teachings about repentance 
and forgiveness. But we should also 
remember that neither the parable 
nor Jesus’ explanation deal with this 
issue.

Matthew 13:40-43
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:40-43.

Say: Jesus explains that the harvest 
in the parable represents the end 
of the age. This is when God will 
fulfill God’s purposes. Jesus says 
when that time comes, he will send 
the angels to gather the righteous 
for blessing and the unrighteous for 
judgment.

weeds. Its inclusion and message may reflect the 
situation of Matthew’s community. They were prob-
ably dealing with opposition to their beliefs and with 
the realization that Jesus might not come back soon. 
They needed encouragement that God would work 
everything out in the end. As they heard this story, 
they probably felt like Jesus’ disciples and wanted to 
ask Jesus for more information too. Matthew may be 
encouraging the members of his community to think 
of themselves as “insiders” who know and understand 
the word of God. That word will encourage them in 
their challenging situation.

13:37  Jesus begins his explanation of the parable by 
identifying the characters and other symbols. He says 
that the householder who spreads the good seed is 
the “Son of Man.” Jesus often uses this title to refer to 
himself. Unlike in the parable of the sower, where the 
sower’s identity isn’t clear, Jesus identifies himself as 
the sower in the parable of the wheat and the weeds. 

13:38  Then he identifies the field as the world, indi-
cating that the parable is describing the situation of 
the church in the world and not the situation within 
the church. The good seed as “the children of God” 
and the weeds as “the children of the evil one” refer 
to believers and nonbelievers, not to two groups in 
conflict within the church. The parable seems to divide 
all people into two groups: believers and nonbelievers. 
It doesn’t explain how the division occurs. We might 
look back to the parable of the sower for clues.

13:39  Jesus identifies the enemy who sows the weeds 
as the devil. The devil is the embodiment of the forces 
that oppose God by trying to thwart God’s work and 
harm the children of the kingdom. 

The enemy sows the weeds while the household is 
sleeping. Jesus doesn’t elaborate on what it means to 
be “sleeping,” but sleep can symbolize spiritual lazi-
ness or inattention. In that case, this may be a warning 
to Christians to stay on guard against the efforts of 
evil forces to damage or limit the kingdom of God. 

Jesus identifies the harvest as “the end of the age” 
when judgment will occur. He says the reapers are 
angels. Jesus has in mind the final judgment. We 
should note that humans—even the children of the 
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diScuSS: Do you feel that we think 
about the end of the age too much 
or not enough? Why do you say 
this?

Say: Matthew’s community lived in 
a place and time where they faced 
opposition because of their faith 
in Christ. Most of us live in a place 
and time where Christianity is the 
majority faith and we aren’t perse-
cuted for our faith. Perhaps the 
threats we face are less obvious.

aSk: What are some of ways that 
forces of the evil one oppose our 
faith? How should we respond?

Say: Jesus’ explanation of the 
parable stresses that God is always 
at work and that God will do justice 
in the end. In the meantime, Chris-
tians are to be faithful and patient.

aSk: How can we exhibit patience 
and faithfulness in the ways we live? 
What kinds of attitudes and actions 
might indicate that we need to 
grow in patience and faithfulness? 

diScuSS: The parable of the wheat 
and the weeds calls us to endure 
in the face of opposition to God, 
to God’s ways, and to God’s 
people. How can we endure in 
ways that are creative, positive, and 
productive?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: Jesus’ parable of the 
weeds and wheat teaches us 

that good and evil coexist in the 
world. More specifically, it says that 
God’s people and the devil’s people 
live side by side. 

aSk: Does this idea make you 
uneasy? If so, why? 

kingdom—don’t give out judgment. This work is 
reserved for God and carried out by heavenly beings. 
Angels, not human beings, are the agents of God’s 
judgment.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—JUDGMENT

Matthew 13:40-43
(40) “Just as the weeds are collected and burned 
up with fire, so will it be at the end of the age. 
(41) The Son of Man will send his angels, and 
they will collect out of his kingdom all causes 
of sin and all evildoers, (42) and they will throw 
them into the furnace of fire, where there will 
be weeping and gnashing of teeth. (43) Then the 
righteous will shine like the sun in the kingdom 
of their Father. Let anyone with ears listen!”

13:40-42  Jesus explains that a reckoning will come, 
but only “at the end of the age” (v. 40). This implies 
that God is patient. As was the case with the house-
holder in the parable, God has a long-term view and 
acts accordingly. This implies that God’s people must 
be patient as well. Good and evil will coexist until the 
final judgment comes. So will God’s children and the 
evil one’s children.

We should keep in mind the context of Matthew’s 
community. This parable encourages them to perse-
vere in the face of continuing evil, knowing that God 
will do justice in the end.

Jesus says that the Son of Man will instigate the final 
judgment. We noted above that “Son of Man” is a 
favorite self-designation for Jesus. The Old Testa-
ment sometimes uses the phrase to refer to a human 
being. For example, God repeatedly calls Ezekiel “son 
of man.” (See Ezek 2:1; 3:1. The Hebrew reads “son of 
man,” and most English translations render it that 
way. The NRSV translates the phrase “mortal.”) But 
the book of Daniel uses the term “one like a son of 
man” (NRSV, “one like a human being”) to name a 
messianic figure. Jesus uses it in this sense in his inter-
pretation of the parable.

Jesus says that the Son of Man will deploy angels to 
gather up everything that causes sin and everyone 
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Say: It might be helpful to 
remember two things. First, the 
parable doesn’t give us the permis-
sion or responsibility to identify 
and root out evil people. Second, 
the parable’s main point is to 
encourage us to persevere in the 
face of reality until God makes all 
things right.

diScuSS: What are some specific 
ways we can practice active 
perseverance?

CLOSING PRAYER
Gracious God, we want to 
be faithful to you and to 

your ways as we live in the world. 
Help us trust in you no matter what 
circumstances we face. Help us live 
in confidence that you are working 
your purposes out. Amen.
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who does evil and throw them in a furnace. In the 
parable, the gathered weeds are burned, which means 
they are destroyed. Does this mean the evil people will 
be destroyed too? Maybe. But the phrase “weeping 
and gnashing of teeth” seems to imply an ongoing 
situation as well as the evildoers’ regret. It could be 
that they are not destroyed but are made to suffer 
consequences for what they have done. However we 
understand the details, this is clearly an image of 
judgment.

The image of the weeds and wheat remaining together 
until the judgment might raise questions of justice 
and mercy. If the children of God and the children of 
the evil one must coexist until the end, we may wonder 
if there is any point in inviting nonbelievers into 
the kingdom of God. The overall witness of the New 
Testament makes it clear, though, that nonbelievers 
can indeed repent, and believers are responsible for 
sharing the gospel with them. The point of the parable 
is that as long as the world exists, believers and their 
opponents will live side by side, but in the end, God 
will do justice through Christ. 

13:43  The reward of the righteous encourages Jesus’ 
disciples, Matthew’s community, and all Christians 
to stay the course. God will eventually recognize and 
lift them up as God’s faithful ones, even though it 
sometimes seems that evildoers are flourishing. God’s 
children will one day be at home with their Father.  

Jesus closes with a phrase he often uses at the conclu-
sion of his teachings, especially his parables: “Let 
anyone with ears listen!” We need to hear the encour-
agement Jesus offers in the parable of the wheat and 
the weeds. We need to take it to heart.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Scripture Interpreting Scripture
Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43.

Divide the class into three groups. Distribute 
paper and pens or pencils. Assign one of the 
following passages to each group:  
Genesis 28:10-19a  
Psalm 139:1-12, 23-24 
Romans 8:12-25.

Say: These Scripture passages are the lectionary’s 
other readings for today. Sometimes we can gain 
valuable insight by reading passages in relation to 
each other.

Write the following questions on a whiteboard 
or flipchart. Ask each group to use them to guide 
their discussion.

•  How would you summarize the teaching in your 
passage?

•  What does your passage reveal about the state 
of the world?

•  What does your passage reveal about the pres-
ence and role of God in the world?

•  What does your passage reveal about the need 
for patience and perseverance?

•  How do your passage and the lesson text shed 
light on each other?

Invite each group to report their findings.

Say: Now let’s try to bring all of these passages 
together in light of what we’ve heard and 
discussed.

Ask class members to write a brief statement 
summarizing what the four lectionary texts say 
about how we should live as people of God in 
light of the world’s realities. Invite volunteers to 
share their statements.

diScuSS: What does faithful living look like for 
individual Christians and for the church?

Wheat or Weeds?
Say: Our lesson text contains Jesus’ parable of the 
wheat and weeds. It also includes Jesus’ explana-
tion of the parable.

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43.

aSk: How would you summarize the message of 
the lesson text?

Say: Jesus doesn’t say we can or should try to 
identify the evil people in the world so we can 
eliminate them. He says judgment is in his hands, 
and he will separate the weeds from the wheat 
when the right time comes. But we do need to 
recognize the symptoms and causes of evil so we 
can address them by sharing the good news of 
Jesus.

Distribute the handout “Looking Beyond the 
Wheat and Weeds.” Ask class members to work 
on it, either in small groups or individually.

diScuSS: How can we practice discernment 
without sliding into judgmentalism?

CONCLUSION

Sometimes we wonder why evil continues in the world. Why, two thousand years after 
Jesus came, must we still live beside people who are opposed to God, to God’s ways, and 
to God’s people? Indeed, some evil people even flourish! The parable of the wheat and the 
weeds doesn’t really answer the question of why. But it does encourage us to continue in 
faithfulness, knowing that God is always at work and that God will do justice in the end. 
The parable also calls us to practice patience and to live in confidence. We must live in this 
world, but we live in it as people of God and as followers of Jesus. Confidence in God’s 
future encourages us to live faithfully in the present.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON 
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:52.

Say: We have just heard the last verse 
in our lesson text. In it, Jesus talks 
about the privilege and responsibility 
of those who have “been trained 
for the kingdom of heaven.” The 
kingdom of heaven is God’s reign. 
As followers of Jesus, we belong to 
God’s kingdom.

aSk: What does it mean to be trained 
for the kingdom? What are some 
ways we receive this training? 

Say: Our lesson text is made up of 
several short parables. After Jesus 
shares those parables with the disci-
ples, he asks them if they understand. 
When we finish discussing these 
parables, let’s imagine Jesus asking 
us if we understand. Let’s remember 

Before the Lesson 
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 3 poster, “Enduring Imagery” 
(Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
A Medley—Matthew 13:31-33, 44-52 
• Mustard Seed and Yeast (13:31-33) 
• Treasure, a Pearl, and a Net (13:44-50) 
• The Master of a Household (13:51-52)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 

flipchart and markers.

INTRODUCTION

How do we talk about God? How do we find words 
to describe God’s vision for humanity and creation? 
How do we explain the way God works in the world? 
Some have suggested that human beings don’t have 
the insight or vocabulary to do justice to God’s ways.

But according to Scripture, we don’t need to break 
open the dictionary to look up new and big words. 
Instead, Jesus points us toward ordinary things like 
yeast and seed. But the images Jesus uses to describe 
the kingdom of heaven aren’t just ordinary. They  
are also offensive—they confound expectations and 
challenge the status quo. How often do we see the 
ways of heaven in ordinary objects?

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT 

Matthew 13 contains several parables about the 
“kingdom of heaven,” the term Matthew uses to 
refer to what Mark and Luke call the “kingdom of 
God.” The parable of the sower illustrates the reasons 
that some people accept the good news of Jesus and 
some don’t (vv. 3-9, 18-23; see the July 12 lesson). 
The parable of the wheat and weeds teaches that 
those who belong to God’s kingdom must coexist 
with those who don’t and that God will sort them 
out in the judgment (vv. 24-30, 36-43; see the July 19 
lesson). Our lesson text contains several more para-
bles of Jesus. The parables of the mustard seed and 
the yeast teach that the kingdom’s growth is certain 
but often happens in surprising ways. The parables 
of the treasure and the pearl teach that discovery 
of the kingdom prompts total commitment. The 
parable of the fishing net repeats the lessons of the 
parable of the wheat and the weeds. And the parable 
of the householder presents the privilege and respon-
sibility of a disciple of Jesus in God’s kingdom.

Teaching Principle: We show our understanding of Jesus’ teachings on the kingdom of heaven by 
the ways we think, speak, and live.

A Medley
Lesson Text: Matthew 13:31-33, 44-52 Background Text: Matthew 13:31-33, 44-52

A Verse to Remember—Matthew 13:52
Other Lectionary Texts: Genesis 29:15-28; Psalm 105:1-11, 45b; Romans 8:26-39

July 26, 2020
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that real understanding will change 
the way we live.

Guide the class to pray for under-
standing that leads to changed lives.

TEACHING THE LESSON 
Matthew 13:31-33

Say: Matthew 13 contains 
several parables about the 

kingdom of heaven. We have 
studied some of them in previous 
lessons in this unit. Jesus is speaking 
to the crowd when he delivers the 
first two parables in today’s lesson 
text.

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:31-32.

Say: People in Jesus’ day didn’t 
want mustard plants growing in 
their gardens. The mustard plant 
was invasive and thus undesirable. 

aSk: Given the way first-century 
people thought about mustard 
plants, what might have surprised 
them about this parable? Would 
they have regarded any of the ideas 
or people at the heart of Jesus’ 
message and ministry as undesirable 
and invasive? If so, in what ways?

aSk: What point is Jesus making 
about the kingdom of heaven by 
saying that the tiny mustard seed 
grows into a large bush? 

Say: Jesus’ words about the birds 
making their nests in the branches 
may refer to the eventual world-
wide spread of the kingdom.

Invite someone to read  
Matthew 13:33.

Say: The yeast in this verse is really 
leaven. In Jesus’ day, a small portion 
of dough from a previous baking 
event was kept and allowed to 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—MUSTARD SEED  
AND YEAST

Matthew 13:31-33
(31) He put before them another parable: “The 
kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed that 
someone took and sowed in his field; (32) it is 
the smallest of all the seeds, but when it has 
grown it is the greatest of shrubs and becomes a 
tree, so that the birds of the air come and make 
nests in its branches.” (33) He told them another 
parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like yeast 
that a woman took and mixed in with three mea-
sures of flour until all of it was leavened.”

The parables of the mustard seed and yeast occur back 
to back, so we should interpret them together. They 
picture how God’s great reign develops from small, 
humble, and surprising beginnings.

13:31-32  The parable immediately confronts us with a 
twist: it is unlikely that anyone would sow a mustard 
seed in the field. The mustard plant was considered a 
weed. It was an invasive and thus undesirable plant. 
People gathered and burned it because it wasn’t useful 
or valuable. Perhaps Jesus has in mind the people—the 
outcast and marginalized ones—who have responded 
positively to his message. 

The mustard seed is tiny. A mustard plant usually 
grows only a few feet, and it is really more of a bush 
than a tree. But the exaggeration of it being a “tree” 
may be part of Jesus’ point. God lifts up the humble 
and lowly. Matthew’s community would have been 
encouraged that God was going to make something 
unexpectedly great out of their humble beginnings. 

The birds of the air who come and make nests in the 
branches may represent the people of the world who 
will eventually come into the kingdom through the 
spread of the good news (28:19). Nothing and no one 
is out of reach of God’s kingdom.

13:33  The parable of the yeast also uses a small  
object to describe a great truth. It is surprising in 
several ways. 
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ferment. It was then placed in the 
fresh dough so it could permeate 
the dough to cause it to rise. 
Jewish tradition considered yeast a 
corrupting element. 

aSk: How might this aspect of the 
leaven relate to the mustard seed  
in the previous parable?

Say: The Greek word translated 
“mixed in” by the NRSV really 
means “hid.” 

aSk: What might be the significance 
of the leaven being hidden in the 
dough? What does this say about 
the presence of the kingdom of 
heaven in the world? Why do we 
need to think about this?

Say and aSk: In a first-century 
context, two of the most unex-
pected elements of the parable of 
the yeast are the woman (because 
of her gender) and the yeast (as a 
corrupting agent). What contempo-
rary elements could we substitute 
for the woman and the yeast while 
retaining the shocking nature of the 
parables?

Matthew 13:44-50
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:44-46.

Say: The parables of the treasure 
and the pearl make similar points 
but with slightly different details.

aSk: What main point do both  
parables make?

aSk: How do the two events of 
finding something valuable differ?

aSk: What does each person do 
after finding something valuable? 

For one thing, a woman drives the action. In Jesus  
and Matthew’s time, it was rare for a woman to be  
the “hero,” the divine mouthpiece, or the one chosen 
by God to bring about transformation. Society was 
still patriarchal (controlled by men), patrilineal  
(inheritance went through the male line), and 
patrilocal (the wife settled within the husband’s  
home, family, and community), so women had little 
social, economic, religious, or political power. This 
way of organizing the world is no longer standard, 
although such attitudes and practices still exist. We 
need to understand how surprising Jesus’ teaching 
was for the original audience. 

Another surprising element of the parable is that the 
woman “mixed in” the yeast with the flour. The Greek 
word for this phrase means “hid.” God is at work 
changing and remaking the world, even when it isn’t 
obvious. God’s kingdom lives within the world and 
among the world’s people. Not everyone—particularly 
religious and political powerbrokers—can see it, but 
eventually everyone will. 

In addition, yeast was considered a negative agent. 
This wasn’t today’s yeast that we buy in little packages. 
It was leaven, which was a small amount of fermented 
dough held over from the baking of the last batch of 
bread. The original audience would have found this 
image shocking because Jewish tradition considered 
yeast a corrupting element. Perhaps the idea is similar 
to that of the mustard seed: polite religious society 
regarded the people who initially came into God’s 
kingdom as corrupting elements, but they were in  
fact the leaven that would permeate the dough.

Jesus’ listeners and Matthew’s audience lived under 
the power of the Roman empire. If we think of the 
flour as the Roman empire or any other system of 
oppression, the kingdom of heaven acts as a yeast-
like agent to disrupt and transform. The kingdom of 
heaven subverts, turning the empire upside down in 
unexpected ways. God uses the unexpected and even 
the offensive to reveal truth to power and to change 
the world.

Finally, the amount of flour in the parable is stunning. 
That much flour would feed an enormous crowd. 
This is the point. Regardless of what seems like an 
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diScuSS: Taken together, what 
do these two parables teach us 
about what is required of those 
who would enter the kingdom of 
heaven?

Divide the class into groups. 
Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Ask each group to make a 
list of ways Christians can practice 
the kind of commitment portrayed 
in these parables. Ask each group  
to share their findings. 

diScuSS: What should inspire us 
to pursue whole-hearted commit-
ment to the kingdom of heaven? 
How will our discipleship benefit 
from such commitment? How 
will it suffer from a lack of such 
commitment?

Invite class members to read 
Matthew 13:24-30 and 13:47-50.

Say: The parable of the wheat and 
weeds, which we studied last week, 
and the parable of the fishing net in 
our lesson text make similar points 
about the kingdom. 

aSk: How are the messages of the 
two parables similar?

diScuSS: How does what will 
happen at the end of the age relate 
to the way we live as subjects of 
God’s kingdom here and now? 
How should knowing that God will 
do justice in the end encourage, 
inspire, and challenge us?

Matthew 13:51-52
Invite someone to read 
Matthew 13:51-52.

Say: Jesus asks his disciples if they 
understand what he has been telling 

overwhelming amount of flour, all of it is leavened. 
God’s reign welcomes and feeds all who will come. The 
parable proclaims that the kingdom will permeate the 
world.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—TREASURE, A PEARL,  
AND A NET

Matthew 13:44-50
(44) “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure 
hidden in a field, which someone found and 
hid; then in his joy he goes and sells all that he 
has and buys that field. (45) Again, the kingdom 
of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine 
pearls; (46) on finding one pearl of great value, 
he went and sold all that he had and bought it. 
(47) Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net 
that was thrown into the sea and caught fish of 
every kind; (48) when it was full, they drew it 
ashore, sat down, and put the good into baskets 
but threw out the bad. (49) So it will be at the 
end of the age. The angels will come out and 
separate the evil from the righteous (50) and 
throw them into the furnace of fire, where there 
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”

The parables of the treasure and the pearl occur back 
to back, which indicates that we should interpret them 
together. Both tell the story of someone selling every-
thing for the sake of one thing. 

13:44  In the first parable, someone finds a treasure 
in a field. First-century people sometimes buried 
valuables to keep them safe (see 25:18). We can 
imagine this person finding the treasure accidentally 
while plowing. In a similar way, sometimes people 
just happen upon the kingdom of God. The parable 
doesn’t explain why the owner of the land doesn’t 
know about the treasure.

But the person who finds it responds with joy. He sells 
everything he has to purchase the field, which gives 
him the right to the treasure. His willingness to give 
up everything to acquire the treasure demonstrates 
the necessary attitude of someone who wishes to enter 
God’s kingdom. 
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them through the parables, and 
they say they do.

aSk: What lessons should they have 
learned from the parables? 

As class members call out answers, 
write them on a whiteboard or 
flipchart. 

diScuSS: How will learning those 
same lessons affect our lives? 

Say: Jesus says his disciples 
(including us) are scribes “who 
have been trained for the kingdom 
of heaven” (v. 52a). The Gospels 
portray the scribes as Jesus’ oppo-
nents, but they were skilled and 
dedicated students and teachers  
of the Torah.

aSk: What do you think it means 
for us to be scribes “trained for the 
kingdom of heaven”? Where do we 
get our training? How can we take 
advantage of it?

aSk: What did it mean for Jesus’ 
disciples to bring “out of [their] trea-
sure what is new and what is old” 
(v. 52b)? What does it mean for us 
to do that?

APPLYING THE LESSON 
Say: Some of us remain close 
to the religious tradition we 

were raised in, while others of us 
have moved away from it. It is 
unlikely that all of our beliefs and 
understandings are the same as 
when we were children. Jesus 
encourages those with ears to hear 
to be like “the master of a house-
hold who brings out of his treasure 
what is new and what is old”  
(v. 52). 

13:45-46  The person finds the treasure in the field by 
accident. But the person who finds the valuable pearl 
is intentionally searching for something of value. In a 
similar way, sometimes people find the kingdom while 
searching for meaning, hope, community, and other 
valuable things.

The merchant sets out looking for several fine  
pearls, but he appreciates that the single pearl is  
worth much more than multiple pearls of lesser  
value. The merchant sells everything to secure the  
one best thing, just like the one who found the 
treasure in the field. We again see the necessity of 
whole-hearted discipleship.

13:47-48  The parable of the net returns to the 
theme of the final judgment that we encountered 
in the parable of the wheat and weeds. This parable 
accurately describes first-century fishing practices. 
The fishermen throw the net into the sea and catch 
multiple fish. Their catch contains both bad fish, 
which they throw away, and good fish, which they 
keep. In a first-century Jewish context, the “bad” 
fish are probably ones the law didn’t allow people 
to consume, while the “good” fish are ones the law 
allowed people to eat (Lev 11:9-12).

13:49-50  The disciples don’t ask Jesus to explain the 
parable of the net, but he does anyway. As with the 
parable of the weeds and wheat (Mt 13:24-30, 36-42), 
angels do the final sorting at God’s direction. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE MASTER OF  
A HOUSEHOLD

Matthew 13:51-52
(51) “Have you understood all this?” They 
answered, “Yes.” (52) And he said to them, 
“Therefore every scribe who has been trained 
for the kingdom of heaven is like the master of 
a household who brings out of his treasure what 
is new and what is old.”

13:51  Jesus asks the disciples if they have understood 
his teaching through the parables, and they say they 
have. Perhaps this isn’t surprising, since Jesus earlier 
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Divide the class into groups. Ask 
them to consider the “old” and 
“new” treasures from their religious 
experience. Invite them to share 
with one another “old” treasures 
from their past and “new” treasures 
from their present. Invite the groups 
to report.

aSk: Have you ever experienced 
opposition, friction, or tension as 
you have developed new under-
standings or beliefs? What was  
that like?

CLOSING PRAYER
Gracious God, the parables 
that describe the kingdom  

of heaven surprise, challenge, and 
encourage us. Help us grow consis-
tently toward thinking, speaking, 
and living in ways that reveal our 
sound understanding of the 
kingdom. Amen.
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told them, “To you it has been given to know the 
secrets of the kingdom of heaven” (v. 11a). 

But Jesus is really asking the disciples if they are  
ready to make the total commitment necessary to  
live in the kingdom of heaven. Matthew’s readers 
needed to answer that question. So do we.

13:52  After the disciples claim to understand the 
parables, Jesus tells a parable about their privilege 
and responsibility. Matthew often depicts the scribes 
verbally sparring with Jesus, but scribes were well-
trained and committed interpreters of Torah. Jesus 
uses “scribe” here in the sense of someone who is 
trained, has understanding, and can teach others. 

Jesus’ little parable of the householder is about “every 
scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of 
heaven” (v. 52a). “Therefore” connects what Jesus will 
say to the disciples’ affirmation that they understand 
what he has been teaching in his parables, and “every 
scribe” refers to the disciples. But it also refers to all of 
us: Jesus’ teachings train us for the kingdom too, and 
like the disciples we are responsible to share what we 
know. 

The parable says that every such scribe “is like the 
master of a household who brings out of his treasure 
what is new and what is old” (v. 52b). The “old” prob-
ably refers to the Old Testament law and the “new” 
to the perspective Jesus has brought. As Jesus says in 
the Sermon on the Mount, it is not the case that the 
old has gone away, but rather that Jesus brings it to 
completion and fulfillment (5:17-20).

When Jesus’ disciples understand his teachings, we 
will bear witness to them with our perspectives, words, 
and actions.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Kingdom of Heaven
Say: Jesus’ parables teach us about the 
kingdom of heaven that he came to 
inaugurate. We are to help the kingdom 

continue to grow and develop.

Invite someone to read Acts 7:44-53.

Say: In his speech to the council, Stephen talks 
about the tabernacle (a portable sanctuary) that 
Moses erected. Joshua brought it into the land, 
and it continued to be used through David’s 
reign. Then Solomon built a temple. But Stephen 
also quotes Isaiah 66:1-2 to say that God is bigger 
than any structure we might build.

aSk: How can Stephen’s words inform our reading 
of the parables that describe the kingdom of 
heaven? How do they help us think about the 
ways we should live in and develop the kingdom?

diScuSS: What are some “temples” we have built 
or are building? What value do they have? How 
are they helpful? What care should we take in 
equating our “temples” with the kingdom of 
heaven?

Something Old, Something New
Say: Some of the gifts of being part of a beloved 
community are the faith heritage we share and 
the reminder that the kingdom of heaven really is 
on its way.

Invite someone to read Psalm 105:1-11, 45b (the 
lectionary’s psalm for today).

Say: This psalm praises God for what God 
has done through the covenant with Israel. It 

mentions God’s covenant with Abraham (and 
Sarah), Isaac (and Rebekah), and Jacob (and 
Rachel), and then moves on to the settlement 
in the land of Canaan. The focus on land may 
indicate that the psalm was written during a time 
of displacement or exile. Ancient Israelites drew 
from the stories of their faith ancestors for encour-
agement and support.

Divide the class into groups. Write the following 
questions on a whiteboard or flipchart and ask the 
groups to discuss them: 

• What stories do we tell about our ancestors in  
    the faith? 
• Where do we get those stories? 
• How do we use those stories?
• How can we create new stories?

Invite the groups to report.

diScuSS: How can stories inspire us? How can we 
live so that we leave stories to inspire those who 
come after us?

CONCLUSION

If Jesus asked us if we understand his teachings on the kingdom of heaven, how would 
we answer? The parables in our lesson text teach us that the kingdom grows from small 
beginnings and in unexpected ways, that we should respond to it with joy and with total 
commitment, and that we are responsible to bear witness to it with our lives. These parables 
also teach us that the kingdom is both “now” and “not yet.” It is still growing and devel-
oping, and it will arrive in its fullness when God is ready to complete it. In the meantime,  
we who follow Jesus reveal our understanding of his teachings on the kingdom of heaven  
by the ways we think, speak, and live. How are we bearing witness to the kingdom? 
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BEGINNING THE LESSON
Divide the class into small 
groups. Distribute paper and 

pens or pencils.

Say: The event in our lesson occurs as 
Jacob spends the night alone beside 
the Jabbok River. Let’s imagine Jacob 
lying down to try to sleep. He has 
a lot on his mind. He is thinking 
about his complicated past and his 
uncertain future. Let’s imagine him 
saying his nighttime prayer before 
attempting to rest. 

Ask the groups to turn to Psalm 
17:1-7, 15 (the lectionary’s psalm 
for today). Write these questions on 
a whiteboard or flipchart: “What 
parts of this psalm could Jacob 
have prayed with integrity? What 
parts could he not have prayed 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 4 poster, “God’s Mysterious 
Grace” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Jacob by the Jabbok—Genesis 32:22-31 
• Retreat (32:22-23) 
• Wrestling (32:24-25) 
• Blessing (32:26-31)

(4)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 
flipchart and markers.

(5)  Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(6)  If using the second teaching option, prepare  

copies of the handout “A Name, a Blessing,  
and a Wound” (Kit, p. 13).

INTRODUCTION

Many of us have found ourselves in situations where 
we feel trapped. Maybe we have lost a job and can’t 
see another good possibility. Maybe we have lost a 
spouse to death or divorce and feel lost and alone. As 
people of faith, we cry out to God for relief. We often 
don’t see God’s grace at work until we look back and 
say, “Oh! Now I can see it!” 

Jacob had spent most of his life doing what he wanted 
to do when he wanted to do it. But when he finds 
himself trapped, he encounters God—or maybe it 
would be more accurate to say that God confronts 
him. Will he recognize God’s mysterious grace at 
work in his life? 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

The story of Jacob and his family takes up almost 
half the book of Genesis. Jacob, born a twin, was 
given a name meaning “Grabby” (literally “heel-
grabber”) because he was born hanging on to his 
brother Esau’s heel. From their birth, Jacob was 
trying to usurp Esau’s place as the firstborn. He  
eventually traded a bowl of soup for Esau’s birth-
right. He deceived his father to get the family 
blessing that rightfully belonged to Esau. He had 
to leave home after this event because Esau threat-
ened to kill him. He fled to his mother’s family in 
Haran, where he married sisters Leah and Rachel 
and where his uncle (and father-in-law) Laban took 
advantage of him. As we meet Jacob in Genesis 32, 
more than twenty years after he left home, he has 
matured. He has a large family. He is a wealthy man 
with many animals and servants. He and Laban have 
just parted under tense circumstances. As he antic-
ipates a reunion with his brother Esau (who, for all 
Jacob knows, may still want to kill him), he spends 

Teaching Principle: God’s grace leads us into and through struggles. 

Jacob by the Jabbok
Lesson Text: Genesis 32:22-31 Background Text: Genesis 32

A Verse to Remember: Genesis 32:28
Other Revised Common Lectionary Texts: Psalm 17:1-7, 15; Romans 9:1-5; Matthew 14:13-21

August 2, 2020
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with integrity?” Ask the groups to 
discuss those questions. Invite each 
group to report.

aSk: In what ways would the words 
of the psalm allow Jacob to describe 
his situation? In what ways would 
they not apply to him?

Say: Jacob is a complicated person 
with a complicated history. Let’s 
look in Jacob’s story for hints of how 
we can experience God’s myste-
rious grace in our complicated lives.

TEACHING THE LESSON
Genesis 32:22-23

Say: Let’s set the context for 
our lesson text. Jacob fled 

Canaan because his twin brother 
Esau threatened to kill him. He was 
angry because Jacob had tricked 
their father Isaac into giving Jacob 
the blessing that rightfully belonged 
to Esau. Jacob has been in Haran 
for twenty years. While there, he 
has gained many children and 
much wealth. Now he is returning 
home, where he must face Esau.

Divide Genesis 32:3-21 into three 
sections and invite three class 
members to read them.

aSk: How can we summarize the 
contents of those verses? 

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 32:22-23.

aSk: Why do you think Jacob sends 
his family across the river? What 
would you imagine might be going 
through Jacob’s mind as he lies 
down to try to sleep?

Genesis 32:24-25
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 32:24.

the night alone. As often happens, God unexpectedly 
shows up! 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—RETREAT

Genesis 32:22-23
(22) The same night he got up and took his two 
wives, his two maids, and his eleven children, 
and crossed the ford of the Jabbok. (23) He took 
them and sent them across the stream, and like-
wise everything that he had.

Let’s set the scene for our lesson text. Jacob and his 
entourage are on the north side of the Jabbok River, 
about to enter Canaan. Angels of God meet Jacob, so 
he exclaims, “This is God’s camp!” (32:1). Jacob calls 
this place Mahanaim, which means “two camps.” This 
refers to the place being the camp of both God and 
Jacob. Jacob names the place Mahanaim because of  
the angels, but the name anticipates his encounter 
with God that will occur there.

Jacob sends messengers to Seir, the land of his brother 
Esau, instructing them to ask Esau for a peaceful 
reunion. The messengers return to say that Esau is 
on his way with four hundred men! Is this an army 
coming to take revenge on Jacob? Jacob thinks fast.  
He sends several large groups of animals, led by 
servants, as gifts to Esau. These flocks are separated 
by a short distance so that as each group encounters 
Esau, the servants can tell Esau that the animals are a 
gift from Jacob. The flocks may also delay the progress 
of Esau and his men, as they must travel more slowly 
when accompanied by the animals.

Before sending off the flocks as gifts to Esau, Jacob 
prays. He reminds God that God told him to go 
back home (v. 9; see 31:3). He then praises God for 
blessing him while he has been in Haran (v. 10). Next, 
he asks God to save him and his family from Esau 
(v. 11). Jacob closes his prayer by reminding God of 
the promise to give him many descendants (v. 12; see 
28:13-14).

32:22-23  Jacob still plots and plans. The Jabbok River 
flows east to west, finally entering the Jordan. Jacob is 
traveling south and Esau is traveling north. Jacob puts 
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Say and aSk: Jacob apparently 
wants to be alone on the night 
before he will encounter Esau. Why 
might he have this desire?

Say: The text reports that “a 
man wrestled with [Jacob] until 
daybreak.” 

aSk: What do we make of this? 
Why do you think we don’t find 
out until later that the man is or 
represents God?

Invite someone to read Genesis 
32:25.

aSk: What might be the significance 
of Jacob’s opponent not prevailing 
against him? 

Say: We learn later that the descrip-
tion of Jacob’s hip injury explains a 
Jewish dietary practice (v. 32). But it 
plays a more significant role in the 
current story.

aSk: What do you think this act 
means in the story?

Genesis 32:26-31
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 32:26.

Say: Jacob insists on receiving a 
blessing.

aSk: Why might Jacob be so intent 
on the man blessing him? What 
kind of blessing do you think he 
wants?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 32:27-28.

Say: Jacob’s opponent asks for 
his name. The man either is or 
represents God, so we can assume 

his entire group on the “other side” of the Jabbok, 
which is the south side. Jacob remains alone on the 
north side. 

This maneuver puts the women, children, servants, 
and flocks closer to the approaching Esau. Some 
might wonder if Jacob is using his family a shield. But 
the point of the text is that Jacob needs to be alone to 
have the encounter he is about to experience.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—WRESTLING

Genesis 32:24-25
(24) Jacob was left alone; and a man wrestled 
with him until daybreak. (25) When the man saw 
that he did not prevail against Jacob, he struck 
him on the hip socket; and Jacob’s hip was put 
out of joint as he wrestled with him.

32:24  Jacob’s first direct encounter with God was at 
Bethel as he was on his way out of the land in flight 
from Esau (28:10-22). This second one comes as Jacob 
is about to reenter the land and encounter Esau. 

The text says that “a man” wrestles with Jacob. It 
doesn’t say that Jacob’s opponent is divine. We must 
wait until later in the text to find out more about the 
man’s identity, but we can read these verses with the 
knowledge that he is of God. 

At this point, the wrestling opponent could repre-
sent Jacob’s struggle with his life choices and his life 
journey. After all, Jacob has reached a critical point, 
and he has caused much of his crisis by grasping, 
seizing, and scheming for himself. We all know what 
such struggles are like. We may also know what it is 
like to struggle during the night with ourselves and 
our choices, and maybe even all night long, as Jacob 
does with his opponent.

Whether or not he knows it as this point, Jacob is 
also struggling to come to terms with God. When we 
struggle with ourselves, we struggle with the realities 
of our past and with the possibilities of our future. At 
such times we are also struggling with God, though we 
may not realize it at the time.
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that he already knows Jacob’s 
name.

aSk: Why do you think the man 
wants Jacob to say his name? What 
is Jacob confessing in uttering his 
name?

Say: The man changes Jacob’s 
name to Israel. This new name indi-
cates that Jacob has “striven with 
God and with humans, and [has] 
prevailed.” The new name reflects 
not only the outcome of the night’s 
wrestling match but also the result 
of Jacob’s life to this point.

diScuSS: How have Jacob’s struggles 
with people also been a struggle 
with God? How can we have the 
same kind of experience? What 
could it mean to “prevail” in a 
struggle with God? Why and how 
should we be careful about the 
ways we think about this?

Say and aSk: The people who 
descend from Jacob become known 
by his new name of Israel. This is 
the story of the people of Israel as 
well as the individual named Israel. 
What would Jacob’s descendants 
learn from this story about their 
relationship with God? What can 
we learn from it?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 32:29.

aSk: Why might Jacob want to 
know the man’s name? Why might 
the man refuse to give it?

Say and aSk: We’re told that the 
man blesses Jacob, but we aren’t 
told the content of the blessings. 
Can we infer from the story what 
the blessing is? If so, what might  
it be?

34:25  The wrestling man realizes that Jacob is holding 
his own in the struggle. On one level, this tells us that 
Jacob is strong enough to struggle successfully with a 
divine being. The text may also be telling us that Jacob 
struggles mightily against the changes that must come 
in his life. 

On another level, Jacob’s mighty struggle speaks of 
the hold that the choices of our past and the anxieties 
of our future have on us. Perhaps as he wrestles with 
this divine figure, Jacob is desperately trying to hold 
on to his past self. But God wants Jacob to let go of the 
past and move toward a better future, and that is what 
Jacob desperately needs to do. 

The opponent puts Jacob’s hip out of joint. On one 
level, this is an ancient explanation for a Jewish dietary 
practice (see v. 32). But on a deeper level, it says that 
Jacob goes away from this encounter with a limp that 
might remind him of a couple of things. 

First, Jacob’s limp, which marks the injury and pain 
he has experienced, could remind him of the harm he 
has caused others in the past. Maybe the reminder of 
his own vulnerability will put him in a better position 
to relate to and reconcile with others, beginning with 
Esau.

Second, Jacob’s limp may remind him of his struggle 
with God. Something of a resolution is coming, but 
Jacob will bear the mark of it, perhaps for the rest of 
his life. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—BLESSING

Genesis 32:26-31
(26) Then he said, “Let me go, for the day is 
breaking.” But Jacob said, “I will not let you go, 
unless you bless me.” (27) So he said to him, 
“What is your name?” And he said, “Jacob.” 
(28) Then the man said, “You shall no longer 
be called Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven 
with God and with humans, and have prevailed.” 
(29) Then Jacob asked him, “Please tell me your 
name.” But he said, “Why is it that you ask my 
name?” And there he blessed him. (30) So Jacob 
called the place Peniel, saying, “For I have seen 
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Invite someone to read  
Genesis 32:30.

Say: Jacob names the place 
“Peniel,” which means “face of 
God.” He says, “For I have seen 
God face to face, and yet my life  
is preserved.” 

aSk: Why do you think the writer 
waits until now to tell us that Jacob 
has encountered God in this wres-
tling match? 

diScuSS: What does it mean for 
Jacob to realize that he has been 
struggling with God? In what ways 
do we struggle with God? How 
does God bless us in our struggles? 
How does God reveal God’s grace 
to us in our struggles?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 32:31.

aSk: What does Jacob’s limp remind 
him of? Why does he need this 
reminder? What kinds of reminders 
do we carry of our encounters  
with God?

diScuSS: How does God’s grace 
lead Jacob into and through his 
struggles? How does God’s grace 
lead us into and through ours? 

APPLYING THE LESSON
Say: Jacob struggled with 
himself, with others, and  

with God. All of his struggles come 
together in the wrestling match by 
the Jabbok River. 

aSk: Do we take God into account 
as we deal with our struggles? Do 
we think about how God may be 
speaking to us in our struggles? 
About where God wants to lead us 
through our struggles? How can we 

God face to face, and yet my life is preserved.” 
(31) The sun rose upon him as he passed Penuel, 
limping because of his hip.

32:26  The unnamed man tells Jacob to release him, 
“for the day is breaking.” People in many ancient 
cultures thought that divine beings would visit 
humans during the night but had to leave before 
daybreak. The overall witness of the Bible is that  
God can be present at any time, so this part of the 
story seems to reflect a cultural assumption rather 
than accurate theology. 

Jacob insists that his opponent bless him first. This 
demand is ironic, given that Jacob deceived his father 
Isaac into giving him the blessing that should have 
gone to his brother Esau (27:1-29). Perhaps Jacob’s 
demand symbolizes his lifelong struggle to have God’s 
blessing. Somehow, God has worked through grace 
despite Jacob’s manipulative schemes, leading Jacob to 
play his part in God’s purposes. Surely we can assume 
that God would have accomplished God’s will without 
Jacob’s plots. But God has worked through circum-
stances as they are, not as they would be in an ideal 
world.

Does Jacob deserve a blessing from God? He doesn’t 
ask if he deserves one; he just demands it. Maybe 
after wrestling all night with God, Jacob has finally 
confronted his past and now realizes his need for a 
new start. Perhaps he asks for a blessing as the sign 
of his commitment to a new life. Maybe, even though 
he is about to receive a new name, there is a sense in 
which he will always be Jacob.

32:27  Jacob’s opponent doesn’t immediately fulfill  
this request for a blessing. He first asks for Jacob’s 
name. God knows Jacob’s name. But evidently God 
wants Jacob to proclaim out loud who he really is. 
Jacob is forced to admit and confirm, “My name is 
Grabber, Cheater, and Schemer.” He doesn’t just say 
his name; he also acknowledges the life he has lived. 
Jacob has come face to face with his past, and he has 
acknowledged it.

32:28  God blesses Jacob with a new name: Israel. The 
new name is interpreted to mean, “You have striven 
with God and with humans, and have prevailed.” On 
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become more aware of how God 
is working, speaking, and leading in 
our struggles?

Distribute paper and pens or 
pencils. Invite class members to 
write about a time when they had 
an experience such as the one 
Jacob had by the Jabbok—a time 
when all the struggles of life came 
together for them.

diScuSS: How should we respond 
to God’s grace in which God partic-
ipates in our lives, works even 
through our mistakes, and gives  
us new beginnings?

CLOSING PRAYER
O God, open our hearts to 
receive your grace in 

humility. Let your grace help us 
embrace the reality of who we are 
and what we’ve done, and to move 
on to live in the renewed identity 
and possibilities you give us in your 
grace. Amen. 
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one level, this statement may describe the wrestling 
match beside the Jabbok, since Jacob’s opponent is  
“a man” who somehow represents God (see v. 30). On 
another level, this is the two-faceted struggle Jacob  
has been having all his life. He has simultaneously 
been struggling with people (and been fully aware of 
that all along) and with God (and perhaps not been 
fully aware of that until now) as he has tried to find 
his way forward.

In Hebrew thinking, a new name indicates a changed 
identity and a renewed purpose. The change of Jacob’s 
name to Israel signifies what he has been through and 
where he is headed. Jacob has the opportunity for a 
new life as a changed man. In one sense, this story 
resolves the tension of Jacob’s life. In another sense, 
it prepares him for what is yet to come, which will 
involve more tension.

Jacob’s descendants will use the name Israel to identify 
themselves as a people. They are the ones who contin-
ually wrestle with God for answers, for blessings, 
for purpose, and for hope. On one level, this story 
is about Jacob, but on another level, it is also about 
God’s people. 

32:29-30  Jacob (now Israel) asks for the name of his 
wrestling opponent. In many ancient cultures, it was 
believed that to know the name of another was to 
have power over them. As we have already seen with 
Jacob, a name can also define someone’s identity. 
The opponent asks Jacob why he wants to know his 
name. This could indicate that Jacob’s question is 
improper. Or the opponent could assume that Jacob 
already knows the answer, since he next names the 
place Peniel, because “I have seen God face to face…” 
(v. 30; Peniel means “face of God”). Jacob doesn’t need 
the opponent to reveal his identify, for he has come 
to know God through this struggle. In another way 
of looking at it, perhaps God doesn’t tell Jacob God’s 
name because, for all Jacob has learned about God in 
the struggles of this night and of his life, he still has a 
lot to learn.

32:31  Jacob enters a new day and a new life, physically 
marked by his encounter with God and spiritually 
renewed by his new identity. 
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TEACHING OPTIONS 
Now I See
Say: Alone by the Jabbok River, Jacob had 
a lot of living behind him. Twenty years 
earlier, he had cheated his brother Esau, 

and he had run away in the face of Esau’s threats. 
In the meantime, he had experienced defeats and 
victories. Now, he is about to face Esau. He prob-
ably thinks that tomorrow’s encounter with Esau 
will determine his future. In fact, it is this night’s 
encounter with God that will change the direction 
of his life.

Invite class members to sing or read in unison the 
first verse of the hymn “Amazing Grace.”

Amazing grace! how sweet the sound,
That saved a wretch; like me!
I once was lost, but now am found,
Was blind, but now I see.

Say: The author of “Amazing Grace,” John 
Newton, was a slave ship captain who came to a 
place in his life where he regretted what he was 
doing and sought forgiveness and redemption. He 
made a new start as a preacher and anti-slavery 
advocate. Jacob also found himself struggling with 
his past and his need for a new start.

Distribute paper and pens or pencils. Invite class 
members to reflect on their life situation. Write 
the following questions on a whiteboard or flip-
chart to prompt their thoughts:
• How have you arrived at this point?
•  How would you describe your current life 

situation?
•  How willing are you to accept a transformed 

identity and purpose?

•  How do you imagine God wants your life to 
change?

Invite volunteers to share as they are comfortable 
doing so. 

Lead class members to pray that God will help 
them overcome any blindness they have to their 
situation. Ask that God would open their eyes so 
they can see who God would have them be and 
what God would have them do.

A Name, a Blessing, and a Wound
Invite someone to read Genesis 32:22-31.

Say: Jacob went away from his encounter with 
God with a name, a blessing, and a wound.

aSk: What was the name? What was the blessing? 
What was the wound? How do these three things 
go together in Jacob’s encounter with God? How 
might they work together in Jacob’s life as he goes 
forward from this encounter?

Distribute the handout “A Name, a Blessing, and 
a Wound.” Ask class members to complete it. 
Invite volunteers to share their results as they are 
comfortable doing so.

diScuSS: Would it be worth it to go through the 
kind of struggle that Jacob goes through in our 
lesson text? Why or why not?

diScuSS: In what ways does God’s grace lead 
Jacob into the event in our lesson text? How does 
Jacob experience God’s grace in this event? What 
does this story teach us about how we experience 
God’s grace?

CONCLUSION

Jacob arrives at a critical juncture. A confrontation with Esau approaches, and Jacob fears it 
will be violent. In an expression of mysterious grace, God comes to Jacob in the night. It is 
a difficult and challenging experience. God confronts him with who he has been and what 
he has done to this point in his life. Jacob has been what his name indicates: a grabber, a 
usurper, and a manipulator. But God blesses him with a new name, a new identity, and a 
new perspective on life. Jacob can’t change his past, but he can go forth as Israel—as one who 
has struggled with God and has survived to tell about it and live in light of it. He goes forth 
a wounded and redeemed man. Jacob goes on to meet Esau peacefully, and the two brothers 
at least partially reconcile. God’s grace has given Jacob a new start, and God’s grace will help 
him in whatever struggles he faces in the future.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON
Say: An urban legend claims 
that putting a penny on the 

railroad tracks will derail a train. 
While it isn’t true, it continues to be 
told from generation to generation. 
Maybe the legend endures because  
it seems that at times the smallest 
thing, usually something out of our 
control, can derail our best-laid 
plans.

aSk: Can you think of a time when 
something out of your control 
seemed to derail your plans? 

aSk: How did God get your life back 
on track? When did you realize that 
God had done so? What did you 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 4 poster, “God’s Mysterious 
Grace” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Joseph in a Pit—Genesis 37:12-28 
• Here I Am! (37:12-14a) 
• Here He Comes! (37:14b-24) 
• There He Goes! (37:25-28)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  Prepare copies of the handout “Lessons Learned 

in a Pit” (Kit, p. 14).
(6)  If using the second teaching option, have 

someone bring in a model train set, including a 
rerailer. If this isn’t possible, locate and prepare 
to show a brief video about using a model train 
rerailer.

INTRODUCTION

The television game show Family Feud has been 
popular for decades. Two family teams compete 
against each other for money. They try to match the 
answers to certain questions previously posed to one 
hundred people. It’s all fun and games, with family 
members seemingly happy and working together. 

But what happens when the family feud is internal 
and results in serious harm? In the family story 
surrounding our lesson text, jealousy divides Joseph 
and his brothers. Can family feuds derail God’s  
plans for the future? Can God bring good out of  
such feuds? 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

Joseph belonged to a dysfunctional family. His father, 
Jacob, had lived up to the meaning of his name, 
“the one who grabs or supplants.” Jacob stole his 
brother Esau’s birthright and family blessing. After 
marrying sisters Leah and Rachel, he favored Rachel 
to the point that Leah called herself “unloved.” He 
stirred the anger of ten of his sons by showing favor 
to Joseph, who was Rachel’s son. Although Jacob 
received a new name and a new start, he was still 
human and he still made mistakes.

Israel ( Jacob’s new name, which is used in our 
passage) gave Joseph the extravagant present of 
a distinctive coat. Such a coat was intended for 
someone who wasn’t expected to work—maybe a  
rich man, an old man, or, in this case, a favored son. 
The other ten sons of Israel were jealous of Joseph 
and his favored position. Joseph’s dreams seemed to 
foretell that he would one day rule over his brothers, 
and of course this angered them. In their view, this 
annoying little brother needed to be silenced.

Teaching Principle: Sometimes our hopes and dreams get derailed along the way to finding our 
place in God’s purposes.

Joseph in a Pit
Lesson Text: Genesis 37:12-28 Background Text: Genesis 37

A Verse to Remember—Genesis 37:20
Other Revised Common Lectionary Texts: Psalm 105:1-6, 16-22; Romans 10:5-15; Matthew 14:22-33

August 9, 2020
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learn from looking back on what 
you had gone through?

Say: Most derailed trains eventually 
get back on the track to continue 
their journey. When our lives get 
derailed, God makes sure that we 
continue on the journey, even if it’s 
not the journey we expected.

TEACHING THE LESSON
Genesis 37:12-14a

Invite someone to read 
Genesis 37:12-14a.

Say: Joseph is the eleventh son of 
Israel (Jacob). He was a dreamer, 
and he told others his dreams. 
Joseph’s dreams indicated that his 
brothers and parents would bow 
down to him. To make matters 
worse, Israel favored Joseph 
because he was the son of the 
favored wife, Rachel. Israel indi-
cated this favor by giving Joseph a 
very nice robe. As our lesson text 
opens, Israel sends Joseph to check 
on his brothers, who were traveling 
with the flocks to find food for 
them. 

Say and aSk: It was not unusual for 
shepherds to travel great distances 
during the dry season in search of 
food for their flocks. Why do you 
think Israel wanted information 
about how his sons were doing? 
Can you imagine any motive Israel 
might have had in sending Joseph 
to check on his brothers?

Say: Joseph’s response, “Here I am,” 
is an expression that indicates being 
ready and willing.

aSk: Can you think of other biblical 
characters who have responded 
“Here I am” when summoned or 
called upon? Where did their posi-
tive response lead them?

BIBLE BACKGROUND—HERE I AM!

Genesis 37:12-14a
(12) Now his brothers went to pasture their 
father’s flock near Shechem. (13) And Israel 
said to Joseph, “Are not your brothers pastur-
ing the flock at Shechem? Come, I will send you 
to them.” He answered, “Here I am.” (14a) So 
he said to him, “Go now, see if it is well with 
your brothers and with the flock; and bring word 
back to me.” So he sent him from the valley of 
Hebron.

37:12  Joseph isn’t with his brothers in the field. 
Considering how Israel ( Jacob’s new name; see the 
August 2 lesson) favored Joseph, we might assume 
that he allowed this beloved son to stay home in  
order to keep him close. 

37:13  When Israel tells Joseph to go to his brothers, 
Joseph’s answer “Here I am” echoes Abraham’s 
response to God, Abraham’s response to Isaac, Esau’s 
response to Jacob, and, later, Moses’ response to God. 
This phrase occurs six times in Genesis 22–46. 

37:14a  Joseph is sent to “see if it is well” with his 
brothers. Although he goes in concern for their  
well-being, he will find that they are ready to put  
him to death. 

When Joseph meets his brothers in Egypt many years 
later (see Genesis 45), he will ask them for a report 
to see if his father is well. This is a common literary 
device in Genesis—bringing the story full circle. Israel 
asks Joseph to “see if it is well with [his] brothers.” 
Later, Joseph will ask his brothers if all is well with  
his father. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—HERE HE COMES!

Genesis 37:14b-24
(14b) He came to Shechem, (15) and a man 
found him wandering in the fields; the man 
asked him, “What are you seeking?” (16) “I am 
seeking my brothers,” he said; “tell me, please, 
where they are pasturing the flock.” (17) The 
man said, “They have gone away, for I heard 
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Say: Joseph leaves the family home 
in Hebron in search of his brothers.

Genesis 37:14b-24
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 37:14b-17.

Say: Joseph expects to find his 
brothers and the flock at Shechem 
(see v. 13). It would have taken 
him about four days to travel from 
Hebron to Shechem. He is no 
doubt frustrated to arrive there and 
find his brothers gone. A man tells 
him he heard the brothers say they 
were going to Dothan. Joseph finds 
them there.

aSk: How do you deal with disap-
pointment? What do you do when 
things don’t go as you planned or as 
you thought they would go?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 37:18-24.

aSk: Why do you think the brothers 
were able to recognize Joseph 
when he was still a long way off?

Say: The text offers a summary of 
the brothers’ conversation.

aSk: What else might the brothers 
have said as they watched Joseph 
approaching? Do you think they 
were discussing Joseph during 
their time away tending the flock? 
Do you think their decision to kill 
Joseph was impulsive or premedi-
tated? Does it make any difference?

Say: The pit into which the brothers 
plan to throw Joseph is probably a 
dry cistern. People dug cisterns to 
collect and store rainwater.

them say, ‘Let us go to Dothan.’” So Joseph went 
after his brothers, and found them at Dothan. 
(18) They saw him from a distance, and before 
he came near to them, they conspired to kill him. 
(19) They said to one another, “Here comes this 
dreamer. (20) Come now, let us kill him and 
throw him into one of the pits; then we shall 
say that a wild animal has devoured him, and 
we shall see what will become of his dreams.” 
(21) But when Reuben heard it, he delivered 
him out of their hands, saying, “Let us not take 
his life.” (22) Reuben said to them, “Shed no 
blood; throw him into this pit here in the wilder-
ness, but lay no hand on him”—that he might 
rescue him out of their hand and restore him 
to his father. (23) So when Joseph came to his 
brothers, they stripped him of his robe, the long 
robe with sleeves that he wore; (24) and they 
took him and threw him into a pit. The pit was 
empty; there was no water in it.

37:14b-17  Joseph arrives at a place called Shechem. 
This was the place where a man, also named Shechem, 
raped Jacob’s daughter, Dinah. Her brothers, the sons 
of Jacob, had avenged her honor by killing Shechem 
and all the males in his city. (See Gen 33:18–34:31.) 
While that story is difficult to read and Dinah’s voice 
is not heard at all, any reader who knows about that 
event will recognize the ominous foreshadowing in 
Genesis 37. Something terrible happened in relation 
to Shechem. Will something terrible happen again, 
this time in the city called Shechem? Will more blood 
be shed?

Today the driving distance from Hebron to Shechem is 
about sixty miles. Joseph has traveled a long way from 
home. Depending on his speed, he has been walking 
for about four days. He is probably tired and getting 
frustrated that he hasn’t found his brothers and their 
flocks yet.

Joseph is wandering and lost. He arrives at Shechem 
only to discover that his brothers have moved on. 
Now where should he go? A random man asks what 
he is seeking. Joseph tells him about his search for his 
brothers. To Joseph’s delight, this man actually knows 
where they might be. 
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aSk: What is ironic about the 
brothers’ plot to put Joseph in  
a cistern?

Say: At Reuben’s urging, the 
brothers put Joseph in the pit alive 
instead of killing him first. Reuben’s 
motive may be self-serving. If he 
could present Joseph alive to his 
father Israel—maybe even telling 
Israel that the other brothers tried to 
kill Joseph—he might be redeemed 
in his father’s eyes. Reuben had 
slept with Israel’s concubine, Bilhah 
(36:22), angering Israel. Even if 
Reuben’s motives were selfish, God 
used his words and actions to save 
Joseph’s life.

diScuSS: Can you think of any other 
times in the Bible or in distant or 
recent history when God worked 
through flawed people with mixed 
or selfish motives to bring about 
God’s will? Why do you think God 
works through such people?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 37:3-4.

aSk: Why did Israel give Joseph a 
special robe? How does the gift 
affect the attitude Joseph’s brothers 
have toward him? Why?

Say: The brothers take Joseph’s robe 
from him before throwing him in 
the pit.

aSk: What might this act symbolize 
for the brothers?

diScuSS: How do you think losing 
this family status symbol affects 
Joseph? What are some of our 
family status symbols? What are 
some of our church family status 
symbols? How would it affect us  
to lose these?

37:18  The brothers see Joseph long before he arrives 
at the camp. They probably recognize his beautiful 
coat. Although it might have had many colors, the 
coat was mainly distinctive for its long sleeves and 
possibly elaborate embroidery or decoration. The 
Hebrew phrase used to describe this coat is the same 
one used for the clothing worn by kings’ daughters 
(37:3; Janzen, 149). The brothers probably saw it as 
a declaration that Joseph was exempt from the hard 
work of a shepherd.

Before Joseph gets close, his brothers decide to kill 
him. They seem unconcerned about either the legal  
or moral ramifications of this act. Maybe there are 
echoes of Cain’s murder of Abel in a fit of jealousy  
(see Genesis 4). 

As mentioned earlier, Joseph’s brothers are accus-
tomed to vengeance. Considering their bloody  
revenge to protect the family’s honor after Dinah  
was kidnapped and raped, we should not be surprised 
that they propose using violence as the solution to 
their current situation. 

37:20  The pit is probably a cistern used to catch and 
store rainwater. The brothers have traveled a long way 
from home seeking forage for the flocks since their 
usual land is overgrazed with no new grass sprouting. 
This cistern near Dothan is dry (v. 24b), so it must be 
the dry season. The brothers plan to use the cistern, 
whose purpose is to sustain life, to try to take a life—
but God will ultimately use it to sustain Joseph’s life 
(Allen and Williamson, 72). Because his brothers 
throw him into the pit instead of murdering him,  
God can use Joseph later to save many lives.

The brothers seem totally unconcerned about 
their intended actions. They don’t even discuss 
the dishonor they would bring on themselves by 
murdering Joseph and also by not giving him the 
required burial (Allen and Williamson, 72). Jealousy 
has clouded their judgment.

37:21-22  Reuben, the oldest of Israel’s sons, tries to 
set himself up as the hero who rescues Joseph. Maybe 
he truly doesn’t want Joseph killed, or maybe he wants 
to atone for sleeping with Israel’s concubine, Bilhah 
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Say: The brothers throw Joseph 
into the pit. 

aSk: What kinds of thoughts do 
you imagine are running through 
Joseph’s mind? What would you be 
thinking if you were in his situation?

Genesis 37:25-28
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 37:25-28.

aSk: What goes through your mind 
when you hear that after tossing 
Joseph in the pit, his brothers sat 
down to eat a meal?

aSk: What reasons does Judah  
give for selling Joseph rather than 
killing him?

Say: Joseph no doubt wondered 
if he’d ever get out of the pit. He 
does, only to become a victim of 
human trafficking. 

aSk: Has your life ever seemed like 
one big crisis with multiple phases? 
How did it make you feel? How did 
it affect your faith?

Joseph can’t know it at this point, 
but God will work through these 
terrible events to put him in a posi-
tion to save Israel’s family. 

Say and aSk: People dug cisterns to 
collect rainwater to sustain life, but 
Joseph’s brothers use a cistern to 
take his freedom from him. In time, 
God turns the brothers’ destructive 
effort into a life-giving process. Can 
you think of other biblical exam-
ples where God turns something 
intended for death into something 
that brings life? Has God ever done 
such a thing in your life?

(35:22). This was a great insult to his father, who all 
but disowned Reuben in response.

Reuben wants to be the one to “rescue” Joseph, return 
him home, and thus receive the reward of a grateful 
father. We see again the intrigue, deception, and self-
serving plotting that characterizes Israel’s family.

37:23  The brothers take away Joseph’s robe, which 
symbolizes his privileged and protected position in 
the family. The robe receives the force of the brothers’ 
anger and jealousy. They strip Joseph not only of the 
physical robe but also of what they see as his unwar-
ranted status of privilege in the family.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THERE HE GOES!

Genesis 37:25-28
(25) Then they sat down to eat; and looking 
up they saw a caravan of Ishmaelites coming 
from Gilead, with their camels carrying gum, 
balm, and resin, on their way to carry it down 
to Egypt. (26) Then Judah said to his brothers, 
“What profit is it if we kill our brother and con-
ceal his blood? (27) Come, let us sell him to the 
Ishmaelites, and not lay our hands on him, for 
he is our brother, our own flesh.” And his broth-
ers agreed. (28) When some Midianite traders 
passed by, they drew Joseph up, lifting him out 
of the pit, and sold him to the Ishmaelites for 
twenty pieces of silver. And they took Joseph  
to Egypt.

37:25  The brothers are so unconcerned about Joseph 
that they sit down to eat while he languishes in the  
pit. They see an approaching Ishmaelite caravan.  
This group is related to Ishmael, who was the  
firstborn son of Abraham by the slave Hagar. Sarah 
insisted that Hagar and Ishmael be thrown out of 
her home and sent into the desert to die. God saved 
Ishmael and Hagar, promising Hagar that Ishmael 
would be the ancestor of a great nation in his own 
right (Genesis 16). Now descendants of this often- 
ignored son of Abraham approach in a caravan, 
carrying fine items worth a lot of money. Evidently 
they are doing quite well! 
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APPLYING THE LESSON
aSk: In what ways did Joseph 
put himself in the pit? How 

did others put him in it? 

Say and aSk: After going through 
this and many other dangers, 
Joseph eventually ascends to a posi-
tion in Egypt from which he helps 
save many people, including his 
own family.

Distribute the handout “Lessons 
Learned in a Pit.” Ask class 
members to complete it. Invite 
volunteers to share as they are 
comfortable.

diScuSS: What are some of the main 
lessons we should learn from the 
low places in our lives? How can we 
maintain trust that God is working 
God’s purposes out, even when we 
can’t see the evidence?

CLOSING PRAYER
O God, when our hopes 
and dreams get derailed, 

help us not to lose hope. Help us 
trust that you are still working your 
purposes out and that we have a 
part in your plans. Help us trust that 
even the hard struggles we experi-
ence can lead us to a place where 
we can do the most good. Amen. 
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It is ironic that Ishmaelites save Joseph from dying  
of hunger and thirst. Sarah had sent Hagar and 
Ishmael into the desert to what was supposed to be 
certain death by hunger and thirst. She sent them 
away because she was jealous of the attention paid  
to Ishmael instead of to her son Isaac. Now the  
Ishmaelites will save Isaac’s grandson. 

37:26-27  Judah suggests selling Joseph instead of 
letting him die. They will be rid of Joseph for good 
and their hands will be clean. They don’t need to 
commit murder. It won’t be their fault if Joseph 
doesn’t survive his ordeal.

37:28  It isn’t clear exactly how the transaction takes 
place. The text may combine two traditions, one in 
which the brothers sell Joseph directly to the Ishmael-
ites and another in which Midianites pull Joseph from 
the pit and sell him to the Ishmaelites. One later verse 
says that Midianites sold Joseph to the Egyptian offi-
cial Potiphar (37:26), while another says that Potiphar 
bought him from the Ishmaelites (39:1). Whatever the 
details, the result is that Joseph ends up in Egypt.

The brothers (or the Midianites) receive twenty pieces 
of silver. This is probably a large amount of cash for 
shepherds who deal primarily in barter. It is also the 
traditional price paid for a slave. Joseph’s future seems 
sealed. The caravan takes him to Egypt—a land far 
away from everything he knows. Does Joseph know 
that God will be with him even in this foreign land? It 
is likely that Joseph’s thoughts for most of the journey 
are centered more on survival than on God. But God 
doesn’t forget Joseph.

The brothers ultimately tear and stain Joseph’s distinc-
tive coat, letting their father believe Joseph was the 
victim of an animal attack (v. 32). They are technically 
not guilty of murder. They can honestly say they have 
no idea where their brother is now. Their problem is 
solved, but at what price?
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Through Many Dangers, Toils,  
and Snares
Say: Our lesson text contains the first 

of many dangers, toils, and snares that Joseph 
survives. He will become a slave and then a pris-
oner in Egypt. Eventually his dreams of his family 
members bowing down to him come true, but it 
happens in the context of his saving their lives. 

Invite class members to sing or read in unison the 
second verse of the hymn “Amazing Grace.”

Through many dangers, toils, and snares
I have already come.
‘Twas grace that brought me safe thus far
And grace will lead me home.

Distribute paper and pens or pencils. Invite class 
members to reflect on dangers, toils, and snares 
that God has brought them through. Write the 
following questions on a whiteboard or flipchart 
to prompt their thoughts:
•  What difficult situations have you come   

through?
•  Looking back, how do you see that God worked       

in your situation?
•  Did you see God working at the time you were     

going through it?
•  How have you learned to trust God in all 

circumstances?
• How do you need to grow in your faith in God?

Invite volunteers to share as they are comfortable 
doing so. 

diScuSS: How did Joseph experience God’s 
surprising grace? How have we? How can we  
bear witness to our experience of God’s grace?

Lead class members to pray that God will help 
them learn from the dangers, toils, and snares 
that God has brought them through. Pray to be 
prepared to apply those lessons in future experi-
ences of trial.

Rerailer
Say: Both real and model trains can get derailed. 
When they do, a device called a rerailer can be 
used to get the train back on the track.

Ask your invited model train owner to demon-
strate how a rerailer works. Alternately, show a 
video of a model train rerailer demonstration.

Say: Sometimes our hopes and dreams become 
derailed by our actions or others’ actions or a 
combination of the two. At some point, we need 
to get our lives back on the rails. But we need 
help. We need rerailers. God is our primary 
rerailer, but God often works through people.

diScuSS: What are some ways that God helps us 
get back on track? What are some ways that God 
uses other people to help us get back on track? 
How can we be rerailers in someone else’s life?

CONCLUSION

Joseph had no idea that a journey to find his brothers would result in permanent separa-
tion from his homeland. He probably had dreams for his future that included a life near 
his father’s tent, marriage, and children. But his brothers’ actions derailed his dreams. The 
brothers believed they were rid of Joseph for good. Joseph couldn’t know that his derailed 
dreams would become part of God’s larger plans. The brothers didn’t realize that one day 
their lives would depend on the one whose life they tried to take. We should remember that 
wherever life takes us, regardless of whether it was in our plans, God is with us, guiding us 
for God’s purposes. 
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BEGINNING THE LESSON
In 1981, Rabbi Harold 
Kushner published the book 

When Bad Things Happen to Good 
People. He sought to address the 
concern that people who seek to 
serve God often experience unfair 
trials and tribulations. 

aSk: Does it seem to you that people 
who are faithful to God experi-
ence more than their fair share of 
difficulties? 

Say: Joseph began life in a privileged 
position. He was his father’s favored 
son, and he had the beautiful robe 
to prove it. He lost that privileged 
position. As our lesson text opens, he 
has risen to a new privileged position 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 4 poster, “God’s Mysterious 
Grace” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Joseph in Charge—Genesis 45:1-15 
• Revelation (45:1-3) 
• Explanation (45:4-8) 
• Redemption (45:9-15)

(4) Provide paper and pencils or pens.
(5)  Arrange for a class member or someone else 

who is a good storyteller to summarize Joseph’s 
experience in Egypt up to but not including the 
events in our lesson text.

(6)  If using the second teaching option, prepare 
copies of the handout “Giving and Receiving 
Forgiveness” (Kit, p. 15).

INTRODUCTION

H. G. Wells wrote a famous novel about a time 
machine that enables someone to travel into both the 
past and the future. Wouldn’t it be nice to have such 
a machine, or maybe at least a crystal ball, so that we 
can see what the future will bring? When we’re in the 
midst of trouble, we wonder how life can possibly 
turn out well. 

Joseph probably wondered about that. After all, his 
life seemed to go from one problem to another. He 
had to wonder how things could possibly turn out 
for good. But he learned that God can work for good 
even in the most difficult events.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

After being pulled from the pit and sold to passing 
traders (see the August 9 lesson), Joseph is taken 
to Egypt and sold as a slave to Potiphar, an officer 
in Pharaoh’s court. Joseph is then imprisoned after 
Potiphar’s wife falsely accuses him of inappropriate 
sexual behavior. After successfully interpreting the 
dreams of two fellow prisoners and of Pharaoh, 
Joseph is made second-in-command to the Egyptian 
ruler. He is put in charge of stockpiling grain during 
seven good harvest years and of distributing grain 
during the ensuing seven years of famine. Joseph’s 
brothers come to him twice during the famine to 
acquire food for their families. The encounter in 
our lesson text takes place during their second visit. 
Joseph’s interaction with his brothers so far has been 
through an interpreter, so they are unaware that their 
little brother is still alive and standing before them. 
Joseph has just treated his brothers to a fabulous 
banquet, and now he prepares to reveal himself to 
them. 

Teaching Principle: God works in surprising and gracious ways to help God’s people.

Joseph in Charge
Lesson Text: Genesis 45:1-15 Background Text: Genesis 45

A Verse to Remember—Genesis 45:8
Other Revised Common Lectionary Texts: Psalm 133; Romans 11:1-2a, 29-32; Matthew 15: (10-20), 21-28

August 16, 2020
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in the Egyptian administration. 
He suffered much between those 
times of privilege. We don’t know 
whether Joseph was aware of God’s 
work in his life during either his 
times of privilege or his periods of 
suffering.

diScuSS: Why should we pay atten-
tion to how God is working in all 
the times of our lives? How can we 
develop a greater ability to do so?

TEACHING THE LESSON
Genesis 45:1-3

aSk: What movies or televi-
sion series have you seen 

that feature a person or people who 
were presumed dead being found 
alive? Have you read any books or 
stories in which that happens? Have 
you heard any such real-life stories? 
What kinds of things happened 
when the supposedly dead person 
returned? What complications 
ensued?

Invite the previously recruited 
person to tell the story of Joseph’s 
experience in Egypt.

Say: Our lesson text is about 
Joseph’s brothers finding out that he 
is alive. But it is about much more 
than that.

Invite someone to read 
Genesis 45:1-3.

aSk: What might go through the 
brothers’ minds when this powerful 
Egyptian government official sends 
all of his attendants out of the 
room? Why do you think Joseph 
wants only his brothers and him 
to be in the room when he reveals 
himself to them?

aSk: What do you think motivated 
Joseph to weep so loudly? 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—REVELATION

Genesis 45:1-3
(1) Then Joseph could no longer control him-
self before all those who stood by him, and he 
cried out, “Send everyone away from me.” So no 
one stayed with him when Joseph made himself 
known to his brothers. (2) And he wept so loudly 
that the Egyptians heard it, and the household 
of Pharaoh heard it. (3) Joseph said to his broth-
ers, “I am Joseph. Is my father still alive?” But 
his brothers could not answer him, so dismayed 
were they at his presence.

45:1  Joseph’s command that his attendants leave the 
room must seem unusual to his servants. Why would 
he want to be alone with these foreigners? Should 
the guards stay to protect him? They follow Joseph’s 
command to leave, although they are probably reluc-
tant to do so. 

What might the brothers be thinking as they see the 
guards leaving? Is this powerful man offering them a 
private audience? Or does he have sinister intentions 
toward them? 

Joseph sends his attendants away for two reasons. 
First, he doesn’t want his servants to see him break 
down and cry. Second, he wants a private reunion with 
his long-lost brothers.

45:2  Joseph cries out so loudly that people in the 
palace hear him. At this point, we can’t be sure of the 
reason for his anguish. Does he cry because of his 
joy at finally reuniting with his brothers? Does he 
cry in anger for the years with his father he has lost 
because of his brothers? Does the intensity of Joseph’s 
emotions surprise even him? 

45:3  Joseph blurts out to his brothers, “I am Joseph.” 
Throughout Genesis, the phrase “I am” or “Here I am” 
has accompanied either a revelation or a willingness 
to follow or serve (see 37:13). In Exodus 3 when Moses 
asks God’s name, God reveals a name that could mean 
“I am who I am.” In the book of John, Jesus uses the 
phrase “I am” seven times to reveal his full identity as 
the Son of God. 
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aSk: How would you describe 
the brothers’ reaction to Joseph’s 
revelation? What might they be 
thinking?

Genesis 45:4-8 
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 45:4-6.

Ask: Why do you think Joseph 
wants his brothers to come closer 
to him?

Say: Many miles, many years, and 
many experiences have separated 
Joseph and his brothers. In calling 
his brothers closer, Joseph shortens 
the physical gap between them. 
But there is still a great emotional 
distance to cross.

Say and aSk: We know what 
caused the great emotional 
distance between Joseph and his 
brothers. What can create such 
distance between us and our family 
members, friends, neighbors, or 
fellow Christians?

Say: Joseph identifies himself by 
saying, “I am your brother, Joseph, 
whom you sold into Egypt” (v. 4). If 
this is indeed Joseph, the brothers 
already know that they sold him 
into Egypt.

aSk: Why might Joseph add that 
explanatory statement? What 
reasons might the brothers think he 
has for adding it?

Say: Joseph tells his brothers not to 
be upset at the situation or angry 
with themselves for creating it. He 
evidently perceives that they might 
have those feelings.

Although Joseph has already asked about his father’s 
health (through an interpreter), he now asks again in 
his native language. He is glad to see his brothers, but 
he really wants to hear about his father. Twenty years 
is a long time to be away. Things change.

The brothers are stunned as this powerful Egyptian 
ruler speaks to them in their own language. The word 
“speechless” probably literally describes the moment! 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—EXPLANATION

Genesis 45:4-8 
(4) Then Joseph said to his brothers, “Come 
closer to me.” And they came closer. He said, 
“I am your brother, Joseph, whom you sold into 
Egypt. (5) And now do not be distressed, or angry 
with yourselves, because you sold me here; for 
God sent me before you to preserve life. (6) For 
the famine has been in the land these two years; 
and there are five more years in which there will 
be neither plowing nor harvest. (7) God sent 
me before you to preserve for you a remnant 
on earth, and to keep alive for you many survi-
vors. (8) So it was not you who sent me here, but 
God; he has made me a father to Pharaoh, and 
lord of all his house and ruler over all the land  
of Egypt.”

45:4  Joseph calls his brothers closer, bridging the last 
of the space and time that have separated them. We 
can imagine them moving toward him very slowly, 
huddling together, uncertain what is about to happen. 
Joseph then reveals himself as “your brother whom 
you sold into Egypt.” 

Joseph’s revelation that he knows his brothers are 
responsible for his initial imprisonment confirms to 
them that this really is Joseph. It probably also raises 
their anxiety level. If Joseph remembers what they did 
and blames them, he might exact revenge. He could 
imprison them, kill them, or refuse their request for 
grain and ban them from coming back to Egypt.

45:5-6  For the second time in as many sentences, 
Joseph reminds the brothers that they are responsible 
for selling him into slavery. What might the brothers 
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aSk: What might these feelings 
indicate about the brothers’ reac-
tions to what is happening? 

Say: Joseph says that God sent him 
to Egypt “to preserve life” (v. 5b). 
He also tells his brothers that his 
work of preserving life is going to  
be needed for five more years.

Say and aSk: Joseph doesn’t say he 
forgives his brothers. Do you think 
he does? Why or why not?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 45:7-8.

Say: Joseph tells his brothers, “God 
sent me before you…” (v. 7), and 
he adds, “So it was not you who 
sent me here, but God…” (v. 8). 

diScuSS: Joseph’s brothers did send 
Joseph to Egypt. But Joseph says 
that God sent him. What does 
Joseph mean? Does his statement 
absolve the brothers of responsi-
bility for their actions? What does 
Joseph’s perspective teach us about 
our own perspective on the trying 
events in our lives? Is there any 
danger in such a perspective? If  
so, what is it?

Say: This is the first time that Joseph 
says God sent him to Egypt. We 
don’t know if he thought about it 
previously. This may indicate that 
Joseph realized God’s role in his  
life only in retrospect. 

diScuSS: How should this perspec-
tive on God’s ways affect Joseph 
and his brothers as they live on  
the other side of this moment?  
How should what we learn in  
retrospect about God’s ways affect 
our responses to future crises?

be feeling? They are at least distressed. More likely, 
they fear that Joseph will seek revenge. Joseph has the 
power of the entire Egyptian government and mili-
tary on his side. The brothers would be justified in 
wondering if he would use that power against them. 
And Joseph might be justified in using that power to 
seek revenge.

But instead, Joseph tells his brothers not to feel 
distress over the situation or anger at themselves for 
their actions. He explains to them that although they 
acted in anger and jealousy, God has worked through 
Joseph to make him a source of salvation—not only for 
the Egyptian people but also for his own people. 

This turn of events no doubt makes the brothers 
remember Joseph’s dreams of previous years. Now  
they are bowing before him. Joseph’s dreams have 
proven true.  

45:7-8  Joseph earlier said that God sent him to Egypt 
to save lives (v. 5). Now he again stresses that God 
is the one who sent him there. In God’s mysterious 
grace, God has turned the evil intent of the brothers 
into a positive outcome. 

Relieved though they may be, the brothers evidently 
still wonder if Joseph will change his mind. A few 
chapters later when their father dies, the brothers  
fret over the possibility that Joseph will decide to  
take revenge after all. They tell Joseph that Israel  
had wanted them to ask Joseph for forgiveness.  
The brothers appear to be inventing this story  
(50:15-18). Joseph tells them, “Even though you 
intended to do harm to me, God intended it for  
good, in order to preserve a numerous people, as  
he is doing today” (50:20). He speaks kindly and  
reassures them (vv. 19, 21).

In Joseph’s actions to preserve their lives, the people  
of Israel would recognize the continuation of the cove-
nant God originally made with Abraham (Gen 12:1-3). 
Repeated in each generation of Abraham’s descen-
dants, this covenant involves God’s promises to make 
them a great nation with a population as numerous 
as the dust of the earth (13:16) and the stars in the 
sky (15:5). Joseph is God’s instrument to save Israel’s 
( Jacob’s) family from famine. As he obeys God, Joseph 
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Genesis 45:9-15 
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 45:9-13.

aSk: Should we read anything into 
Joseph’s referring to Israel (Jacob) as 
“my father” rather than “our father” 
(v. 9; see v. 3)? If so, what?

Say: Joseph tells his brothers to 
bring Israel and all of his family 
to Egypt so they can survive 
the famine. God uses Joseph to 
preserve God’s chosen people.  
But the people will eventually 
become enslaved in Egypt. They 
will need to remember the lesson  
of how God can work in tragic 
events to bring about good.

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 45:14-15.

Say: Benjamin and Joseph are both 
sons of Rachel. Israel’s other sons 
are Joseph’s half-brothers. This 
explains why Joseph singles out 
Benjamin. But he also embraces  
his other brothers.

Invite class members to read  
Psalm 133 (the lectionary’s psalm 
for today) and Genesis 45:24.

diScuSS: How do both Psalm 133 
and Genesis 45:24 reflect the reality 
of the brothers’ situation? How do 
the verses reflect ours?

Invite someone to read  
Genesis 45:25-28.

aSk: What do the brothers tell their 
father? What do they not tell him? 
What do we make of this?

APPLYING THE LESSON
Invite someone to read 
Genesis 50:15-21.

contributes to the continuation and fulfillment of the 
original covenant. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—REDEMPTION

Genesis 45:9-15 
(9) “Hurry and go up to my father and say to him, 
‘Thus says your son Joseph, God has made me 
lord of all Egypt; come down to me, do not delay. 
(10) You shall settle in the land of Goshen, and 
you shall be near me, you and your children and 
your children’s children, as well as your flocks, 
your herds, and all that you have. (11) I will pro-
vide for you there—since there are five more 
years of famine to come—so that you and your 
household, and all that you have, will not come 
to poverty.’ (12) And now your eyes and the eyes 
of my brother Benjamin see that it is my own 
mouth that speaks to you. (13) You must tell my 
father how greatly I am honored in Egypt, and all 
that you have seen. Hurry and bring my father 
down here.” (14) Then he fell upon his brother 
Benjamin’s neck and wept, while Benjamin wept 
upon his neck. (15) And he kissed all his brothers 
and wept upon them; and after that his brothers 
talked with him.

45:9-11  Joseph may exaggerate when he says he is 
“lord of all Egypt.” He is actually second-in-command 
to Pharaoh, who is the real lord of all Egypt, but he 
does have considerable authority. In a sense, he may 
be more important than Pharaoh during the time of 
severe famine because he controls the grain, which 
is necessary for life. Joseph will twice command his 
brothers (vv. 11, 13) to tell his father about his great 
honors. In addition, Joseph will remind his brothers 
that he will provide for their welfare (v. 11). The 
useless little brother they once tormented will now 
provide for the entire family.

45:12-13  Although they are all brothers, Joseph 
calls only Benjamin “my brother.” Benjamin is the 
only one of the eleven who shares a mother with 
Joseph—Rachel, Israel’s favorite wife. Rachel died 
soon after Benjamin was born, and Israel had kept 
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Say: The events of this passage 
happen some years after those in 
our lesson text. Israel (Jacob) has 
died, and the brothers are afraid 
that Joseph will decide to take 
revenge on them after all.

aSk: How would you evaluate 
Joseph’s reminders of the lessons 
they should have learned from the 
events in today’s text? How would 
you evaluate the brothers’ incor-
poration of those lessons into their 
lives?

Say: Let’s learn from what we go 
through. Let’s learn of God’s grace. 
And let’s not forget what we’ve 
learned.

CLOSING PRAYER
O Lord, sometimes we can’t 
or won’t see how you are 

working in our lives. Help us 
remember to give thanks for your 
guidance, whether we see it now  
or won’t realize it until later. Amen. 
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Benjamin close to his side, especially after Joseph’s 
disappearance. 

Joseph reiterates that it is really him. He is speaking 
to the brothers directly, not through an interpreter 
where the message might not be accurate. This is really 
Joseph, their long-lost brother.

Joseph offers his family a future they can’t have 
without him. He not only refrains from retaliating 
against his brothers but also brings them to Egypt 
where they will have access to fertile grazing lands  
and stored grain. 

Joseph’s brothers are probably terrified at first when 
Joseph reveals himself to them. They have treated him 
horribly. They have shown him no love or grace. They 
probably expect the same from him. Though Joseph 
boasts about his exalted and powerful position in the 
Egyptian government, he ultimately demonstrates 
grace to his brothers. He forgives them so his entire 
family might benefit.

45:14-15  Benjamin is singled out for special attention. 
Joseph and Benjamin’s emotional embrace demon-
strates their close connection (v. 14). But then Joseph 
shows similar affection for his other brothers (v. 15a). 
It is not until they see that Joseph truly means them 
no harm that they are able to talk with him freely. 

Think about what it is like to catch up with family 
members you see only once a year. Now multiply that 
by many years! Joseph has nieces and nephews he has 
never met. Family members who were children when 
he last saw them now have children of their own. 

Forgiveness has been offered and communication has 
been restored. Now it is time for joy.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
The Lord Has Promised Good
Say: Our lesson text tells of Joseph’s 
revealing himself to his brothers, who had 
sold him into slavery many years before. 

Invite someone to read Genesis 45:7-8. 

aSk: What does Joseph affirm about his difficult 
life experiences? What has he learned from them?

Say: Joseph has arrived at a place in his life where 
he can look back and see the amazing ways God 
has been at work. He now can be gracious to 
his brothers so they can all experience a family 
reunion. 

Invite class members to sing or read in unison the 
third verse of the hymn “Amazing Grace.”

The Lord has promised good to me,
His word my hope secures;
He will my shield and portion be
As long as life endures.

aSk: The hymn affirms, “The Lord has promised 
good to me.” How do you think Joseph would 
define the “good” that the Lord does in his life? 
How might his definition have changed from his 
early years at home with his father to this reunion 
with his brothers? What has his life taught him 
about how the Lord does “good”? 

diScuSS: How do we think about the “good” the 
Lord does in our lives? Should we expand our 
definition of “good”? If so, how?

Giving and Receiving Forgiveness
Say: Our lesson text doesn’t say that Joseph told 
his brothers, “I forgive you,” but his actions reflect 
a spirit of forgiveness. The brothers never apolo-
gize, but their actions seem to reflect remorse. 

Distribute the handout “Giving and Receiving 
Forgiveness.” Ask class members to complete it.

aSk: Is it harder to forgive or to accept forgive-
ness? Why?

diScuSS: As Christians, what additional motivation 
do we have for offering and receiving forgiveness? 

Invite volunteers to share the prayers they wrote.

Lead the class to pray for the grace to offer and to 
receive forgiveness.

CONCLUSION

Joseph reveals to his brothers that despite their best efforts to get rid of him, he is still alive. 
This might be the brothers’ worst nightmare if Joseph decides to take revenge. It turns out 
to be the salvation of not just the brothers but all of Joseph’s family. Through Joseph, God 
preserves God’s chosen people. Joseph affirms that although the brothers intended to elim-
inate him, God used their evil intentions to bring life and hope both to the people of Egypt 
and to Joseph, his brothers, and their descendants.
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BEGINNING THE LESSON
Say: Our lesson text tells us 
about the roles three women 

played in God’s purpose of salvation. 
We will also mention two other 
women whose stories appear in our 
background text.

aSk: Who are some women who 
have played or are playing an 
important role in your life? Did any 
of them respond courageously and 
creatively in dealing with a crisis? If 
so, how?

diScuSS: How should the actions 
of courageous and creative people 
inspire us to live? How can we 
continue their legacy?

Say: We will see that these women 
saved a child’s life—an important 
act under any circumstances. And 
this particular child is Moses, who 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 4 poster, “God’s Mysterious 
Grace” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Moses on the Nile—Exodus 1:8-10, 22; 2:1-10 
• The Price of Forgetting the Past (1:8-10, 22) 
• Baby in a Basket (2:1-4) 
• Three Women Work Together (2:5-10)

(4) Provide paper and pens or pencils.
(5)  If using the second teaching option, prepare  

copies of the handout “God Works Through the 
People” (Kit, p. 16).

INTRODUCTION

In the book Hans Brinker and the Silver Skates, a little 
Dutch boy puts his finger in the hole of a dike to 
save his community. The boy is an unexpected hero 
because he seems too young and small to do a heroic 
thing. 

The book of Exodus is the pivotal story of God’s 
salvation of the Israelites through Moses. Before 
Moses can play this role for God, though, several 
people must save Moses. Five women are the 
unexpected heroes of his story. They are ordinary 
women who step up when action is needed. They do 
what they can, and God uses their efforts to bring 
about extraordinary results. God graciously works 
through their creativity in dealing with challenging 
circumstances.

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

The book of Exodus begins with a list of the sons of 
Israel ( Jacob) who settle in Egypt at Joseph’s invi-
tation. The families begin to grow and expand, so 
the Israelites become numerous. Then everything 
changes: “Now a new king arose over Egypt, who did 
not know Joseph” (1:8). If this new pharaoh knows 
about Joseph’s work in saving the Egyptians as well 
as his own family, he doesn’t care. The new king can 
only see that the tribes of Israel are still growing. He 
doesn’t care that these people aren’t invaders but 
rather invited resident guests. The pharaoh fears the 
Israelites and communicates that fear to his people. 
So instead of allowing the Israelites to live peaceably 
beside the Egyptians, the pharaoh enslaves the Israel-
ites. God has kept God’s promise to Abraham that he 
would have many descendants. But what about the 
promise of the land? That large group of people is 
now enslaved in a foreign land. Will God save them? 

Teaching Principle: God graciously works through people who creatively deal with challenging  
circumstances.

Moses on the Nile
Lesson Text: Exodus 1:8-10, 22; 2:1-10  Background Text: Exodus 1–2

A Verse to Remember—Exodus 2:3
Other Revised Common Lectionary Texts: Psalm 124; Romans 12:1-8; Matthew 16:13-20

August 23, 2020
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will play the central role in freeing 
the Hebrew people from Egyptian 
bondage. Creative and coura-
geous actions may be even more 
important than we realize!

TEACHING THE LESSON
Exodus 1:8-10, 22

Invite class members to  
read Genesis 12:1-2; 15:5; 

and Exodus 1:7.

Say: God’s promise to Abraham that 
he would have many descendants 
is finally coming to pass. But the 
people are in the wrong land! 

Invite someone to read Exodus 1:8.

aSk: What do you think it means 
for the new pharaoh not to know 
Joseph? What are the implications 
of this for Joseph’s family?

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 1:9-10.

aSk: How does the pharaoh 
heighten the fears of the Egyptian 
people to turn them against the 
Hebrews? Do the concerns he 
raises sound reasonable to you? 
Why or why not?

Say: Xenophobia is a word that 
means “fear and hatred of strangers 
or foreigners or of anything that is 
strange or foreign.” 

diScuSS: Do we ever witness xeno-
phobia in our setting? For example, 
do we ever see it in the debates 
over immigration? If so, how should 
we respond as Christians?

Say: Immigration is a complex issue, 
and there are no easy answers. 
But we should be careful to do our 
best to tell the truth and practice 
compassion. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THE PRICE OF 
FORGETTING THE PAST 

Exodus 1:8-10, 22
(8) Now a new king arose over Egypt, who did 
not know Joseph. (9) He said to his people, 
“Look, the Israelite people are more numerous 
and more powerful than we. (10) Come, let us 
deal shrewdly with them, or they will increase 
and, in the event of war, join our enemies and 
fight against us and escape from the land”.… 
(22) Then Pharaoh commanded all his people, 
“Every boy that is born to the Hebrews you 
shall throw into the Nile, but you shall let every  
girl live.”

1:8  Does the new king not know what Joseph did? Has 
he failed to learn his nation’s history? Or does he just 
not care about Joseph’s good work in saving the people 
of Egypt from famine? 

The pharaoh sees the people living in Goshen, in the 
lush Nile delta (north of modern-day Cairo), and 
assumes that they are hostile. The pharaoh doesn’t 
know or doesn’t care that because of Joseph, one of  
his predecessors had invited the Israelites to inhabit 
that area as resident aliens.

1:9-10  As far as we know, nothing happens to make 
the pharaoh believe that the Israelites are hostile to 
Egypt or aligned with any of Egypt’s enemies. The 
pharaoh exaggerates the threat the Hebrews may  
pose; they are certainly not “more numerous and  
more powerful” than the Egyptians. They don’t even 
have an army. There is irony in the pharaoh’s state-
ment, though, because the God of the Hebrews will  
in time defeat the armies of Egypt.

The pharaoh uses the time-tested method of inspiring 
fear of “people not like us.” The term for this is xeno-
phobia, which means “fear and hatred of strangers or 
foreigners or of anything that is strange or foreign” 
(merriam-webster.com). 

The pharaoh convinces his people that the best thing 
to do is to crush the Hebrews before they can help 
crush the Egyptians. 
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Say: The pharaoh enslaves the 
Hebrews, forcing them to work  
on building projects. 

aSk: How might he think this will 
slow down the Hebrews’ popula-
tion growth?

Say: When his first plan doesn’t 
keep the Hebrews from multiplying, 
he tries another tactic.

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 1:15-19.

Say: Shiphrah and Puah take coura-
geous and creative action to foil the 
pharaoh’s second plan. They are the 
first two of five women in Moses’ 
story whom we will meet today.

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 1:22.

Say: The pharaoh now tries to 
involve his entire nation in commit-
ting genocide against the Hebrews.

aSk: Since the Nile was the source 
of life in Egypt, what is ironic about 
the pharaoh’s command?

Exodus 2:1-4
Invite someone to read 
Exodus 2:1-4.

Say: We now meet two more coura-
geous and creative women.

Say and aSk: Imagine that you are 
this mother, trying to conceal a 
newborn baby for three months 
after already concealing your preg-
nancy for several months. What 
would this experience be like?

Say: The mother, whom we later 
learn is named Jochebed, takes a 
huge risk in floating her baby down 

Verses 13-14 aren’t in our lesson text, but we should 
note Robert Alter’s translation of them: “And the 
Egyptians put the Israelites to work at crushing  
labor, and they made their lives bitter with hard work 
with mortar and bricks and every work in the field— 
all their crushing work that they performed.” The 
word translated “crushing” is from the Hebrew root 
that means “to break into pieces” or “to pulverize” 
(Alter, 309). The pharaoh deals harshly with the  
Israelites, oppressing them with crushing work. 

1:22  It’s not clear how the pharaoh intends to reduce 
the Hebrews’ population growth. Maybe he thinks the 
hard work will demoralize and exhaust them so they 
can’t reproduce. The pharaoh’s plan doesn’t work. In 
fact, the Hebrews grow even more numerous (v. 12).

The pharaoh then takes more drastic steps. He orders 
the Hebrew midwives, Shiphrah and Puah, to kill the 
newborn Hebrew boys but to spare the girls. Shiphrah 
and Puah disobey the pharaoh. When he calls the 
midwives to account, they creatively claim that the 
Hebrew women, unlike more frail Egyptian women, 
give birth before the midwife arrives (vv. 15-21). 

The pharaoh then orders the Egyptian people to throw 
the male Hebrew babies into the Nile River. The Nile 
was the source of life in Egypt, but the pharaoh turns 
it into a source of death for the Hebrews. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—BABY IN A BASKET

Exodus 2:1-4 
(1) Now a man from the house of Levi went and 
married a Levite woman. (2) The woman con-
ceived and bore a son; and when she saw that 
he was a fine baby, she hid him three months. 
(3) When she could hide him no longer she got 
a papyrus basket for him, and plastered it with 
bitumen and pitch; she put the child in it and 
placed it among the reeds on the bank of the 
river. (4) His sister stood at a distance, to see 
what would happen to him.

2:1  A male baby is born into the tribe of Levi. After 
the exodus, priests will come from this tribe. 
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the Nile River. But it was risky 
to keep him at home too. Doing 
nothing isn’t a valid option for her.

aSk: We’re not told that the mother 
prayed as she put the basket in the 
river, but if she did, how do you 
think she prayed? How would you 
have prayed?

Say: The Hebrew word used for the 
basket is the same word used for 
the ark in the story of Noah.

aSk: Does this shed any light on 
what happens in our lesson text? 
What might it imply about what the 
mother is doing? About what God 
is doing?

Say: The fourth woman in the story 
is Moses’ sister, whom we later 
learn is named Miriam.

Exodus 2:5-10
Invite someone to read 
Exodus 2:5-6.

Say: The fifth woman in this story 
is the pharaoh’s daughter, whose 
name we don’t learn.

Say and aSk: The story doesn’t 
directly say that God is involved 
in the action. Do you think God is 
involved? What evidence can you 
offer to support your answer?

aSk: What options does the 
pharaoh’s daughter have when she 
realizes the baby boy is a Hebrew?

Say: We can safely assume that 
she knows of her father’s edict to 
kill the Hebrew boys and that she 
worships the Egyptian gods.

aSk: Why do you think she takes 
pity on the child? Why might she 

2:2  Anyone who has ever cared for a baby can  
understand the difficulty of keeping a crying,  
babbling infant hidden for three months! This 
mother—we later learn her name is Jochebed  
(6:20; Num 26:59)—is the third creative woman  
in our story, following the midwives Shiphrah  
and Puah. She refuses to give up her baby, her  
gift from God, on the orders of the pharaoh. 

2:3  The mother puts the three-month-old baby in a 
basket and places the basket in the Nile. We should 
note two important details in this part of the story. 

First, the word “basket” can also be translated “ark.” 
It is the same word used for the vessel in the story of 
Noah. This isn’t a coincidence. Once again, an ark  
will become a vehicle of salvation for God’s people. 

Second, the placing of the baby in the Nile is ironic. 
The pharaoh ordered the Egyptians to throw the boys 
born to the Hebrews into the river. Now the mother 
of a Hebrew baby boy puts him into the river—but she 
puts him in a basket first! The Nile was a source of life 
that the pharaoh turned into a place of death, but this 
woman finds a way to turn it back into a source of life. 

2:4  Now we meet the fourth woman in the story. The 
baby’s sister (we later learn that her name is Miriam; 
see 15:20; Num 26:59) keeps the ark in her sight. 
Although just a young girl, brave Miriam puts herself 
at risk to watch over her brother. Through Miriam, 
God is watching over the baby.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—THREE WOMEN WORK 
TOGETHER

Exodus 2:5-10 
(5) The daughter of Pharaoh came down to 
bathe at the river, while her attendants walked 
beside the river. She saw the basket among the 
reeds and sent her maid to bring it. (6) When 
she opened it, she saw the child. He was crying, 
and she took pity on him. “This must be one of 
the Hebrews’ children,” she said. (7) Then his 
sister said to Pharaoh’s daughter, “Shall I go 
and get you a nurse from the Hebrew women to 
nurse the child for you?” (8) Pharaoh’s daughter 
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take the risk of saving him from 
the river? 

Say: Miriam offers to find a Hebrew 
woman to nurse the baby. When 
the pharaoh’s daughter agrees, 
Miriam goes to get her and the 
baby’s mother. So the baby spends 
the first three years of his life with 
his birth mother. He then spends 
the rest of his growing-up years 
in the home of the pharaoh’s 
daughter.

aSk: How might this interplay 
between two cultures prepare 
Moses for what God wants him  
to do?

aSk: How would you describe the 
role these women play in the story 
of Moses? How do they contribute 
to what God is doing to deliver the 
Hebrews from bondage in Egypt?

APPLYING THE LESSON
Say: We have seen how God 
graciously worked through 

five women who creatively dealt 
with some challenging 
circumstances. 

aSk: What other biblical examples 
can you think of in which men and 
women used courage and creativity 
to do God’s work?

aSk: What kinds of challenges might 
we face that require our courage 
and creativity? How can we deal 
with these challenges in ways that 
bear witness to our trust in God to 
work through us?

CLOSING PRAYER
God of hope, thank you for 
people throughout history 

who have played important roles in 
furthering your plan for justice and 

said to her, “Yes.” So the girl went and called 
the child’s mother. (9) Pharaoh’s daughter said 
to her, “Take this child and nurse it for me, and 
I will give you your wages.” So the woman took 
the child and nursed it. (10) When the child grew 
up, she brought him to Pharaoh’s daughter, and 
she took him as her son. She named him Moses, 
“because,” she said, “I drew him out of the 
water.”

2:5  The basket becomes snagged in the reeds along 
the river and is discovered by the daughter of the one 
who ordered that Hebrew male babies be killed. This 
daughter of the pharaoh is the fifth woman to play a 
big role in the story of Moses.

2:6  The princess knows why this baby has been put 
in the water. She has a choice—she can save the baby, 
or she can follow her father’s edict to kill him. She 
chooses to work on God’s side, even though she 
doesn’t know that is what she is doing. She will not 
only save this baby but will also ensure his future by 
raising him as her own, as a prince in the house of 
the pharaoh. Again, this is the same pharaoh who 
commanded that the Hebrew male babies be killed,  
so here is another defiant act by a woman who dares  
to step beyond the boundaries of her day!

2:7-9  Three women work together to make sure the 
baby’s needs are met. His sister appears and offers to 
find someone to nurse the baby for the princess. She 
knows where to find a nurse—at her own house. The 
baby’s birth mother will nurse him. Ironically, she is 
paid from the royal treasury (the pharaoh’s money!)  
to care for her own son. She no longer has to hide  
him because he is now the son of the princess.

2:10  The NRSV says “when the child grew up,” which 
probably means when he was weaned around age 
three. The boy probably has a rudimentary working 
knowledge of the Hebrew language by this time 
(Alter). It is surely difficult for Jochebed to release  
her son after three years, but she knows he will have  
a much better life in the palace than he would have  
as the son of slaves. Besides, she has no choice.

The pharaoh’s daughter names the boy Moses because 
she “drew him out of the water.” This bases the name’s 
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peace in the world. By their exam-
ples, inspire us to participate in 
helping your will be done on earth 
as it is in heaven. Amen. 
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etymology in the Hebrew word mashah, which means 
“to draw out” (Alter). It could also be an Egyptian 
name that comes from one of two Egyptian words—
mes, which means child or son (as in Rameses), and 
mose, which means “to be born” (as in Thutmose) 
( Janzen, 22). 

Moses will be raised in the palace of the pharaoh 
instead of being put to death by the edict of the 
pharaoh—all because of five women who took  
courageous and creative actions when confronted  
with challenging circumstances.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
Grace My Fears Relieved
Say: Our lesson text doesn’t describe the 
emotions the Hebrew people in general 
and Moses’ mother in particular expe-

rienced as they faced the pharaoh’s attempted 
genocide. Surely they felt great fear. They feared 
for their children’s lives and for their community’s 
future. 

Invite class members to read Exodus 1:8–2:10 
silently. 

aSk: What reasons do the midwives Shiphrah and 
Puah have to be afraid? Moses’ mother? Moses’ 
sister? The pharaoh’s daughter? How do they 
respond to the situations that cause their fear?

Say: God is no doubt working in these women to 
guide their responses, and God leads them to do 
something about the challenging situations they 
face. 

Invite class members to sing or read in unison this 
verse of the hymn “Amazing Grace”:

’Twas grace that taught my heart to fear,
And grace my fears relieved;
How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed!

Say: The hymn speaks of God’s grace that makes 
us aware of our sinfulness and then forgives us. 
But God’s grace encompasses all the ways God 
works in the world to save people from sin and 
all its influences and symptoms. When we receive 
God’s grace, we live in God’s grace, which leads 
us to try to right the wrongs in the world. For 
example, John Newton, the slave trader who 
wrote “Amazing Grace,” became an anti-slavery 
advocate. 

diScuSS: Is it enough to have our fears relieved? 
What are some ways we can respond to having 
our fears relieved? How can we help relieve other 
people’s fears?

Distribute paper and pens or pencils. Ask class 
members to write down one way they can  
courageously and creatively live out God’s grace 
in the face of a particular crisis or problem. Also 
ask them to write down one way the church can 
do so.

Lead the class to pray to be open to how God 
wants to work through them.

God Works Through People
Say: In our lesson text, God works through five 
women to help fulfill God’s purpose of using 
Moses to deliver the Hebrew people from slavery 
in Egypt. Let’s think about people we’ve known 
whom God has used to help further God’s 
purposes.

Distribute the handout “God Works Through 
People.” Ask class members to complete Part 
One. Invite volunteers to share what they wrote.

aSk: Do you think these people knew how God 
was working through them? Does it make any 
difference whether they knew? Why or why not?

Ask class members to complete Part Two of the 
handout. Invite volunteers to share what they 
wrote.

Say: Let’s encourage each other to be open to 
God’s working through us, whether or not we  
are aware of it as it happens.

CONCLUSION

Everything seemed to be against Moses from the beginning. He was born into an enslaved 
people. The pharaoh then issued a law that should have resulted in Moses’ death as a 
newborn infant. But God used five brave women who were willing to do what they could 
to save the baby’s life. As a result, the boy survived and grew up to lead God’s people to 
freedom. These women were creative and bold in the name of justice. We can detect God’s 
hand guiding them towards choices that were in line with God’s plan for peace and justice 
in the world. 
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BEGINNING THE LESSON
Say: Sometimes God calls us 
to take risks in our service. 

aSk: Who have you known, read 
about, or heard about who took 
on a risky assignment because they 
believed it was God’s will that they 
do so?

diScuSS: Why do you think they did 
it? Could you do something like they 
did? Why or why not?

Say: Moses will become a great 
person. But God didn’t call Moses 
so he could be a great person. God 
called Moses to lead God’s people 
out of oppression. God called Moses 
to do this because of who God is: 
God saves and delivers. God also 

Before the Lesson
(1)  Provide copies of the Bible and 

Connections Study Guide for distribution 
as needed.

(2)  Display the Unit 4 poster, “God’s Mysterious 
Grace” (Connections Resource Kit).

(3)  Display the following lesson theme outline: 
Moses at the Burning Bush—Exodus 3:1-2, 
6-15 
• A Bush Burns (3:1-2) 
• God Speaks from the Bush (3:6-12) 
• God Offers a Name (3:13-15)

(4)  Make sure your classroom has a whiteboard or 
flipchart and markers.

(5) Provide paper and pens or pencils. 
(6)  If available, prepare to show the burning bush 

scene from The Ten Commandments (1956) or 
Prince of Egypt (1998). 

INTRODUCTION

An appearance of God to a human being or beings  
is called a theophany. The Bible contains many 
theophanies. Three strangers who seem to be God 
and two divine messengers visit Abraham’s tent  
(Gen 18). Jacob encounters God in a dream at  
Bethel (28:10-22) and again in a wrestling match  
at the Jabbok River before his reunion with Esau 
(32:22-32; see the August 2 lesson). Moses’ encounter 
with God at the burning bush is probably the best-
known biblical theophany. It may be interesting to 
speculate about what God’s voice sounds like or what 
enables the bush to burn without being consumed, 
but it is more helpful to contemplate the reason God 
appears to Moses—and why God may appear to us. 

SCRIPTURE CONTEXT

Moses is at a major turning point. The book of 
Exodus tells us nothing of Moses’ life growing up  
in the household of the pharaoh’s daughter. He 
enters her home at about age three. He is an adult 
the next time we see him. The first thing we see him 
do is kill an Egyptian taskmaster who was beating a 
Hebrew slave. Moses has to flee Egypt because of this 
act. In Midian, he marries a woman named Zipporah, 
whose father is a priest of Midian. Moses goes to 
work taking care of his father-in-law’s flocks.

Whether he realizes it or not, Moses has a solid back-
ground for what he is about to experience. He knows 
both Egyptian and Hebrew language and culture. 
Whether or not Moses is aware of it, God has been 
preparing him to lead God’s people out of captivity. 
Now, God will reveal God’s self to Moses and clearly 
state what God wants Moses to do. 

Teaching Principle: God graciously calls us into service to help deliver people from oppression.

Moses at the Burning Bush
Lesson Text: Exodus 3:1-2, 6-15 Background Text: Exodus 3–4

Verse to Remember—Exodus 3:10
Other Revised Common Lectionary Texts: Psalm 105:1-6, 23-26, 45b; Romans 12:9-21; Matthew 16:21-28
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called Moses because the people 
needed help.

diScuSS: How should serving God 
and helping people go together in 
our lives?

Say: As we discuss our lesson text, 
let’s reflect on how God might be 
calling us to take risks to deliver 
people from oppression.

TEACHING THE LESSON
Exodus 3:1-2

Invite someone to read 
Exodus 3:1-2.

Say: Moses had to flee Egypt 
because he killed an Egyptian 
who was beating a Hebrew slave. 
In Midian, he married a woman 
named Zipporah, whose father 
Jethro was a priest and a shep-
herd. Moses went to work tending 
Jethro’s sheep. In our text, Moses 
encounters the burning bush as 
he is going about his shepherding 
duties.

aSk: What does this suggest 
about where and how we might 
encounter God?

Say: Mount Horeb is another name 
for Mount Sinai. It is “the mountain 
of God” because it is where God 
chooses to reveal God’s self. On 
Mount Horeb, Moses sees a burning 
bush that the flames don’t consume. 
An angel of the Lord appears in the 
fire. Soon, God will speak to Moses 
from the bush, so a close connec-
tion between the angel and God is 
assumed.

aSk: What might the fire represent? 

Say: In verses 3-5 (which aren’t in 
our lesson text), Moses turns aside 
to see the burning bush.

BIBLE BACKGROUND—A BUSH BURNS

Exodus 3:1-2
(1) Moses was keeping the flock of his father- 
in-law Jethro, the priest of Midian; he led his 
flock beyond the wilderness, and came to Horeb, 
the mountain of God. (2) There the angel of the 
LORD appeared to him in a flame of fire out of a 
bush; he looked, and the bush was blazing, yet 
it was not consumed.

As Gerald Janzen writes, “This is one of those 
passages…where perhaps we should simply take off 
our shoes, hide our face, and wait for God to speak” 
(27). This passage brings us along with Moses into  
the presence of the holy.

3:1  Moses has found a new occupation after leaving 
Egypt. No longer a prince, he now cares for the flocks 
of his new family. He has married, and his father-
in-law is a priest to the people in the land of Midian. 
Midian was probably on the east side of the Gulf of 
Aqaba, across from what is today Saudi Arabia. The 
area has a desert-like climate. 

Because Jethro is a priest of Midian, it is possible  
that he teaches Moses some of the traditions of God 
that will become part of the future practice of Israelite 
religion. Immediately after the exodus from Egypt 
later in the book, Jethro offers sacrifices to God  
(18:10-12). He then offers Moses advice on organizing 
the people’s leadership, which Moses accepts and 
follows (18:13-27). 

Moses’ encounter with God happens in the course of 
Moses’ everyday life. We need to remember that God 
is constantly present in our lives. We are most likely 
to encounter God in an extraordinary way while going 
about our ordinary lives.

“Horeb” is the name used here for the mountain that 
elsewhere is called Sinai. There is no consensus on the 
exact location of Horeb/Sinai, although it was prob-
ably somewhere in the central or southern regions of 
the Sinai peninsula. “Horeb” roughly translates as 
“parched mountain” (Alter). It is about a three-day 
journey by foot from the Nile, the source of fresh 
water and life for much of the region. In the desert, 
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aSk: What does this action indi-
cate about Moses? Would you have 
gone closer to such a strange thing? 
Why or why not?

diScuSS: What role does curiosity 
play in the life of faith? How can 
we practice paying attention to the 
ways God wants to reveal God’s self 
to us as we go about our daily lives?

Play the burning bush scene from 
The Ten Commandments or Prince 
of Egypt. 

aSk: What do you think about the 
film’s presentation of this scene? Do 
you find it effective? Why or why 
not? Would you have removed or 
added anything to the scene? If so, 
why?

Exodus 3:6-12
Invite someone to read 
Exodus 3:6.

aSk: Why does God identify God’s 
self to Moses in this way? What 
does God want Moses to under-
stand about who God is and what 
God has done?

aSk: Why does Moses hide his face? 
Do you think this is an appropriate 
reaction? Why or why not?

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 3:7-9.

Say: God has identified God’s self 
to Moses as the God of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob. God promised the 
ancestors that they would become a 
great nation and would have a land. 
The people have indeed become 
numerous, but they are in Egypt, 
which is the wrong land. Worse, 
they are enslaved and oppressed 
there. Now God promises 

which is a long distance from the water, Moses, who as 
a baby was drawn from the Nile’s waters, will meet the 
ultimate source of life. 

This mountain will be central for the people of Israel 
from this time forward. It is where the Lord will give 
the commandments to the people after the exodus. It 
is where the Israelites will become the people of the 
covenant. 

3:2  An angel appears to Moses “in a flame of fire out 
of a bush.” The Bible often uses fire as a symbol of 
God’s presence. Examples include the fire that moves 
among Abram’s offering (Gen 15:17) and the presence 
of God that leads the Israelites in a column of cloud 
by day and a pillar of fire by night (Ex 13:21). Later 
in Israelite history, a fire will burn constantly in the 
temple to symbolize God’s presence. Many churches 
light candles as part of worship to represent the pres-
ence of Christ, the Light of the world.

It is also possible that the bush represents the 
Hebrews and the fire represents the oppression  
they are experiencing in Egypt. In this case, the  
angel’s appearance in the fire may indicate that  
God is present with the people in what they are  
going through ( Johnstone, 73).

Our lesson text doesn’t include verses 3-5 from this 
chapter, but they are important to the story. Moses 
stops what he is doing to explore this unusual 
phenomenon. He doesn’t know it yet, but his willing-
ness to exercise curiosity and to demonstrate courage 
brings him another step closer to serving God.

Moses hears a voice calling his name from the bush 
(v. 4). The narrator tells us it is God’s voice, but Moses 
doesn’t know this yet. Like others before him, Moses’ 
immediate response to being called is to answer,  
“Here I am” (remember Jacob and Joseph from 
previous lessons).

As Moses approaches the bush, a voice tells him to 
remove his shoes. While we may think of removing 
shoes as a way to honor a holy place, the invitation to 
remove one’s shoes is also an invitation to hospitality. 
It is an invitation to enter the host’s space. Accepting 
the invitation means assuming the obligation to 
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deliverance that will lead to their 
receiving the land.

aSk: Do you see any irony in what 
God says to Moses about delivering 
them from the land of the Egyptians 
and giving them a land where other 
people live?

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 3:10.

aSk: How do you imagine Moses 
feels about God’s commissioning 
him to bring the Israelites out of 
Egypt? Why do you think he would 
react that way?

aSk: Who have you known or heard 
about who put their lives in jeop-
ardy when responding to God’s 
call? Would you be able to follow 
their example? Why or why not?

aSk: Why do you think God 
chooses Moses for this dangerous 
mission? What about Moses’ back-
ground qualifies him for it? What 
does this say about the areas in 
which God calls us to serve?

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 3:11-12.

aSk: What might motivate Moses’ 
question?

Say: God doesn’t promise Moses 
that the task won’t be challenging 
and risky. But God does promise 
to be with Moses. God then gives 
Moses a sign that God will be  
with him.

aSk: What would you think about 
such a sign? What does the sign 
require of Moses? 

respect and honor the host’s space. God welcomes  
the exiled Moses into God’s presence as a guest 
( Janzen, 28-29). 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—GOD SPEAKS FROM  
THE BUSH

Exodus 3:6-12 
(6) He said further, “I am the God of your father, 
the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 
God of Jacob.” And Moses hid his face, for he 
was afraid to look at God. (7) Then the LORD said, 
“I have observed the misery of my people who 
are in Egypt; I have heard their cry on account 
of their taskmasters. Indeed, I know their suffer-
ings, (8) and I have come down to deliver them 
from the Egyptians, and to bring them up out 
of that land to a good and broad land, a land 
flowing with milk and honey, to the country 
of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amorites, 
the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites.  
(9) The cry of the Israelites has now come to me; 
I have also seen how the Egyptians oppress them.  
(10) So come, I will send you to Pharaoh to bring 
my people, the Israelites, out of Egypt.” (11) But 
Moses said to God, “Who am I that I should 
go to Pharaoh, and bring the Israelites out of 
Egypt?” (12) He said, “I will be with you; and 
this shall be the sign for you that it is I who sent 
you: when you have brought the people out of 
Egypt, you shall worship God on this mountain.”

3:6  God identifies God’s self as the God of Moses’ 
ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with whom God 
established a covenant. This identification calls Moses 
to remember his heritage. It calls him to recall God’s 
past blessings and promises. The One speaking to 
Moses is the One who has called, blessed, and deliv-
ered God’s people in the past.

Moses hides his face. He is afraid to look at God—but 
not so afraid that he runs away. This may say some-
thing about Moses’ strength and courage, which we 
have already seen in his willingness to investigate the 
burning bush. 
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Exodus 3:13-15
Invite someone to read 
Exodus 3:13.

aSk: Why do you think Moses 
asks for God’s name? Why doesn’t 
Moses think it will satisfy the people 
to know that the God of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob has sent Moses to 
them?

Invite someone to read  
Exodus 3:14-15.

Say: God responds to Moses’ 
request for God’s name with a 
phrase that uses two forms of the 
Hebrew verb “to be.” The phrase 
can be translated “i am who i 
am,” “i will bE who i will bE,” or 
“i cauSE to bE what i cauSE to bE.” 
God then tells Moses to say to the 
people, “i am has sent me to you.” 
The Hebrew alphabet originally 
had no vowels, so the word God 
offers as God’s name translates into 
English as YHWH. It may have been 
pronounced “Yahweh.” This name 
shows that God is a mystery. It also 
says something about who God is 
and what God does.

Divide the class into groups. Ask 
them to discuss possible ways to 
interpret the name “i am who i am,” 
“i will bE who i will bE,” or “i cauSE 
to bE what i cauSE to bE.” Ask each 
group to report.

diScuSS: What might this name tell 
Moses, the Israelites, and us about 
God? Why did they, and why do 
we, need to know these things 
about God?

APPLYING THE LESSON
Say: Churches and individual 
Christians should always be 

open to how God might want to 

3:7-8  God isn’t distant from and uninterested in the 
world. Notice the activity described in the verbs: God 
“observed,” “heard,” “knows,” and has “come down.” 
God, who is active in the world, is calling Moses to 
participate in God’s saving activity in the lives of  
God’s people. 

God’s promise to Abraham of many descendants 
has been fulfilled, but the Hebrew population has 
exploded in a foreign land. God tells Moses that the 
promise to Abraham of a land is now to be fulfilled. 
It will be a fertile land, one “flowing with milk and 
honey.”

Other people groups inhabit the land God promises 
to give the Hebrews. Later, as Joshua leads the people 
into the promised land, these other people will be 
conquered or assimilated (see the book of Joshua). 
We are (or should be) aware of and sensitive to the 
problem of taking land from indigenous people.  
Our sensibilities hopefully cause us to wrestle with  
the ethics of taking land from people who already  
live there. But the biblical story context rests on God’s 
promise to give Abraham’s descendants a home.

3:9-10  God acknowledges the unjust oppression of  
the people in Egypt and reveals the solution. Moses 
will go back to Egypt, the place from which he fled 
after killing a man, and confront the powerful 
pharaoh to demand the release of the Israelites. As  
we are about to see, this doesn’t sound good to Moses. 
He left Egypt because he was wanted for murder. He 
has no intention of going back. But that is what God 
calls him to do.

3:11-12  Moses responds by saying, “Who am I to go?” 
This is a less enthusiastic echo of his recent response 
to God, “Here I am.” It also reflects an understandable 
reticence. Moses tries to convince God that he isn’t the 
right person to take on this assignment.

God promises to be with Moses throughout the 
process. Through God’s power, Moses will successfully 
bring the Hebrews to the mountain of God. God’s 
constant presence as the people move from one place 
and situation to another is a unique identifying char-
acteristic of God. In the ancient world, people believed 
gods were regional or situational. For example, during 
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use us to help set people free from 
oppression. 

aSk: What keeps us from being 
open to God’s call? 

Say: It’s hard to imagine Moses 
being so focused on his sheep that 
he would fail to notice the burning 
bush. It’s also hard to imagine him 
responding to God’s statement 
about the suffering of the Hebrews 
by saying it wasn’t his problem.

aSk: Do you think we get so caught 
up in our lives or so intent on 
avoiding difficult situations that 
we fail to notice the human needs 
around us and God’s call for us 
to help meet them? How can we 
develop better habits to make us 
more aware?

CLOSING PRAYER
O God, we say we want to 
do your work in the world, 

but too often when the opportunity 
comes to hear and respond to your 
voice, we are so entrenched in our 
own concerns that we miss it. Open 
our eyes to see the people who 
need our help. Open our hearts to 
hear your call. Amen. 
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pregnancy a woman would pray to a specific god 
or goddess for an easy delivery. A traveler would be 
certain to pray to regional gods in all the places he 
traveled in order to have safe passage. One god that 
was everywhere and in all situations was unique.  
God’s people need no other gods. 

BIBLE BACKGROUND—GOD OFFERS A NAME

Exodus 3:13-15 
(13) But Moses said to God, “If I come to the 
Israelites and say to them, ‘The God of your 
ancestors has sent me to you,’ and they ask me, 
‘What is his name?’ what shall I say to them?” 
(14) God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” He 
said further, “Thus you shall say to the Israelites, 
‘I AM has sent me to you.’” (15) God also said 
to Moses, “Thus you shall say to the Israelites, 
‘The LORD, the God of your ancestors, the God 
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of 
Jacob, has sent me to you’: This is my name for-
ever, and this my title for all generations.”

3:13  Moses asks for God’s name because, he says, the 
Israelites will want to know it. While God’s identity as 
the One who has acted in the past is important, the 
people will want to know who God is for them and 
what God will do in the present.

3:14-15  God responds to Moses’ request for God’s 
name with a phrase that uses two forms of the Hebrew 
verb “to be.” The phrase can be translated “I AM WHO 
I AM,” “I WILL BE WHO I WILL BE,” or “I CAUSE TO BE 
WHAT I CAUSE TO BE.” God then tells Moses to tell 
the people, “I AM has sent me to you.” The Hebrew 
language originally had no vowels, so the word 
God offers as God’s name translates into English as 
YHWH. It may have been pronounced “Yahweh.” 

The name stresses God’s reality, presence, and activity. 
The God who acted on behalf of the ancestors will 
also act on behalf of the captives in Egypt. The name 
also preserves God’s mysteriousness. We know God 
through God’s saving actions, but we can never fully 
know God. This is the name by which the Hebrews 
will know God from now on. When we see “LORD”  
in our English Bibles, it translates the name YHWH.
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TEACHING OPTIONS
No Less Days
Say: As our lesson text begins, Moses is in 
Midian. The Hebrew people are still living 
under Egyptian oppression. As far as they 

know, they have no real hope of freedom. It may 
be that if they think of God at all, they figure that 
God has abandoned them. 

Say and aSk: We probably think of God regu-
larly. And when we do, we probably don’t think 
that God has abandoned us. Still, we have our 
struggles. What kinds of realities challenge us to 
maintain our faith in God?

Say: The Hebrews in Egypt don’t know it, but God 
is taking steps to secure their freedom and lead 
them to the promised land.

Invite class members to read Exodus 3:6-10 
silently. 

Invite class members to sing or read in unison 
these verses of the hymn “Amazing Grace”:

Yea, when this flesh and heart shall fail,
And mortal life shall cease,
I shall possess, within the veil,
A life of joy and peace.

When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we’d first begun.

Say: The lesson text speaks of the promised land 
of Canaan. The hymn speaks of the promised  
land of heaven. The Hebrews in Egypt don’t yet 
know of the liberation from bondage they are 
about to experience. We know what is ahead of 
us. We know what God is going to do through 
Jesus Christ.

diScuSS: Heaven is an even greater gift than 
Canaan. Jesus is an even greater liberator than 
Moses. How can the promise of future freedom 
set us free even now?

Closing Activity
Say: God sent Moses to set the Hebrew people 
free from Egyptian bondage.

aSk: What kinds of bondage do people in our 
community experience? What kinds of problems 
or conditions hold them captive? What do people 
around us need to be set free from?

As class members call out answers, write them on 
a whiteboard or flipchart.

aSk: What ministries, agencies, or organizations in 
our area try to address these needs?

As class members call out answers, write them on 
a whiteboard or flipchart.

diScuSS: Is it possible that God is calling our class 
to go and help set people free by partnering with 
one or more of these groups? 

Challenge the class to prayerfully consider the 
possibilities and to make a commitment soon.

CONCLUSION

The Hebrews were experiencing oppression in Egypt. God called Moses to lead the Hebrews 
out of their captivity. At its heart, this is a story of God’s saving action. God takes the 
initiative to free the people. But as usual, God works through a person to accomplish 
God’s liberating will. In this case, God chooses Moses, who is particularly well suited for 
the mission because of his experience with both the Hebrew and Egyptian cultures. In 
addressing Moses’ understandable reticence at accepting this challenging and risky mission, 
God reveals God’s self as the One who had blessed and helped the Hebrews’ ancestors. But 
in revealing the divine name Yahweh to Moses (and to the people), God reveals God’s self as 
the One who will bless and deliver God’s people in the present and the future. In God’s great 
grace, God chooses Moses to lead the people into freedom.


